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of a national identity. The American Revolu-
tion and the drafting of the Constitution did 
not deepen a preexisting national self. Rather, 
they created a new political framework in 
which the walls of culture, particularly in re-
ference to a distant past, were later added. Re- 
visiting this moment in American history, 
along with the nation’s early efforts at identity- 
making, Denis Lacorne identifies two compet-
ing narratives drawn from a reformulation of 
America’s past, present, and future. 

The first narrative, derived from the phi-
losophy of the Enlightenment, is secular. As-
sociated with the Founding Fathers and re-
flected in the Declaration of Independence, 
the Constitution, and the Federalist Papers, 
this line of reasoning is predicated on separat-
ing religion from politics to preserve political 
freedom from an overpowering church. Promi-
nent thinkers such as Voltaire, Thomas Paine, 
and Jean-Nicolas Démeunier, who viewed the 
American project as a radical attempt to create 
a new regime free from religion and the weight 
of ancient history, embraced this American 
effort to establish a genuine wall of separation 
between church and state. 

The second narrative casts national iden-
tity as the outcome of a progression toward 
freedom, beginning with the Reformation and 
culminating with the colonies of Puritan New 
England. This alternative vision was adopted 
by Whig politicians and romantic historians, 
yet it persists among political scientists such as 
Samuel Huntington. These thinkers insist Am-
erica possesses a core, stable “American creed” 
consisting of a mix of Protestant and republican 
values. Lacorne outlines the role of religion in 
making these narratives and examines, against 
this backdrop, how key historians, philosophers, 
novelists, and intellectuals situate religion in 
American politics.
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“ Denis Lacorne is the best European observer of American politics and culture I know. 
Extraordinarily knowledgeable and sympathetic, he sees through simple-minded myths 
about America and is attentive to connections we miss. Religion in America, which con-
cerns the noncontradiction between Enlightenment and Protestantism in the American 
imagination, confirms what I’ve long suspected: that Lacorne understands us better than 
we understand ourselves.”

—Mark Lilla, Columbia University, 
author of The Stillborn God: Religion, Politics, and the Modern West

“ Drawing upon Alexis de Tocqueville’s Democracy in America (1835) and attempting to 
avoid simplistic clichés of American religion, French political scientist Denis Lacorne 
brilliantly argues that religion has played an ongoing role in the American republic be-
cause it has blended Enlightenment skepticism, American pragmatism, and religious in- 
novation and entrepreneurialism over the past two centuries. He cogently engages wide-
spread misconceptions among French intellectuals and Europeans about the role of 
religion in American public life and points to the ironic and contradictory impulses 
within American and French political life. His book reads like a modern Tocqueville, and 
it is highly recommended!”

—Gastón Espinosa, Claremont McKenna College, 
author of Religion and the American Presidency: 

George Washington to George W. Bush with Commentary and Primary Sources
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  T h e  o ut s i d e r ,  i t  i s  s a i d,   sees more clearly. To be sure, there are ex-

ceptions: to understand a closed microsociety it helps to be an insider with 

all an insider’s clues and codes. But as a rule, the view from afar has much to 

recommend it. The French in particular have long specialized in this per-

spective: some of the best accounts of Russia, for example, are by nineteenth-

century French travelers, and it was the French philosopher Montesquieu 

who displaced himself into the perspective of the “Persian” observer in order 

to off er perceptive insights onto his own countrymen. 

 But nowhere have the French trained their sights with such enthusiasm and 

sustained interest as upon the United States of America. The fascination has 

been mutual: many of the best historical studies of early modern and modern 

France have been undertaken by American scholars. But there is a certain 

asymmetry to the relationship: French historical scholarship has tended to 

veer south and east rather than west. The French interest in America has been 

most fully articulated by intellectuals, travelers, and social observers. Since 

the latter were often among France’s most distinguished writers, this has been 

very much to the U.S. advantage. From the settlement of North America, the 

∏

foreword

tony judt
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country has been visited and discussed by everyone from Voltaire to the Duc 

de La Rochefoucauld-Liancourt, from Madame de Staël to Alexis de Tocque-

ville, from Simone de Beauvoir to Bernard-Henri Lévy. 

 If the quality of the observations thereby culled has varied, the interest has 

never dulled. There is good reason for this. France, like the United States, was 

refounded in the late eighteenth century on an Enlightenment and republican 

basis. In contrast to the United States, the French revolutionary settlement 

proved unstable and contentious for much of the ensuing two centuries: both 

the republic and its institutions were challenged by voices seeking a return to 

the past. On the face of it, America proved a more successful and complete 

revolution, displacing an imperial monarchy with a republican constitution 

and a society united behind it—despite the disgraceful paradox of slavery. 

 But seen through another glass, it was America that proved unstable. From 

the French perspective, the contrast between organized religion and a repub-

lican political culture was clear and unambiguous from the outset. In 1791, 

even before the monarchy was overthrown, the French revolutionaries began 

a despoiling of the established (Catholic) church and its material wealth—a 

process that culminated just over a century later in the complete disestablish-

ment of the French Church and the unambiguous construction of an unb-

reachable wall of  laïcité  (“laicness” or “ultra-secularism”) between church and 

state. 

 This established a clear space in which republicanism could defi ne itself 

not just against the monarchy and the church but against all forms of reli-

gious practice and expression. At least until the recent advent of a new minor-

ity of practicing Muslims, the French could contentedly suppose that to be 

 republican—i.e., to be French—was to keep faith and religious practice far 

away from the public place: no crosses, no bibles, no veils. It was thus a source 

of ongoing wonder and some distaste to look across the Atlantic and see 

France’s fellow enlightened republic (the only other signifi cant institutional 

survivor from the age of reason) wallowing in apparent public religiosity. 

 For the paradox of the United States, of course, was that it was founded 

under the auspices of “a Creator” and was from the outset a world of com-

mitted believers—whether Episcopalian, Methodist, Baptist, Catholic, or 

Jew—but had given itself a constitution in which the very fi rst amendment 

specifi ed unambiguously that there should be no established religion of any 

sort. Thus, whereas it took the French more than a century to rid themselves 

of an established church, the Americans successfully and defi nitively did so 

x  f o r e w o r d
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right away. And yet they continue to be quite distinctively religious—more so 

than any other Western or developed society. How can this be? 

 Professor Denis Lacorne of France’s distinguished Sciences-Po is already 

well known to readers on both sides of the Atlantic for his writings on Ameri-

can political and cultural life. Unlike most French commentators on American 

aff airs (Voltaire included), he has not only spent time in the United States, he 

has also lived and taught here. He speaks fl uent English—even today a rarity 

among French scholars and intellectuals—and is more familiar with the ins 

and outs of American history and politics than most Americans. 

 In his latest book,  Religion in America: A Political History , Lacorne does more 

than just off er an overview of the place of religious practice and religious 

confl ict in the making of America (though he does this in a way that Ameri-

can students and general readers will fi nd extremely helpful); he integrates 

his story into another story, that of the French fascination with America and 

the insights and misunderstandings to which it has led. He observes that even 

the earliest commentators, men like Jean de Crèvecœur, were disposed to 

confl ate the Puritan and republican strands in colonial political culture—

whereas, as Lacorne demonstrates, these were juxtaposed and often contra-

dictory elements that surfaced at diff erent occasions and create not so much 

a complexity of American roots as a tension between alternative models for 

the good society. 

 These tensions run through American history, and the contradictions 

they pose to observers are well illustrated in the work of both the greatest 

 commentators—Tocqueville, most obviously—and the most superfi cial. Nor 

do the tensions run conveniently along political lines. The populist tradition 

that fed into the modern Democratic Party was at least as religious as the 

more conventionally Protestant Republican heritage: the defense of dissent-

ing Baptists or persecuted Catholics could take radical and oppositional form 

to the power structure of a republic run by and for a small commercial elite. 

Indeed, the emphasis on the separation of church and state long favored mi-

nority religions frightened at the prospect of their suppression at the hands of 

the dominant mainstream heritage of the Episcopalians. 

 Conversely, the established elite—having no need of religion to support 

their authority from the late nineteenth century onward—were quite content 

to see religion retreat to the private sphere, but took great care to emphasize 

the need to keep  all  forms of faith and practice equally clear of public favor. 

From the point of view of the foreigner, and particularly the French observer 

f o r e w o r d  x i
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with a Cartesian preference for rigorous logic and sustained categories, the 

periodic resurfacing of these issues in the form of juridical revision of the in-

terpretation of the First Amendment was a source of confusion: surely these 

things had been settled once and for all in 1789? 

 But the fungibility of American public aff airs, and the shifting sentiments 

brought about by war and fears of war, have reintroduced God into American 

politics in ways that confuse foreigners. Here in America we now sign off  our 

coins, our pledges of allegiance, and even our public speeches with invoca-

tions of God. Americans today believe in their God (and very often the Devil) 

to an extent that others fi nd mysterious. Indeed, in these respects the United 

States has more in common with Islamic or Hindu societies than it does with 

the rest of the “de-Christianized” West. There are churches everywhere in 

America and they are full. 

 And yet: as Denis Lacorne brings out well, this is not a token of the reestab-

lishment of offi  cial Christianity. Even the most conservative and faith-based 

presidents of recent years have taken great care to distinguish between their 

own born-again or otherwise determined Christian practice, and the amor-

phous and widely varying commitments of their fellow citizens: “my fellow 

Americans” clearly addresses a world of Catholics, Jews, Muslims, Hindus, 

and others besides, not to mention tens of millions of nonbelievers. 

 Thus it would be a foolish American politician indeed, or one whose sights 

were fi rmly set on a local horizon, who sought to emulate those European 

politicians—from Poland to Italy, from Germany to the Netherlands—who 

insist upon the “Christian” identity of Europe. In this respect, Americans are 

far more serious about their  laïcité,  at least collectively, than their unbeliev-

ing European confreres. To American observers, the European reluctance to 

admit Islamic Turkey into the European Union remains a mystery, parochial 

and self-destructive. And it is perhaps worth observing that French commen-

tators and politicians—the fi rst to damn America for its ultrareligiosity—are 

in the front line of those defending an implicitly Christian defi nition of “Eu-

rope” against the barbarians without. 

 The prospects for Jeff erson’s “wall” separating church from state are per-

haps better than people suppose. It doesn’t much matter—and Lacorne is 

very good on just why this is so—whether the occasional provincial court-

house displays the baby Jesus at Christmastime on its front lawn. But it does 

very much matter whether or not being Christian—or a particular kind of 

Christian—determines your prospects in public aff airs in the republic. 

x i i  f o r e w o r d
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 Here, perhaps, Lacorne is rather generous. When Joseph Lieberman was 

selected by Al Gore as his vice-presidential running-mate in 2000, the Amer-

ican media fell over itself to congratulate the republic in welcoming a Jew 

as a potential head of state and government. When some pointed out that 

France, that notorious sinkhole of anti-Semitic prejudice, had to date elected 

fi ve Jewish heads of government, there were cries of disbelief. So we should 

not rush to suppose that the real as distinct from the symbolic separation 

of church and state in America is and always has been unbreached. To the 

contrary: it took nearly two centuries to elect a Catholic to the White House 

and may take nearly as long again before we see a Muslim uncontentiously 

installed there. On the other hand, much the same is true of France. 

 I cannot recommend this book too highly. We stand always to gain from 

looking at ourselves through the lens of another, and Denis Lacorne is a 

reliable and enlightening guide. Moreover, by moving insensibly back and 

forward between Parisian perspectives and American practices, he pulls us a 

little closer to the rest of humanity. The illusion of American exceptionalism 

is one of the more dangerous myths in which this country has wallowed, sepa-

rating itself in its own eyes from everyone else. If we did not appreciate just 

how isolating this was in years gone by, we should surely do so now. 

 Tony Judt 

 New York City 

f o r e w o r d x i i i
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  T h e r e  i s  g e n e r a l  ag r e e m e n t  t h at   the United States is the most 

religious of advanced Western democracies. The level of religious observance 

in the country is unusually high and political language is imbued with reli-

gious values and religious references. “In God We Trust” is the national motto 

of the United States and enshrined on its currency, “one nation under God” 

was added to the Pledge of Allegiance in 1954, and an impressive number of 

elected offi  cials—members of Congress, cabinet offi  cers, and presidents such 

as Jimmy Carter and George W. Bush—have claimed a special relationship 

with the Almighty following a momentous adult conversion experience. And 

yet this reality is the source of major misunderstandings, clichés, and misper-

ceptions between the United States and other Western nations regarding the 

proper role of religion in a modern democracy. 

 Nowhere is this more evident than in France, where contemporary 

 writers—journalists, political scientists, philosophers, novelists—are particu-

larly disturbed by what they see on the American political scene: the pro-

liferation of religious slogans and allegories; the frequency of worship ser-

vices, prayer meetings, and thanksgiving celebrations organized by public 

introduction
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x v i  i n t r o d u c t i o n

 authorities; the inordinate use of a Manichean rhetoric opposing the forces 

of Good to the forces of Evil. Such manifestations of an overwhelming public 

religiosity reinforce the French belief that the United States is an aggres-

sively and unapologetically Christian nation. Its political creed, it is argued, 

has remained fundamentally Anglo-Protestant, despite an increasing infl ux 

of Asian and Latino immigrants whose cultural values are by defi nition out-

side the ambit of Anglo-Protestantism. 

 Based on these assumptions, numerous French observers have concluded 

that there is no escape from religion in American politics and that, despite its 

well-established republican framework, American democracy is less advanced 

because it has not yet completed its process of secularization. The French, 

they argue, are more authentically “republican” than the Americans, because 

they have enshrined a secular ideal in the fi rst article of their constitution and 

have established a long-lasting separation between church and state. 

 Against the background of these widely accepted continental clichés, I 

have attempted to do two things in this book. The fi rst is to trace the broad 

outlines of the role of religion in the formation of a distinct American na-

tional identity. The second is to examine, against this background, how key 

French thinkers, from Voltaire and Tocqueville to Sartre and Bernard-Henri 

Lévy, have tried to explain the place and signifi cance of religion in American 

politics.   

 A m e r i c a  i s  u n i q u e  i n  t h at   the foundation of its political institutions 

preceded the development of its national identity. As the historian John Mur-

rin aptly put it, in the United States, as opposed to most European countries, 

the “constitutional roof ” was built before the “national walls.” 1  The American 

Revolution and its constitutional climax did not deepen a strong, preexisting 

sense of national identity. It created a new political framework, and the “na-

tional walls,” including cultural references to a distant past, were built later. 

 In looking at the history of these attempts to construct a national identity, 

I argue that there is not, as some historians and political scientists have main-

tained, one narrative, but at least two major competing narratives of identity 

formation. These narratives have been crafted by historians, philosophers, 

novelists, and political leaders, who at certain critical junctures reassess or 

reformulate the links between the past, the present, and the future. 

 The fi rst narrative, derived from the philosophy of the Enlightenment, is 

essentially secular. Associated with the Founding Fathers and refl ected in the 
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i n t r o d u c t i o n  x v i i

founding documents (the Declaration of Independence, the Constitution, 

the Federalist Papers), it is predicated on the necessity of separating religion 

from politics in order to preserve newly acquired political freedoms from the 

danger of an overpowering established church. The American attempt to cre-

ate a genuine “wall of separation” between church and state was embraced by 

prominent continental thinkers like Voltaire, Tom Paine, and Démeunier, the 

editor of the  Encyclopédie Méthodique  (1784–1788), who saw the American project 

as a radical attempt to create a new political regime, detached from religion 

and liberated from the weight of an ancient history. 

 The second narrative of American identity, which I call “Romantic” or 

“Neopuritan,” is based on a radically diff erent view of history. It sees the na-

tional identity as the climax of a continuous progression of freedom starting 

with the Reformation and culminating with the fi rst New England Puritan 

colonies. This alternative vision of America was elaborated by Whig politi-

cians and Romantic historians (most notably Bancroft) in the fi rst half of the 

nineteenth century. It is still shared by political scientists who, like Samuel 

Huntington, insist that there is only one core identity for the United States—

the “American Creed”—which they describe as a stable ideology based on a 

unique combination of Protestant and republican values.   

 D e s pi t e  t h e  f r e q u e n c y  w i t h  w h i c h   these two basic versions of 

 American national identity are still invoked by modern political think-

ers, both have undergone signifi cant modifi cations and adaptations over the 

course of the last two centuries. Near the middle of the nineteenth century, 

the rise of Jacksonian democracy and the arrival of millions of non-Protestant 

immigrants called into question the dominant Neopuritan paradigm and gave 

rise to various reinterpretations of the American national identity. The most 

signifi cant of such reinterpretations were fashioned by nativist advocates of 

the new science of Social Darwinism and by progressive elites eager to fa-

cilitate the assimilation of newcomers while respecting their distinct cultures 

and religious traditions. 

 In the twentieth century, the secular paradigm so strongly defended a cen-

tury earlier by Thomas Jeff erson was rediscovered and rehabilitated by pro-

gressive justices of the Supreme Court. That paradigm continues to defi ne 

the court’s jurisprudence today despite numerous attempts to lower or break 

down the “wall of separation” between church and state. In stark opposition 

to this revival of the secular paradigm, a new evangelical antisecular narrative 
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x v i i i  i n t r o d u c t i o n

emerged in the South in the 1960s and has profoundly marked the ideology 

and electoral strategy of the Republican Party.   

 T h e  s e c o n d  e m ph a s i s  o f  t h i s   book is on how French observers have 

perceived the complex interaction of religion with politics in America. French 

views of religion in America are surprisingly diverse and idiosyncratic. At the 

time of the American Revolution, there was a productive exchange of ideas 

between French intellectuals and American political elites. The consensus, 

following Voltaire’s infl uence and that of other Enlightenment philosophers, 

was that religion was not central to the building of a modern American nation; 

what mattered most was a “government without priests” and a genuine separa-

tion between church and state. In the 1830s, this view was generally displaced 

by a new perspective defended, among others, by Tocqueville: the “spirit of 

religion” was the root cause of American democracy and the Puritan tradition 

was acknowledged as structuring the political life, the social mores, and the 

religious beliefs of the country. There were some dissenting voices expressed 

by followers of Saint-Simon who questioned the relevance of Puritanism and 

praised the rising infl uence of more “democratic” religions derived from the 

Second Great Awakening. But the perspective adopted by Tocqueville re-

mained dominant in the mid-nineteenth century and was widely shared by 

other European thinkers and American historians. 

 It was only a century later, starting in the 1930s, that French perceptions of 

religion in America signifi cantly diverged from these earlier secularist and 

Neopuritan currents. Perhaps the most signifi cant example is the infl uential 

French Catholic writers who, concerned about the excesses of modern capi-

talism, came to the conclusion that the “death of God” was the central value 

of the American polity and that it was Europe’s duty to prevent the spread of 

such a dangerous materialistic ideology to the rest of the world. This radi-

cally new perspective placed on an equal footing “Godless America” and 

“Godless (Soviet) Communism.” It marked the beginning of a fundamental 

divergence between French and American views of religion in America—a 

divergence which persists to this day, although, paradoxically, with diametri-

cally opposed results. The consensus shared by a majority of French writers 

and journalists today, which dates to the end of the Second World War, repre-

sents a clear break from the 1930s: God is once again back in America and the 

American identity is fi xed once and for all in its Puritan past, as if nothing had 

changed over the past four centuries. 
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i n t r o d u c t i o n  x i x

 Twentieth-century French perceptions of America, however contradic-

tory, share a common pessimistic message. The United States is not really a 

democracy. It is either a godless nation dominated by the profi t motive, or the 

very opposite: an intolerant Anglo-Protestant theocracy.   

 I n  r e v i s i t i n g  t h e  c o m p l e x   interplay of secular and religious  traditions 

in America, this book provides a decentered historiographical perspective 

based on the confrontation of two distinct literatures: two rival American 

exegeses of the “founding of America” and competing visions of the “es-

sence” of America defended by prominent as well as lesser-known French 

observers. French perceptions and misperceptions of America do matter: they 

have had a defi nite impact on the formative thought of the Founding Fathers 

and Tocqueville’s  Democracy in America  remains to this day an inspiring work 

for American scholars. But other French writers deserve rediscovery, and a 

systematic reading of their works will deepen our knowledge of America’s 

political and religious development as seen from abroad over the course of 

four centuries. Paradoxically, modern French writers do not seem to under-

stand that America is more than the sum of its parts and cannot be reduced 

to a fi xed Puritan or evangelical ideology, uncritically used to explain what 

is wrong with America, from Jimmy Carter’s election to the Lewinsky aff air 

to Bush’s war against the Axis of Evil. Perceptions matter, even if they are 

distorted and sometimes comical; they infl uence public opinion on both sides 

of the Atlantic. Religion in America can be better understood if it is seen in 

the context of an intermittent, often friendly but sometimes hostile dialogue 

between French and American thinkers.   

 I t  i s  o b v i o u s  t h at  t h e  p e r i o d s   chosen for this book—the late 

eighteenth century, early and mid-nineteenth, early twentieth, the 1930s, and 

the present—follow a chronological order. But this apparent order is inter-

rupted by a series of deliberate discontinuities. They refer to critical mo-

ments or “historiographical regimes” that, it is assumed, infl uence the very 

way in which we think about religion in the United States. The authors stud-

ied never wrote in a closed world. Their perceptions, real or imaginary, were 

necessarily located in a larger historical context that directed their views and 

incited them to emphasize certain particular events, sets of great ancestors, or 

utopias over others. 
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x x  i n t r o d u c t i o n

 Constant and simultaneous reference to French and American sources 

might seem unnecessarily complicated, but I have found it to be the best way 

of revealing the common historiographical traditions shared by France and 

the United States. It has also helped me to verify the accuracy of my sources 

and establish the necessary critical distance between European and American 

narratives often wrongly presented as factual. The confrontation of two na-

tional literatures dealing with the same subject—religion in the United States 

in relation to politics—has greatly eased my task. It has allowed me to de-

velop a better understanding of the confl icting accounts presented by French 

and American witnesses of great American political and religious transforma-

tions in all their ambiguities, contradictions, and inaccuracies. 
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 1 

 America, the Land of Religious Utopias 

 A m e r i c a  i n  V o lta i r e ’ s  t i m e   was a distant and little-known  territory. 

Intriguing reports from travelers, missionaries, soldiers, and adventurers 

confi rmed the idea that the New England settlers were not just merchants 

or farmers but also ideologues, testing new ideas on a large and still virgin 

territory. America was seen as a laboratory for political, social, and religious 

experimentation. And it was above all the blossoming of new religions that 

drew the attention of French observers looking for a better world. But not 

all French  philosophes  could travel to America. They either stayed in France, 

like Abbé Raynal, and imagined the new American religious landscape, or 

they visited England, like Voltaire, to discover the new faiths that were being 

exported to North America. 

 Voltaire set the tone by pursuing his interest in the Quakers, whom he 

personally met during his three-year visit to England (1726–1729). This short 

but memorable experience led him to write the “Letters on the Quakers,” fi rst 

published in 1734. His reputation was such that all European visitors to Amer-

ica felt obliged to meet the “Good Quakers” of Pennsylvania after having 

read the latest edition of Voltaire’s  Philosophical Letters . Voltaire’s ideas were 
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discussed, verifi ed on the ground, and accepted by some and rejected by oth-

ers, depending on the traveler and the circumstances. 

 The Religion of the Quakers 

 Voltaire thought he had found in Quaker practices the expression of the true, 

simple, and primitive religion to which the deists of the time aspired. Quaker-

ism heralded the outline of a natural religion based on a single dogma: “There 

is a God and we must be just.” This was in Voltaire’s view “the universal reli-

gion established in all times and among all peoples.” Quakerism approached 

this ideal by reviving the practices of the early Christians, all dressed in the 

same way, “in a coat unpleated at the sides, and without buttons on the pockets 

or sleeves” and wearing “a large fl at-brimmed hat.” They rejected any hier-

archy, any distinctive signs, and any profession of faith. The pages devoted to 

the Quakers in the  Philosophical Letters  bring to light the paradigmatic charac-

ter of that admirable religion in Voltaire’s eyes, because it evidenced the real 

existence of a desacralized church, divested of all the essential sacraments: 

baptism, communion, penance, and so on. There were no archaic rituals, the 

 philosophe  remarked, no preaching of the Gospel, no throwing of cold water on 

the head of an unwilling child. 1  

 Voltaire set out to conduct a veritable fi eld study in the London area. He 

met a famous Quaker to learn about the particularities of this singular re-

ligion. What emerges is a striking picture of the clash between two utterly 

foreign cultures. Voltaire encounters “a fresh-looking old man who had never 

been ill because he had never known either passion or intemperance.” The 

old man receives the  philosophe  “with his hat on his head . . . without the slight-

est bow,” using “thee” and “thou” with a natural simplicity that matched his 

appearance. Surprised, Voltaire behaves with exquisite politeness and ap-

proaches the old man, “bowing and making a leg as is our custom.” 2  With the 

preliminaries over, they approach the most diffi  cult questions with extraordi-

nary frankness: Jewish rituals, the pilgrimage to Mecca, Paul’s Epistle to the 

Co rinthians, the peaceful nature of the true Christian who would be incapable 

of behaving like a wolf, a tiger, or a dog. The cultural gap is obvious and wide: 

“ ‘With respect to communion,’ I asked, ‘what do you do?’ ‘We do not cel-

ebrate it.’ ‘What! No communion?’ ‘None, except the communion of hearts.’ ” 3  

 Voltaire’s admiration is heartfelt but not without limits. He acknowledges 

that there are also among the Quakers “contortionists” who speak in a “jum-

ble” inspired by the Gospels that is not very persuasive for a visitor from 
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France. But his interest in the Quakers is so strong that he feels obliged to em-

bark on the history of the sect, beginning with the curious life of its founder, 

George Fox, the son of an illiterate worker, “of irreproachable conduct and 

saintly folly.” 4  

 In Voltaire’s view, this new exotic religion functioned as a model: it of-

fered the image of a perfectly viable counter-religion, a reverse Catholicism 

including none of the dogmas, rituals, or sacraments of the Roman Church. 

The exoticism was twofold, in relation both to continental Catholicism and 

to the two established religions of England and Scotland—Anglicanism and 

Presbyterianism. The strangeness was further accentuated when transposed 

to North America, where William Penn, son of an admiral and friend of the 

Duke of York (the king’s brother and the future James II), had established his 

empire by securing from the British crown the immense territory of Penn-

sylvania. Voltaire showers the ruler of the new colony with praise: He is a 

great legislator of exemplary wisdom, a pacifi st, the protector of the Indians, 

and most important the inventor of a new form of state, unprecedented in 

the annals of humanity—a “government without priests,” with no army, and 

peopled by citizens equal among themselves. Hence this laudatory comment: 

“William Penn might well have boasted that he brought back the golden age 

of which so much is spoken and which in fact never really existed save in 

Pennsylvania.” 5  

 The notion that the Quakers of Pennsylvania had brought to life the mythi-

cal golden age persisted. It shows up in the article “Quaker” in the  Encyclopédie  

of Diderot and d’Alembert, in works by Abbé Raynal about America, as well 

as in the article “Pennsylvanie” in the  Encyclopédie méthodique  of Démeunier, 

which repeats the bulk of Raynal’s remarks. 

 Updating Voltaire’s presentation in his article for the  Encyclopédie , the Mar-

quis de Jaucourt observes that, whereas Quakerism has declined in England, 

it is thriving in Pennsylvania. Like Montesquieu before him, Jaucourt makes 

a striking parallel between Penn and Lycurgus. 6  He claims that the great law-

giver of Pennsylvania holds “the distinction of having formed a population 

among whom probity seems as natural as bravery was for the Spartans.” Like 

Voltaire, Jaucourt admires this modern government. He praises the virtue, 

intelligence, industriousness, and wisdom of this “truly great” people, and 

concludes that Quakerism “is, all things considered, the most reasonable and 

perfect system yet imagined.” 7  

 Imitating Voltaire and Jaucourt, Abbé Raynal also expresses his admira-

tion for the Quakers’ modesty, probity, and love of work. Convinced that “a 
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people without masters and without priests” enjoyed common prosperity, he 

believes this new republic is the incarnation of the mythical heroic age of 

antiquity. Again like Voltaire, Raynal notes the simplicity of the Quakers’ way 

of life, their disdain for titles, fashions, and ceremonies, as well as the modesty 

of their dress: “Without braids, embroidery, lace, or cuff s, they banned every-

thing they called ornament or superfl uity. Their coats were unpleated, and 

their hats did not even have buttons, because they are not always necessary. 

This disdain for fashion impelled them to be more virtuous than other men, 

from whom they distinguished themselves by their modest appearance.” 8  

 Raynal is struck by the extreme egalitarianism and extreme individualism 

of a religion in which each believer is a potential priest awaiting illumination 

from the Holy Spirit to reveal his inspiration to the assembled Friends. For 

them the gift of speech has a sacramental value and it is, remarkably, shared 

equally among men and women. Raynal acknowledges, however, that every-

thing is not perfect among the Quakers. Inspiration may sometimes irritate 

“the sensitivity of the nervous system” so as to provoke convulsions (hence 

the name Quakers or Tremblers). Indeed, such practices were often severely 

sanctioned by confi nement to the “madhouse, prison, whipping, the pillory, 

often bestowed on believers whose crime and folly was an excessive desire to 

be reasonable and virtuous.” In fact, Raynal observes, these convulsions are 

no more shocking than the lack of formality displayed by the members of the 

Society of Friends. For what is important is the exceptional quality of the hu-

man relations cultivated by the inhabitants of Pennsylvania. The same thing 

is true of the relations of the Quakers with the “natives of the country,” based 

on good faith, trust, and the respect of promises at a time when Native Amer-

icans were already being persecuted and wrongly despoiled of their ancestral 

lands. Finally, Raynal praises the exemplary nature of the religious regime 

inaugurated by William Penn: “The virtuous legislator built his society on a 

foundation of toleration. . . . [H]e allowed all people the freedom to invoke 

the Supreme Being in their own way, permitting neither dominant religion 

in Pennsylvania, nor compulsory contributions for the building of a house of 

worship or attendance at religious services which was not voluntary.” 9  

 Raynal is nonetheless worried about the future of a state with open and 

undefended borders. He wonders whether the Quakers’ radical pacifi sm is 

excessively imprudent, and decides that it may not be. After all, what would 

an enemy have to gain from an invasion of the Quaker republic? Nothing, or 

very little: fallow land abandoned by its inhabitants, ruined workshops, busi-
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nesses deserted by a diaspora of Friends who would prefer to emigrate, even 

if it meant going to the ends of the earth, rather than submit to their enemies 

or take up arms in their own defense. 10  

 The description of the Quakers in the next to last volume of the  Histoire des 

deux Indes  introduces a welcome pause in the cycle of conquests and tribula-

tions marked by the cruelty of war, the pursuit of wealth, the introduction of 

slavery, and the extermination of the Native Americans. That rare occurrence 

in the history of humanity—the triumph of innocence and peace—gives rea-

son for hope: 

 At last the writer and his reader can breathe a sigh of relief. At last they 

can fi nd some compensation for the disgust, the horror, or the sadness 

inspired by modern history, and above all by the colonization of the New 

World by Europeans. Up until this point, the only way these barbarians 

knew of taking possession of it was to begin by destroying its peoples, 

the only way of cultivating it, to begin by laying it waste. At last we can 

witness the seeds of reason, happiness, and humanity sown among the 

ruins and devastation of a continent still reeking with the blood of all its 

peoples, civilized or savage. 11  

   J .  H e c to r  S t.  J o h n  d e  C r è v e c œ u r   (1735–1813), in  Letters from an 

American Farmer , published around the same time as Raynal’s  Histoire des deux 

Indes , also expresses open sympathy for the Quakers. Like all his predeces-

sors, he is impressed by the simplicity and austerity of their way of life. Their 

religious observance is “without hierarchy, coercive laws, or outward forms of 

worship.” The author is particularly struck by the complete absence of orna-

ment in the meeting house he visits, which is lacking in all the apparatus of 

a revealed religion. It is a place of exemplary sobriety, with four white walls, 

benches, and nothing else: “Neither pulpit nor desk, font nor altar, tabernacle 

nor organ, were there to be seen. . . .” The meeting of Friends that he attends 

in the small town of Chester is made up of men and women, black and white, 

in roughly equal numbers. Repeating in his way the experience of Voltaire, 

Crèvecœur apologizes for his show of antiquated manners that makes him ri-

diculous in his hosts’ eyes: “The involuntary impulse of ancient custom made 

me pull off  my hat. . . .” He swiftly corrects the mistake and puts his hat back 

on, as is done among Friends. To his great surprise, nothing happens in the 
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meeting house. Absolute silence prevails for about half an hour, until a “fe-

male Friend” stands up and states modestly that the spirit has moved her to 

speak. Her discourse, says Crèvecœur, was of exemplary simplicity. She 

 delivered it without theological parade or the ostentation of learning. . . . 

Her discourse lasted three-quarters of an hour. . . . Never before had I 

seen a congregation listening with so much attention to a public oration. 

I observed neither contortions of body nor any kind of aff ectation in her 

face, style, or manner of utterance; everything was natural, and therefore 

pleasing, and shall I tell you more, she was very handsome. . . .  12  

 Obviously charmed by the beauty of the ritual, Crèvecœur draws up an 

astonishing inventory of Quaker virtues: modesty, probity, justice, equity, 

frugality, cleanliness, gentleness, benevolence, charity, and, to crown every-

thing, “tranquil and wise manners”; in short, an extraordinary “calm of pas-

sions,” unknown in Europe and the rest of America. Crèvecœur like Raynal 

was among the fi rst French observers to note the important place granted 

to women, treated on an equal footing with men, participating in all the ac-

tivities of the Society of Friends, and even encouraged to teach others “when 

they feel inspired.” He also pointed out certain prohibitions against “swearing, 

gambling, and debauchery” and emphasizes that Quakers abhor the “taking of 

oaths,” so that they refuse any employment requiring a religious oath accord-

ing to the Test Act. 13  But he fails to note that the Constitution of Pennsylva-

nia, although in existence for some time, takes full account of this situation 

by allowing all applicants for public employment to “swear” or to “affi  rm” (for 

those who reject oath-taking) that they will be “true and faithful to the com-

monwealth of Pennsylvania” (Section 40, 1776 Constitution of Pennsylvania). 

 Other writers expressed great admiration for the politics of the Quakers 

and particularly for their noble and courageous commitment to the emancipa-

tion of the slaves. Anthony Benezet, the “distinguished Quaker and apostle of 

humanity,” was singled out for praise by the Geneva banker Étienne Clavière 

and the French publicist and future leader of the Girondins Jacques-Pierre 

Brissot in a travel narrative they published in 1787. Benezet was a preacher of 

a new kind, who spoke in favor of Negro emancipation and converted both 

his fellow-worshipers and members of other churches in other states to that 

cause. The Quakers indeed belonged to a new humanity “destin[ed] to regen-

erate the dignity of man.” 14  
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 Anticipating Tocqueville, Rabaut Saint-Étienne, a Protestant minister, 

deputy to the Assemblée Nationale (1789–1791) and future Girondin, thought 

he had found in the Quakers the practice of an “equality of the moderns” 15 : 

not the impossible dream of complete equality of wealth, but a relative equal-

ity characterized as “moral equality.” This, he thought, was particularly use-

ful for the survival of a modern society. “The Quakers,” Rabaut writes, “live 

as brothers, and yet they are of unequal wealth; but the haughtiness of the 

rich and insulting vanity are absolutely unknown among them . . . a man 

of little wealth lives in the company of a wealthy man . . . women have the 

same rights as men.” 16  The religion of the Friends hence represents much 

more than a utopia: it is a utopia that has already been realized, the mod-

eration of which—a remarkable ability to mitigate social, sexual, and eco-

nomic  diff erences—guarantees its survival and constitutes a model for the 

new French Republic. 

 Other writers, such as Volney, were more skeptical. After three years in 

the United States, from 1795 to 1798, Volney was probably the fi rst French  phi-

losophe  to criticize the “romantic mistake of the writers who give the name 

 new and virgin people  to a collection of inhabitants of old Europe.” He did not 

believe in the “essential goodness” of American laws nor the inherent wis-

dom of the government of the country. 17  But while he had no illusions about 

the “exceptionalism” of the New World, Volney nonetheless found admirable 

qualities among the Quakers of Pennsylvania, beginning with a theoretical 

and practical morality that was particularly propitious for improving the fate 

of humanity. The importance the Quakers accorded to the education of chil-

dren was in his view the very emblem of a great religion that would “merit 

the title of  church  of all reasonable men,” had it not retained a major defect for 

a man of science: the refusal to teach the natural and physical sciences on the 

pretext that such knowledge is too “ profane .” 18  

 Could there be anything better than the Quakers? Was there another reli-

gion that was simpler, more austere, and even purer than that of the Society 

of Friends? So asked the anonymous author of the article “Pennsylvanie” in 

the  Encyclopédie méthodique . While attaching great importance to Raynal’s ar-

guments (quoted at length), he thought he had discovered the answer in the 

sect of Dumplers, settled in the community of Euphrates, fi fty miles from 

Philadelphia. 19  Even more disinterested than the Quakers, the Dumplers “are 

through religion what the Stoics were through philosophy, indiff erent to in-

sults.” Dressed with extreme simplicity, they wear “coarse shirts, full trousers, 
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and heavy shoes,” all covered by a long white robe topped by a simple hood. 

“Enemies of blood,” they are all vegetarians and live in a kind of primitive 

communism, sharing the fruits of their labors. Like the Quakers, they preach 

only when they feel inspired. And unlike mainstream Protestants, they believe 

in neither original sin nor eternal punishment, which does not keep them 

from frequent prayer: twice in the evening and twice during the day. In short, 

they are modern contemplatives. Men and women live chastely apart. Mar-

riage is not forbidden, but those who do marry settle outside the community. 

 According to the  Encyclopédie méthodique , Pennsylvania is not the place 

where the Golden Age has returned to earth, but the location of innocence 

and virtue. The isolation of communities, the large size of parishes, the dis-

persion of churches, and the multiplicity of sects off ers little room for dogma-

tism: “Innocence and lack of science protect their morals more certainly than 

precepts and controversies.” 20  

 The Disenchantment of Skeptics 

 Other late eighteenth-century travelers demonstrated less enthusiasm. The 

exoticism of North American religions continued, naturally, to be a source 

of fascination, and Quakerism gave rise to further detailed and impassioned 

descriptions. But it was also a source of alarm, because the religion of the 

Friends seemed to liberate uncontrollable passions that threatened public or-

der and the smooth functioning of a still patriarchal society. 

 In his  Voyage dans les États-Unis d ’ Amérique , the Duke de   la Rochefoucauld-

Liancourt, an émigré from the French Revolution, was troubled by the power 

attained by Gemaima Willkinson [ Jemima Wilkinson], who “believed herself 

called to a higher destiny, and came up with a plan to become the leader of a 

sect.” The visitor found this feminization of religious authority startling, and 

he decided to track her down in her lair in the new religious community of 

“Jerusalem” on Lake Seneca. He attended one of the meetings held by the 

prophetess in her own house. He found everything about it surprising, begin-

ning with her clothing: she wore a man’s dressing gown, jacket, and collar, a 

white silk tie, and her hair was cut short. To look at, this pleasant woman, 

who seemed younger than her years, had a “handsome, very youthful face, 

good teeth, and beautiful eyes.” But she had a suspect appearance and her 

conduct with converts was just as troubling: she was said to prohibit young 

women from marrying and “it was rumored that she took a personal interest 

in the women around her.” But the honor of the sect was preserved because a 
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masculine presence, a “strapping lad, quite young and well built,” dressed in 

a white robe and claiming to be the reincarnation of the prophet Elisha, was 

said to be periodically “admitted to the intimacy of    the  universal friend .” 21  This 

extravagant behavior, which the duke apparently found shocking, induced 

him in turn to discredit the validity of the prophetess’s preaching. Apart from 

misogyny, the French visitor had good reasons for being surprised at the odd 

cast of mind of a woman who, according to recent research, claimed to have 

been reborn after her “death” in a typhus epidemic and frequently asserted 

that her disincarnated body, neither masculine nor feminine, had become the 

“tabernacle” of a perfect spirit: the Public Universal Friend. Her identity, she 

claimed, had been transformed by contact with the divine, and her message, 

largely based on the Book of Revelation, had a resolutely millenarian cast. 

Hence, she was preparing her congregants for the Second Coming of Christ. 

Many contemporary witnesses reported that her fi ery preaching attracted 

large crowds in Philadelphia. 22  

 Another political expatriate, Ferdinand Bayard, who was a follower of 

Rousseau, undertook a systematic critique of his predecessors in the name 

of a history based on the verifi cation of facts and the rejection of literary 

impressions: “The century of beatifi cations has passed,” he asserted, and then 

demonstrated that William Penn was not the modern Lycurgus imagined by 

Montesquieu and the Encyclopédistes. 23  The treaty Penn had signed with the 

“natives” of the colony was indeed not just and magnanimous as Abbé Raynal 

and Chevalier de Jaucourt claimed. William Penn had bought the Native 

Americans’ land for a pittance, and his son Thomas, not bound by any of the 

promises made by his father, committed the worst atrocities against these now 

impoverished populations, justifying these atrocities with dubious “theologi-

cal subtleties.” The “atrocious and despicable conduct” of Penn’s disciples, 

Bayard decreed, destroyed any illusion the unfortunate Indians may have had 

about the moral gentleness of a supposedly peaceful religion. 24  

 When he visited Philadelphia, Bayard was surprised to discover strong so-

cial hierarchies fi rmly rooted in custom that were completely contrary to the 

principles of equality advocated by the Quakers. Observing the growth of 

luxury and artifi cial needs, the visitor revealed the basic hypocrisy of men 

who may well have worn shirts without cuff s, but owned clothes of fi ne cloth, 

and of women who “wore no feathers” but wore “cloth as magnifi cent as that 

of their husbands.” Even worse, the Quakers were threatening the foundations 

of a healthy political economy because they slowed the growth of monetary 

resources by “display[ing] much silver on their tables. This great luxury is 
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especially harmful because it absorbs, like a miser, the metals that circulation 

alone uses and that in turn accelerate circulation.” 25  

 Bayard’s attack is ferocious: behind the superfi cial brilliance of a religion 

without priests—a religion that is tolerant, peaceful, simple, and modest, he 

sees only deceptions and atrocities against Native Americans, the frantic pur-

suit of luxury by city dwellers, and a new infatuation for what the critics of 

America called, a century later, the almighty dollar. In this respect, Bayard 

anticipates future critics of modern America: “I sense that in a country where 

everything, including a man, is only a sign for a bag of money, where talents 

and virtues are assayed on a scale,  strongboxes are everything and moral individu-

als nothing .” 26  Comparing the way of life of the Ancients to that of the Mod-

erns, he asserts that the only virtue for a Philadelphian is a head for business 

which guides all his actions to the detriment even of the “duties of propriety.” 

In emergencies, the Romans apologized to their interlocutors: “My gods, my 

country, call me to the Capitol, to the battlefi eld.” But, Bayard observes, “the 

merchants of Philadelphia say with the same feeling of urgency: ‘I’m wanted 

in the shop.’ ” The former can truly be considered men and citizens, the latter 

are only dealers or usurers. There is no new Lycurgus in Pennsylvania, no 

probity, or ancient virtue, and certainly no golden age. To Bayard, the coun-

try off ers only the distressing spectacle of commerce, luxury, and usury, with 

the inescapable consequence that the great moral and republican virtues of 

antiquity have disappeared. 27  

 In his  Essai sur les révolutions , published in the same year, Chateaubriand 

also expresses sharp disappointment and draws conclusions similar to those 

of Bayard: the commercial immorality of these strange beings who wear “large 

hats and coats without buttons” clearly prevails over the legendary virtue and 

generosity of the Friends so often praised in the literature of the Enlighten-

ment. 28  As witness to the new age, Chateaubriand is obliged to acknowledge 

the facts: he must renounce his preconceived notions derived from the great 

authors he had read in preparing for his journey to North America: 

 When I arrived in Philadelphia, full of Raynal, I begged the favor of being 

shown one of those celebrated Quakers, a virtuous descendant of William 

Penn. Imagine my surprise when I was told that if I wanted to be cheated, 

I simply needed to enter the shop of a Friend; and that if I was curious to 

see how far the spirit of self-interest and commercial immorality could 

go, they would show me the spectacle of one Quaker wanting to buy 

something from another and each trying to deceive the other. I saw that 
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this society, which had been so much praised, was for the most part noth-

ing but a collection of greedy merchants, without warmth or sensitivity, 

who have achieved a reputation for honesty because they wear diff erent 

clothing from other men, never answer yes or no, and never have two 

prices because the monopoly of certain merchandise forces you to buy 

from them at the price they want, in a word, cold actors always perform-

ing a farce of probity, calculated at a huge rate of interest, and for whom 

virtue is a matter of speculation. 29  

   T h e  Fr e n c h  v i e w  o f  t h e   Quakers had been completely transformed 

in the course of half a century. Establishing parallels and moving back and 

forth between the Ancients and the Moderns, Montesquieu, Voltaire, and 

Jaucourt (none of whom had ever set foot in North America) believed they 

had found a reincarnation of Lycurgus in the founder of the state of Pennsyl-

vania. But the infatuation with Quakerism, the ultimate exotic religion, was 

short lived. The fi rst French visitors, Crèvecœur and Brissot, no doubt infl u-

enced by the myth of the Good Quaker and by the intellectual authority of 

their predecessors (who would dare to contradict Voltaire?) merely confi rmed 

the truth of the myth with their own eyes. Other travelers with a more critical 

perspective, such as La Rochefoucauld-Liancourt, Bayard, and Chateaubri-

and, set out to dismantle the myth and found nothing but cruelty, deception, 

and hypocrisy behind the virtuous façade of the Society of Friends. In their 

view, the new religion had in no way changed human nature and the alleged 

virtue of the Moderns had not eliminated the vices of the Ancients. 30  Beneath 

an appearance of exemplary probity, the Quaker regime of Pennsylvania pre-

sented the distressing spectacle of a decadent Europe populated with Tar-

tuff es. And the disillusion was even greater because it thereby affl  icted other 

symbols of republican virtue. When Chateaubriand landed in Philadelphia 

in 1791, “full of enthusiasm for the [A]ncients,” he expected to encounter in 

what was then the capital of the United States the new Cincinnatus, Gen-

eral Washington, fi rst president of the Federal Republic. He was disappointed 

when he saw the great man riding in an elegant phaeton: “Cincinnatus in a 

carriage slightly disturbed my Republic of the year of Rome 296  [sic] . Could 

the dictator Washington be anything but a peasant prodding his oxen with a 

goad and holding on to the shaft of his cart?” 31  Philadelphia, with its display 

of luxury, “elegant dress,” “inequality of wealth,” and “immorality of banking 

and gambling houses,” was after all only a city like other cities, a mere colonial 
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transplantation of an English town. Chateaubriand sadly observed: “Nothing 

indicated to me that I had moved from a monarchy to a republic.” 32  

 The repetitive character of the arguments made by French visitors lies be-

hind the stereotypes that were endlessly repeated by later visitors and antici-

pates modern anti-Americanism. But the criticisms were neither thoughtless 

nor systematic. Chateaubriand’s opinion, for example, remained nuanced, 

despite his criticisms. His general impression was positive, because he ac-

knowledged that he was in the presence of a modern republic—“a republic of 

an unknown kind foreshadowing a change in the human spirit.” 33  Moreover, 

Chateaubriand concluded that freedom was a precious treasure bequeathed 

by America to the rest of the world. And not just any freedom, because it was 

the “daughter of Enlightenment and Reason,” based on a political innova-

tion unknown to the Ancients, the system of a representative republic. 34  The 

best representative of the new American democracy was indeed its president, 

General Washington, whom Chateaubriand fi nally met in his home in Phila-

delphia, where the French visitor was fully reassured by the “old Roman sim-

plicity” of the great man. 35  

 The Religion of the Savages 

 American religions seemed exotic to French observers in two contradictory 

ways. The fi rst, just analyzed, was as the harbinger of a utopian ideal. Thus 

the “natural” religion of the Quakers appeared to belong to a distant, perhaps 

unlikely, future. The second was as the survival of a very distant past, dating 

back to the origins of humanity. 

 For some writers, such as Corneille de Pauw, the oldest known religion 

in North America, the religion of the Savages, was strictly speaking not yet 

a religion, but mere superstition, even less developed than the beliefs of the 

Ancients of the European continent, the Germans and the Gauls. A product 

of the extreme ignorance of “timid, credulous, and consequently supersti-

tious” people, it was a religion of fear: “If they hear thunder, if something new 

frightens them, today they worship a stone, tomorrow a tree; they have the 

most absurd ideas about the divinity, and almost always portray him as an evil 

being, which they strive to appease and calm by sacrifi ces and off erings; they 

have sorcerers rather than priests.” 36  

 Other writers, not so harsh in their view of the natives of the country, dis-

covered in the founding myths of the natives obvious similarities with ancient 

religions. In Volney’s view, the history of the ancient Greeks recounted by 
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Thucydides matched at every point the history of the Hurons and Algon-

quins of America. Wandering “naked in the forests of Hellas and Thessaly,” 

the “ancient Greeks were true savages, of the same kind as those of America.” 

Climate, vegetation, eating habits, and religious ideas were the same. The 

Great Manitou of the Indian tribes was analogous to the “Jupiter of the heroic 

age,” while the subaltern manitou bore some resemblance to the  daimones  of 

antiquity, “spirits of the woods and fountains, honored with the same super-

stitious worship.” Where did such ideas come from? Volney fi rst considers the 

hypothesis of a “primeval source” for all human religions, based on shaman-

ism, that spread around the world. But he rejects it in favor of the theory of 

probable coincidence, connected to similar physical and climatic conditions 

as well as to the state of development of a single human species. The founda-

tion myths of the Savages and the Ancients are similar because they result 

quite simply from the “natural production of the human mind.” 37  

 Chateaubriand formulates the same analogies in his  Voyage en Amérique  and 

is particularly interested in the “system of religious fables” invented by the 

Indians. He fi nds in it “traces of Greek fi ctions and Biblical realities.” 38  After 

devoting fi ve pages to the fables of the Savages and their accounts of the cre-

ation of the world, he expresses surprise and wonder at observing that a long 

journey through a huge “ocean of forests,” in search of “a few noble savages,” 

returned him metaphorically to his point of departure. 39  “Moses, Lucretius, 

and Ovid, each seemed to have made a bequest to these populations, the fi rst 

his tradition, the second his incorrect physics, the third his metamorphoses. In 

all of this there was enough religion, falsehood, and poetry for one to learn, go 

astray, and fi nd consolation.” 40  One can see at work in Volney and his contem-

porary Chateaubriand a Copernican conception of history: the apparent ex-

oticism of the religion of the Savages is merely the repetition of a distant past 

that is already known and has been overcome. But Volney goes even further 

in his rereading of the classic sources: the ancient peoples of the Peloponne-

sus did not live through the golden age so much praised by classical writers. 

They were “true savages,” “vagabonds like the Hurons and the Algonquins, 

the ancient Germans and the Celts,” and their civilization came from outside, 

from the other side of the Mediterranean. It was in fact imported by “colonies 

of foreigners . . . from the shores of Asia, Phoenicia, and even Egypt,” who 

had behaved toward the Greeks exactly as the fi rst English colonists of Vir-

ginia and New England had toward the Indians. The clever interplay of three 

 elements—Ancients, Moderns, Savages—developed by Volney leads him to 

off er a fundamental revision of Greek history as it was taught in the schools of 
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Europe. 41  The discovery and observation of the mores of the Savages by the 

Moderns enables him to correct retrospectively existing knowledge about the 

earliest Ancients. From this perspective, to adopt the terms of an argument 

presented by François Hartog, history was no longer the circular reproduc-

tion of a  historia magistra , of models to imitate, taken from the past and pro-

jected into the present and future, but rather the reverse: the projection of the 

present onto the past advanced the knowledge of history, thereby challenging 

“a mass of illusions and prejudices,” 42  wrongly defended by the best students 

of the classical sources. 43  

 Anglo-American Puritanism 

 In the religion of the Quakers, French travelers saw the emergence of an 

exemplary utopia: a religion without priests. With the religion of the Sav-

ages, they felt transported to an ancient past—their own—displaced to North 

America. The religious practices of the Puritans posed a problem for them: 

Puritanism was obviously well adapted to the modern age and yet the extreme 

religious zeal displayed by the fi rst New England settlers was reminiscent of 

the barbarism of the Savages. Coming out of a dark period of the history of 

England, this religion was for French observers an archaic formation. The 

Puritans were a perfect contrast to the Quakers. The latter were pacifi sts, so 

much so that they would die rather than fi ght; the former were fanatical and 

violent. In this instance too, Voltaire and the Encyclopédistes set the tone. 

They described the English and Scottish Puritans as madmen full of furor, 

prepared to commit frightful horrors. 44  These “perverse fanatics” 45  had so 

little respect for the existing authorities that they conducted themselves like 

mutineers on a ship in distress, stirred up by their priests against the civil au-

thorities, prepared to commit crimes with sword in hand for the greater glory 

of God. 46  In his  Examen de Milord Bolingbroke  (1736), Voltaire denounces “the 

imposture and stupidity of fanaticism” and all the Christian millenarians, 

the  Christicoles  who took literally the text of the Book of Revelation and made 

the demented prediction that a new Jerusalem would descend upon the earth. 

It was for such foolishness, concludes Voltaire (who claims to be presenting 

Bolingbroke’s doctrine) that “Europe drowned in blood and our King Charles 

I died on a scaff old!” 47  

 The same theme was taken up in almost identical terms in the article 

“Puritains” in the  Encyclopédie . For Enlightenment  philosophes , Puritanism was 

at bottom nothing but a barbarism of the Moderns leading directly to the 

excesses of Cromwell’s supporters: “those sectarians, blinded by their fi ery 
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zeal,” were responsible for the “civil wars that inundated [Great Britain] with 

the blood of its citizens” and led to the execution of its unfortunate king. 48  

 Lying behind such fanaticism, according to the article’s author, was the 

insuffi  cient  purity  of the Anglican religion under the reign of Elizabeth. He 

provides a striking analysis of the eff ects of this fanaticism of small religious 

diff erences: 

 The animosity of these new sectarians against the Catholic religion led 

them to fi nd the established religion of England insuffi  ciently distinct from 

the religion of the Pope, which they called the  religion of the Antichrist ,  the whore 

of Babylon ,   and the like. The episcopal order seemed hateful to them, a vestige 

of Popery; they condemned the wearing of surplices by churchmen; the con-

fi rmation of children; the sign of the cross in baptism; the custom of exchang-

ing rings in weddings; bowing when speaking the name of Jesus, and so on. 

These were objects of  hatred  for the Puritans. They enable us to see the extent 

to which the most insignifi cant of ceremonies can infl ame people’s feelings 

when they provide material for disputes among theologians. 49  

 Most writers, however, granted that the Pilgrim Fathers had many virtues. 

Martyrs for the good cause, they had to have had a great deal of audacity and 

courage to leave the ease and comfort of their home country to emigrate to 

the bleak lands of New England. Yet they were not at all discouraged because 

religious faith steeled their determination. 

 Raynal’s  Histoire des deux Indes  provides a clear sense of the epic nature 

of the voyage of the fi rst Pilgrims: “They sailed from Plymouth on Septem-

ber 6, 1621, in the number of 120 persons, fl ying the fl ags of enthusiasm, which, 

whether based on error or truth, always accomplishes great things.” The fi rst 

winter turned out to be disastrous: half the Pilgrims died of cold or malnutri-

tion; but “the remainder sustained themselves with the strength of charac-

ter that religious persecution aroused in victims who had escaped from the 

spiritual sword of the bishops.” 50  And yet, neither strength of character nor 

religious enthusiasm alone was suffi  cient to ensure the survival of the colony 

of New Plymouth. The friendship of sixty Indian braves who had come to 

meet them saved them from disaster by teaching them how to grow corn and 

to catch fi sh on the coast of the future New England. The success of the Mod-

erns, according to Raynal, was inseparable from the very welcoming presence 

of the Savages. The less civilized provided the art of survival to the more civi-

lized, thereby reversing the traditional hierarchy of the opposition between 

Moderns and Savages. 

 Left to their own devices in a new world, saved by the providential inter-

vention of a few Noble Savages, the Puritans nonetheless were unchanged: 
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brutal and intolerant fanatics capable of committing monstrous atrocities 

against the very people to whom the fi rst generation of colonists owed their 

lives. Raynal describes a veritable Savage hunt launched in the Boston region 

in 1724, crowned by the massacre of a group of Indians peacefully sleeping 

around a fi re. He notes with horror that the authors of the massacre, orga-

nized by a man named John Lovewell, received 2,250 livres for each Indian 

scalp. The atrocity of the spectacle leads Raynal to venture a comparison with 

an earlier period of the colonization of the Americas and issue this terrible 

judgment of the new Pilgrims: “Anglo-Americans, do you now dare to ad-

dress reproaches to the Spanish? What have they done, what could they have 

done that was more inhuman? . . . And you were civilized men? And you were 

Christians? No. You were monsters of extermination.” 51  

 Victims of their own rigid morality—men, for example, were forbidden to 

wear their hair long like the “Indian Barbarians”—the New England Puritans 

in Raynal’s book are transformed into fearsome tyrants whenever a dissident 

dares to challenge the truth of their faith. This explains the establishment of 

a cruel system of intolerance aimed particularly against the Quakers, some-

times banished, and sometimes even hanged for violating a banishment or-

der. 52  The atrocities committed against the witches of Salem in 1692 illustrate 

better than any other example the consequences of the insatiable feverishness 

that fed the fanaticism of the Puritans: 

 Three citizens chosen at random were put in prison, accused of witch-

craft, and sentenced to hanging; their corpses were left to wild beasts and 

birds of prey. A few days later sixteen people suff ered the same fate. . . . 

The frailty of age, the infi rmities of the old, the honor due the fair sex, 

the dignity of offi  ce, wealth, virtue were all unable to shelter the victims 

from hateful suspicion in the minds of people obsessed with the phan-

toms of superstition. They sacrifi ced ten-year old children; they stripped 

young women, searching with impudent curiosity all over their bodies 

for signs of sorcery; and the torturers themselves dictated the confessions 

they wanted to hear. . . . Ghosts, visions, terror, and alarm increased these 

prodigies of madness and horror. Prisons were fi lled, scaff olds remained 

standing. All citizens were seized by grim terror. The wisest, groaning, fl ed 

a cursed, bloody land; and those who remained asked only for a grave. 53  

 Although Raynal acknowledged that this excess of enthusiasm faded in the 

end, he asserted that the New England Puritans, at the very moment of his 
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writing, remained forever marked by the ferocity of their ancestors’ fanati-

cism. 54  Other writers, such as La Rochefoucauld-Liancourt, writing in 1798, 

were still surprised at the harshness of the laws adopted in a New England 

state like Connecticut. Sunday amusements of any kind, for example, were 

banned, horse racing was subject to punishment, and “any man or woman 

who wears the costume of the other sex” was fi ned seventy-fi ve dollars. 55  The 

law, fi nally, called for the punishment of adultery by publicly administered 

whipping and branding the face with a hot iron. 56  The same laws, La Roche-

foucauld explains, theoretically protect freedom of conscience. But, in fact, 

nothing of the kind is true, and “Presbyterianism still prevails, with all its 

harshness, despotism, and intolerance.” 57  For French observers, intolerance 

and religious fanaticism were the primary characteristics of the America of 

the seventeenth century. 

 Of course, Raynal acknowledges, fanaticism fi nally died out in the eigh-

teenth century, but traces could still be found in “the outrageous harshness” 

of the legislation of the New England states. 58  If there was a tolerant system, 

it had to be looked for elsewhere: in the Carolinas or the mid-Atlantic states 

of New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Maryland.   

 O n  t h e  e v e  o f  t h e   French Revolution, it was no longer the fashion to 

describe the fanaticism and austere conduct of the Puritans or the atrocities 

they committed. It was agreed that the epidemic had been eradicated and 

extenuating circumstances were sought to explain it, beginning with certain 

physiological causes: scurvy perhaps, the change in climate, or even the “va-

pors and exhalations of newly plowed land.” 59  Conscious of Puritan history, 

an intelligent traveler such as Chateaubriand had no hesitation in employing 

a detached and cruelly ironic tone in speaking of these people supposedly 

chosen by God who had been betrayed by a capricious Providence. It had 

led the fi rst Puritans to Cape Cod, allowed most of them to die from hunger, 

and, a few months later, permitted their mortal enemies the Catholics to land 

in the same province, followed by a curious “cargo of solemn lunatics,” the 

Quakers. It was almost as though the Moderns, “poor humans who were the 

playthings of their own folly,” had become Barbarians. 

 The tragedy of the European wars of religion had been followed by an-

other history that took on the colors of farce before the eyes of the astonished 

natives of the country: “What was an Indian supposed to think,” Chateau-

briand wondered, “as he contemplated one by one the strange performers of 
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this  great tragicomic farce  that the society constantly enacted?” The spectacle 

was clearly amazing: New England Puritans persecuting dissidents, going so 

far as to “immolate their brothers . . . for the love of heaven”; Quakers who 

were such extreme pacifi sts that they “allowed themselves to be slaughtered 

without fi ghting back”; Anglicans in Virginia, “persecutors in fancy dress,” ac-

companied by their black slaves; Catholics in Maryland, guided by “priests in 

bright raiment covered with crosses speaking gibberish and professing univer-

sal tolerance. . . .” The spectacle was undoubtedly simultaneously depressing 

and amusing for the observer, “who could not imagine that all these people 

came from the same country . . . the small island of England.” 60  

 Religious Tolerance 

 The Puritans, then, seemed to be Barbarians whose fanaticism remained in-

compatible with the modern age of reason. Hence, it was better to turn the 

page and describe the more recent advances of post-Puritan America. It was 

in this context—the description of a modern America, emancipated under 

the infl uence of Enlightenment philosophy—that Encyclopédistes,  philosophes , 

and travelers discovered another form of American exoticism: religious toler-

ance. In his  Treatise on Tolerance  (1763), Voltaire observes, of course, that the 

Quakers of Pennsylvania are the most peaceful of men, and he describes with 

amazement the extreme tolerance practiced in Carolina, where “you need 

only seven heads of families to establish a religion approved in law.” 61  Starting 

from these premises and bolstered by new travel narratives, nine years later, 

Voltaire thought it legitimate to generalize his observations by asserting that 

“in all of English America, which amounts to approximately one-fourth of the 

known world, complete freedom of conscience is established. And provided 

one believes in God, any religion is welcomed, in return for which commerce 

fl ourishes and the population increases.” 62  

 Crèvecœur’s “American farmer” provides the most precise and enthusi-

astic description of multiethnic, multinational, and multireligious Ameri-

can  tolerance. He invites the reader to imagine a visit to a rural county in 

New York: 

 We observe that in this house, to the right, lives a Catholic, who prays to 

God as he has been taught and believes in transsubstantiation. About one 

mile further on the same road, his next neighbor may be a good, honest 

German Lutheran, who addresses himself to the same God. . . . [He] be-

lieves in consubstantiation; by so doing, he scandalizes nobody. . . . Next 
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to him lives a seceder, the most enthusiastic of all sectaries; his zeal is 

hot and fi ery, but separated as he is from others of the same complexion, 

he has no congregation of his own to resort to where he might cabal and 

mingle religious pride with worldly obstinacy. 63  

 Religious tolerance, in Crèvecœur’s view, is a direct consequence of 

the immensity of the territory of America. The geographical dispersion of 

churches is enough to explain the phenomenon. With more perspicacity, Vol-

taire proposes another kind of explanation. American tolerance is, in his view, 

primarily the expression of a philosophical principle the tenor of which he 

sets out in the  Treatise on Tolerance . He notes that this principle was really put 

into practice in a particular region of North America—Carolina—“whose 

legislation,” he informs us, “was framed by the philosopher John Locke.” 64  

But tolerance is much more than a principle; it is also an eff ect of modern En-

glish economic practice transplanted to the United States. The best place to 

observe tolerance in action is the London Stock Exchange, of which Voltaire 

paints a memorable picture: 

 Go into the Royal Exchange in London, a building more respectable 

than most courts; there you will fi nd deputies from every nation assem-

bled simply to serve humankind. There, the Jew, the Mohammedan, and 

the Christian negotiate with one another as if they were all of the same 

religion, and the only heretics are those who declare bankruptcy; there 

the Presbyterian trusts the Anabaptist, the Anglican accepts the word of 

the Quaker. Leaving this peaceful and liberal assembly, some go to the 

synagogue, others go to drink; this one is baptized in a great font in the 

name of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit; that one has his son 

circumcised while some Hebrew words that he does not understand are 

mumbled over him; still others go to their church with their hats on their 

heads to await the inspiration of God, and all are content. 

 Were there only one religion in England, despotism would be a threat; 

were there two, they would be at each other’s throats; but there are thirty, 

and they live happily and at peace with one another. 65  

 This very pragmatic view of religious pluralism had an undoubted infl u-

ence on the work of the delegates to the Constitutional Convention in Phila-

delphia who drafted the Federal Constitution of 1787. Its principal architect, 

James Madison, frequently quoted the concluding passage of the “Letter on 

the Presbyterians” to his friends. 66  In Federalist 51, Madison argues like a true 
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disciple of Voltaire when he worries about the danger posed by the prolifera-

tion of political factions. The solution, for Madison, consists of transposing 

into the political realm what already exists in the religious realm. To prevent 

one faction from asserting dominance by wrongly claiming to act in the name 

of the general will, it is imperative that there be in the state a “multiplicity 

of interests,” as there is in religion a “multiplicity of sects.” 67  For the fewer 

the factions, the greater the risk the rights of anyone who does not share the 

ideas of the majority of the moment will be undermined. Political pluralism 

is consequently the best way to protect the rights of minorities. This system, 

which is of course imperfect, at least makes it possible to achieve the general 

interest to the greatest degree possible, by means of the interplay of confl ict 

and rivalry between particular interests. 68  In this sense, then, the religious 

diversity of eighteenth-century America helped give birth to the basic prin-

ciple of American pluralism. 

 For Thomas Paine, the greatest English propagandist of American ideas, 

the explanation was even simpler. It lay in the principle of equality on which, 

in his view, the entire architecture of the American government was based. 

Indeed, how could men belonging to diff erent nations, speaking diff erent lan-

guages, and devoted to rival religions understand one another? A traditionalist 

like Burke “would have tortured his invention to discover how such a people 

could be governed.” 69  Paine, Burke’s great contradictor, off ers an empirical 

and rational explanation. Religious tolerance, so striking to foreign observ-

ers in the late eighteenth century, was the product of two complementary 

phenomena, one social, the other political. On the one hand, the diffi  cult and 

trying experience of colonizing a “wilderness” impelled the fi rst immigrants 

to cooperate among themselves, despite their religious divergences. On the 

other, there were the direct eff ects of the political institutions of a country 

that off ered on a grand scale a representation of what Athens was “in minia-

ture.” 70  This is why, Paine asserts, the largest denomination in the country, 

that of the Presbyterians, had been unable to maintain for long its status as the 

established church. In a democracy, he concluded, “no one sect is established 

above another, and all men are equally citizens.” 71  The American democratic 

system had put an end to the religious monopoly of the successors of the fi rst 

Puritans. 

   Fo r  t h e  Fr e n c h  o f  t h e  E n l i g h t e n m e n t,   American religion was 

indeed an object of astonishment, the expression of a certain idea of progress 

and modernity. The Quakers seemed to embody for them something like the 
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end of religion: a disenchanted religion, lacking hierarchy, devoid of any sac-

ramental substance. This was what Voltaire and his disciples so much admired 

as the “religion without priests.” Conversely, the religion of the Savages of-

fered an example of a religion of the Ancients acclimatized to the particu-

lar natural conditions of the New World. Between these two extremes was 

situated the archaism of the Puritans whose confi rmed fanaticism called to 

mind another rhetorical fi gure of history: barbarism. While Puritans aroused 

admiration for their strength of character and the purity of their way of life, it 

was nonetheless their fanaticism that drew the most attention and discredited 

them. Such fanaticism was frightening because it was systematic and univer-

sal; it targeted those who thought diff erently, who were driven into exile, as 

well as the Indians, who were hounded to near extinction. But this fanaticism, 

so disparaged and so contrary to the ideals of the Enlightenment, was ob-

served and judged over the long term. It evolved; the Puritan regime shifted 

imperceptibly toward a regime of tolerance that became widespread in the 

late eighteenth century and much more vigorous than the tolerance that ex-

isted here and there in old Europe. 

 Tolerance was benefi cial not only in moral terms; it also had material con-

sequences, and this is what troubled the advocates of religious modernity. For 

it facilitated commerce, which the Quakers of Philadelphia used and abused, 

foreshadowing, in the view of the Romantics, the rise to power of a new form 

of vice, unknown in old aristocratic societies: “commercial immorality,” in 

Chateaubriand’s expression. This late critique of the eff ects of religious mo-

dernity anticipates in turn a historiographical shift fully adopted by the great 

historians of the nineteenth century: the rehabilitation of Puritanism in the 

name of a new religious conception of democracy. 
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 The Rehabilitation of the Puritans 

 I n  t h e  e i g h t e e n t h  c e n t u ry,    philosophes  such as Voltaire, Diderot, and 

Raynal, and scholars, essayists, and travelers such as Démeunier, Brissot, Vol-

ney, and La Rochefoucauld-Liancourt were skeptics often accused by their 

opponents of being deists or atheists. Religion occupied a negative place in 

Enlightenment thought because it was seen as an obstacle to the progress of 

humanity. Left to itself, religion could lead only to anarchy and to the bloody 

disorders of the wars of religion resulting in an endless struggle between the 

forces of “superstition” (Catholicism) and “enthusiasm” (Protestantism). 

 If civil society was not pacifi ed by the introduction of new modes of behav-

ior, if commerce and industry did not experience strong growth, and if politi-

cal institutions were not able to impose respect for a regime of tolerance, the 

ideal of progress would be compromised. Montesquieu had shown the way in 

 The Spirit of Laws : the sources of a modern political system even more virtu-

ous and eff ective than the ancient Roman system lay in the complementary 

evolution of laws and mores softened by the moderating eff ects of commerce. 

Other writers tried to establish a connection between this modernity and 
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Protestantism. They produced a new political and moral history centered on 

the real or presumed eff ects of a unique Protestant spirit. 

 The Puritans: From Robertson to Tocqueville 

 The new Enlightenment historiography reached its apogee with the works 

of the Scottish historians and philosophers: David Hume, William Robert-

son, Adam Smith, and Adam Ferguson, each infl uenced in his own way by 

Montesquieu and Voltaire. The monumental  History of the Reign of the Emperor 

Charles the Fifth  (1769) by William Robertson was one of the fi rst systematic 

histories of Europe. Its author was, according to J. G. A. Pocock, a “modern-

ist,” whose  View of the Progress of Society in Europe  anticipated the works of Marx 

and Braudel. 1  In Robertson’s view, the advent of a modern society was insepa-

rable from the progress of commerce and closely related to the development 

of cities and the replacement of a feudal aristocracy that was warlike, heroic, 

and licentious, with a bourgeoisie that was urbane, disciplined, morally aus-

tere, calculating, and cautious with its wealth. 

 Robertson is of particular interest here for his  History of America , published 

in 1777 and translated into French the following year, which transposed to the 

New World a historical method fi rst developed to explain the economic and 

social progress of the Old World. 2  A vehement adversary of monocausal in-

terpretations of contemporary history, Robertson criticized writers such as 

Buff on and De Pauw because of the excessive importance they attributed to 

climate and other physical phenomena to demonstrate the alleged degenera-

tion of the Savages of North America and their supposed “weakness of body” 

and “coldness of soul.” This approach, according to Robertson, neglected the 

infl uence of moral and political causes that were decisive in explaining the 

aptitude for work, relations between the sexes, and the political organization 

of native peoples. In the last part of his  History of America , published posthu-

mously in 1796 on the basis of notes assembled by his son, Robertson specu-

lated about the nature and political eff ects of the fi rst English colonies in 

North America. He presented a particularly harsh assessment of the conduct 

of the fi rst colonists of Jamestown, Virginia (1609–10), portrayed as “indigent 

adventurers,” “dissipated, hopeless young men,” “so profl igate or desperate 

that their country was happy to throw them out as nuisances in society.” 3  Unfi t 

for work, pursuing phantom wealth (imaginary gold mines), unable to coop-

erate among themselves or to fi nd the means of subsistence, the fi ve hundred 
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colonists of Jamestown were in six short months down to sixty, “reduced to 

such extremity of famine, as not only to eat the most nauseous and unwhole-

some roots and berries, but to feed on the bodies of . . . their companions who 

sunk under the oppression of such complicated distress.” 4  The social condi-

tions created by these fi rst immigrants were nothing but a “horrible anarchy,” 

unworthy of a modern nation, a regression of civilization to barbarism. 

 In contrast, Robertson discovered among the New England colonists an 

unusual cast of mind completely unlike that of the Virginia adventurers. What 

could have induced mostly well-off  Englishmen to leave their native soil to 

“endure innumerable hardships under an untried climate, and in an uncul-

tivated land, covered with woods, or occupied by fi erce and hostile tribes of 

savages”? 5  Robertson answers the question by a process of  elimination: they 

were not impelled to act by a desire to serve the nation, nor by a thirst for 

wealth. It took a much stronger principle to transform men into entrepre-

neurs in spite of themselves, able to withstand all the dangers that had un-

done the fi rst colonists at Jamestown. Robertson defi nes this principle as “a 

spirit,” the spirit of zeal and innovation characteristic of Puritanism, more 

simply the Puritan spirit. 6  Robertson was the fi rst Enlightenment historian 

who set about rehabilitating the Puritans, making them into something more 

than mere fanatics: colonists able to succeed in their undertaking despite the 

obstacles, whose spirit bestowed a veritable “character” on the people of New 

England, and gave a “peculiar tincture” to the civil and religious institutions 

of the colonies. 7  

 And yet, Robertson was fully aware of the Puritans’ excesses: their reputed 

intolerance, their persecution of Quakers, Baptists, and other nonconformists, 

the cruelty of a penal system based on the Old Testament, and so on. But he 

saw the decisive point as the undeniable economic and political success of the 

Puritan establishments and the extraordinary spirit of mutual assistance that 

enabled enthusiasts to confront every danger so that they could better propa-

gate their doctrine. It was indeed the Pilgrims—the Brownists, 8  fi rst refugees 

in Holland and then settlers in North America—who most successfully es-

tablished a preliminary form of modern democracy: “the levelling genius of 

fanaticism,” abolishing all religious hierarchy in the name of a return to origi-

nal Christianity. 9  The intrinsic democracy of this new ecclesiastical order had 

a decisive impact on the political institutions of the Plymouth colony. They 

were based on the idea of natural equality among men: any free man who was 

a member of the church was admitted into the supreme legislative body. 10  

In the late 1620s the same spirit of innovation led the Puritans to exceed the 
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rights granted them by the British crown in the Charter of the Massachusetts 

Bay Company.  11  “Animated with a spirit of innovation in civil policy as well 

as in religion; and by the habit of rejecting established usages in the one, they 

were prepared for deviating in the other.” 12  As soon as they landed in New 

England, the Puritans disregarded the content of the charter and declared 

themselves to be free individuals united in society solely according to the 

principles of natural law—which gave them the freedom to choose the “mode 

of government” best suited to them and the laws “they deemed most condu-

cive to general felicity.” This declaration was manifestly illegal, but Charles I, 

happy to remove such turbulent men from his kingdom, was fi nally “disposed 

to connive at the irregularity of a measure which facilitated their departure.” 13  

A pattern was set: Americans did not hesitate to defy royal authority when it 

was contrary to their interests and, most important, they established a pre-

liminary form of a regime based on popular sovereignty. 

 The rebellious spirit of the Puritans contained in embryonic form the po-

litical conditions for the War of Independence of which Robertson was able 

to witness only the early stages. Both cautious and prophetic, the Scottish 

historian asserted: “in whatever manner this unhappy contest may terminate, 

 a new order of things  must arise in North America.” 14    

 I n  t h e  f i r st  pa rt  o f    Democracy in America , published in 1835,  Tocqueville 

reinvented and developed Robertson’s argument in his own way. 15  Tocque-

ville was the fi rst modern thinker to give explicit content to the new order of 

things anticipated by Robertson. Like most Enlightenment philosophers and 

historians, and unlike Joseph de Maistre, for whom America was an “infant 

in swaddling clothes” about which too little was known to be able to draw 

any conclusions, Tocqueville was convinced that the  character  of a nation was 

contained in embryo in its origins. “In a manner of speaking, the whole man 

already lies swaddled in his cradle.” 16  Tocqueville’s approach is to begin with 

the present and then to look as far back into American history as possible to 

discover the “point of departure” of modern America. 17  

 Where does Tocqueville locate such a point of departure? At fi rst he fol-

lows a historical chronology, noting that Virginia was the fi rst English colony, 

settled in 1607. Like his English and Scottish predecessors, he acknowledges 

that these emigrants did not have a very good reputation. They were “men 

without resources or discipline,” unscrupulous seekers of wealth, pursuing 

gold like modern conquistadors. The unhappy experience of these colonists, 
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“not much above the lower classes of England,” was accompanied by the early 

introduction of slavery, which “was to exert an immense infl uence on the 

character, laws, and entire future of the South.” But this was not the real point 

of departure for what formed “the basis of the social theory of the United 

States.” Tocqueville found this basis in the later Puritan colonization of New 

England. Unlike their Virginia predecessors, the Puritans did not come from 

the lower classes of the mother country; nor were they wealthy landowners, 

like some of the English who settled Virginia in the late seventeenth century. 

“Neither rich nor poor,” they “belonged to the well-to-do classes,” and most 

important, they were distinguished from the other colonizers because they 

were acting “in obedience to a purely intellectual need.” They were pursuing 

an idea that had nothing to do with “improving their situation or enhancing 

their wealth,” but was rather focused on the spiritual enterprise of ensuring 

the victory of the religious doctrine of the Levellers. The aims of this doc-

trine went beyond religion in the narrow sense and “coincided with the most 

absolute democratic and republican theories.” 18  The true founders of the new 

order of things—the Pilgrims in Tocqueville’s view—carried democracy with 

them to the New World. In a sense, they were doubly democratic, because of 

their social condition and because they professed democratic ideas. 

 Diff erentiating himself from the interpretations off ered by French travelers 

of the late eighteenth century and from the ironic and mocking complaints 

Chateaubriand directed against the New England colonists, Tocqueville re-

habilitated the Puritan adventure by emphasizing their “purely intellectual 

need.” 19  Interestingly, he used the same historical sources as Robertson 20  and 

not surprisingly came to the same conclusion: The Puritans adopted “with-

out debate and put into practice” the eminently democratic principle of the 

sovereignty of the people. “Free from all political prejudice,” their democracy 

resembled that of ancient Greece. For example, in Connecticut all citizens 

were entitled to vote. Equality of wealth was “almost perfect,” and, “ as in Ath-

ens , matters aff ecting everyone’s interests were discussed in public places and 

in general assemblies of citizens.” These “ardent sectarians and impassioned 

innovators” succeeded in establishing democracy in the most natural way, be-

cause their religious ideas were inseparable from their political ideas. The 

 point of departure  identifi ed by Tocqueville was not confi ned to a point in space 

or time; it was a theoretical point of departure, the “victory of an idea,” or 

rather the harmony of two apparently contradictory ideas: “the spirit of reli-

gion” and “the spirit of liberty.” 21  
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 Tocqueville agreed that the Puritans’ conception of democracy was in-

complete, pointing out that the early Puritans enacted “bizarre and even ty-

rannical laws,” for example prohibiting the use of tobacco, forbidding long 

hair, and severely punishing (at least in theory) blasphemy, witchcraft, adul-

tery, and “even social intercourse between unmarried individuals,” as well as 

idleness, drunkenness, and the refusal to attend Sunday services. 22    

 A  f r e q u e n t  m i sta k e ,  o n e  t h at   Tocqueville does not make,  consists 

of mistaking political liberty for religious liberty and of picturing the Puri-

tans as strong advocates of religious liberty. According to the historian John 

Murrin, this mistake is an integral part of one of the oldest American myths, 

namely, that the fi rst New England colonists were fl eeing religious persecu-

tion in England to establish a regime of religious liberty in North America. 

The myth does not stand up to empirical investigation, since the Puritans 

had a single overriding interest: to establish a genuine and durable religious 

orthodoxy. They succeeded brilliantly in New England, despite a few fa-

mous confl icts with supporters of rival religious orthodoxies such as Anne 

Hutchinson and Roger Williams, who were swiftly excommunicated and ex-

pelled from the colony. Punitive laws, arrests, and convictions, along with a 

few executions, served to terrorize dissenters, primarily Quakers and Baptists, 

and to hasten their move to more tolerant states such as Pennsylvania and 

New York. 

 At the same time, the Chesapeake Bay states of Maryland and Virginia 

quickly came under the domination of another religious orthodoxy that was 

introduced later but also proved infl uential because it was generously fi nanced 

by the mother country: the Anglican Church. In 1743, nearly two-thirds of the 

residents of New England and the Chesapeake Bay region remained subject 

to the authority of a single religious establishment—Congregationalism in 

one region and Anglicanism in the other. In neither case was there true free-

dom of worship. The institutionalization of religious liberty was not made 

possible until much later, with the adoption of the Bill of Rights in 1791. A 

well-informed observer would have found it exceedingly diffi  cult to detect 

a current of opinion favoring the free exercise of religion or the creation of a 

real separation between church and state. 23  

 The absence of religious liberty did not prevent the unprecedented fl ow-

ering of political liberty. The fi rst Pilgrims founded this liberty on solemn 
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pacts (covenants or compacts) entered into, they believed, with God’s bless-

ing. The most celebrated of these agreements was the Mayfl ower Compact, 

drawn up after a hazardous crossing of the Atlantic that took them not to 

the “northern parts of Virginia” (today New York) as they had initially in-

tended, but to the harbor of Cape Cod. Rediscovered by Romantic histori-

ans who were passionately interested in historical origins, the Mayfl ower 

Compact was often described as an act of political sovereignty, a draft Con-

stitution conceived for a colony destined for a radiant future. This is the 

complete text: 

 In the name of God, Amen; we whose names are underwritten, the loyal 

subjects of our dread sovereign King James, having undertaken, for the 

Glory of God and advancement of the Christian faith and honour of 

our king and country, a voyage to plant the fi rst colony in the northern 

parts of Virginia, do by these presents,  solemnly and mutually, in the pres-

ence of God and one of another, covenant and combine ourselves together into a 

civil body politic , for our better ordering and preservation, and further-

ance of the ends aforesaid; and by virtue hereof to enact, constitute, and 

frame, such  just and equal  laws, ordinances, acts, constitutions and offi  ces, 

from time to time, as shall be thought most convenient  for the general good 

of the colony . Unto which we promise all due submission and obedience 

(11 November 1620). 24  

 It is important to understand that the founding compact of the fi rst Prot-

estant community in Plymouth, in which Tocqueville saw a genuine social 

contract along the lines dreamed up by Rousseau in the following century, 25  

was really a civil pendant to earlier religious compacts signed by the Pilgrims. 

These covenants followed previous religious pacts, which I would character-

ize as “original covenants.” 

 The fi rst of these covenants were signed by Robert Browne’s disciples, who 

advocated a radical break from the Church of England and were therefore 

known as “Separatists” or “Brownists.” A covenant was a consensual and vol-

untary act whereby a community of worshipers decided to constitute them-

selves as a “true” church. Contrary to Anglican tradition, a church of this kind 

could not be created by an established ecclesiastical authority, decree, or an 

act of Parliament. It was a local, autonomous decision carried out by individ-

uals who came together to form a sovereign congregation, the only body with 

the power to select and ordain its own pastors. Far from being open to all, the 
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original covenants of the early Congregational churches were exclusive, valid 

only for confi rmed believers. 

 How then were the authenticity and sanctity of the beliefs of a new Con-

gregational church to be judged? It was a diffi  cult question and the answers 

varied, although the goal remained the same: to bring the visible church of 

the community of worshipers as close as possible to the invisible church of 

the elect, that is, to increase the probability—with no certainty, of course—

that the new congregation would be made up of “saints.” 26  Robert Browne 

described in this way the original covenant leading to the formation of his 

church in Norwich: 

 So a covenant was made. . . . There were certain chief pointes [of doc-

trine] proved unto [the future members of the church] by the scriptures, 

all which being particularlie rehersed unto them with exhortation, thei 

agreed upon them and pronounced their agreement to ech thing particu-

larlie, saiing: to this we geve our consent. 

 First therefore thei gave their consent to joine them selves to the Lord 

in one covenant and felloweshipp together and to keep and seek agre-

ment under his lawes and government; and therefore did utterlie fl ee and 

avoide such like disorders and wickednes as was mencioned before. 27  

 In Browne’s Separatist argument, the Church of England was anything but 

a church, because it brought together a heterogeneous collection of pious 

and impious people, regenerate Christians and nonbelievers. Carried to ex-

tremes, Separatism led to the denunciation of other Protestants in unusually 

vehement terms. They were “dogs and Enchaunters, and Whoremongers, and 

Murderers, and Idolatours,” who displayed their irreligion in “Atheisme and 

Machiavelisme on the one side, and publique Idolitrie, usuall blasphemie, 

swearing, lying, kylling, stealing, whoring, and all maner of impietie on the 

other side.” 28  

 The covenant with God that Browne described was relatively undemand-

ing. It merely enumerated the doctrinal elements of the members’ profession 

of faith. No evidence of inner authentic faith touched by grace was required. 

For the early Separatists, the presence of such a faith among the members of 

the congregation was not discernable. A pure gift of God, it could be known 

only by Him, and to claim otherwise would have meant contravening the 

very principle of predestination. 29  The Calvinism of the Puritans, however, 

was not a closed or predetermined system. The ways of the Lord were, of 
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course, impenetrable, but the believer was permitted to “detect virtual signs 

of his election” on the basis of sustained declared faith, made manifest by a 

successful professional life in harmony with his vocation. 30  

 Little is known about the original covenant that the Pilgrims from the 

Separatist community of Leiden made, except that it very probably followed 

the pattern invented by Robert Browne. Their church was a “company of the 

faithful,” and their faith, attested by public confession and exemplary con-

duct, amounted, according to Edmund Morgan, simply to “acceptance of 

the truths of Christianity.” Later covenants made in New England by other 

Puritan communities carried the search for external signs of probable elec-

tion to extremes. For example, the members of the new churches of the Mas-

sachusetts Bay colony had to describe their slow progress toward a state of 

grace and sanctifi cation by setting forth their doubts, their sins, the sincerity 

of their faith, their thorough knowledge of scripture, and their submission 

to and acceptance of the will of God. Certainty was not allowed; indeed, the 

best evidence that one was a member of the elect was one’s very uncertainty 

about one’s election. 31  The important thing for admission into a community 

of “saints” was to persuade one’s peers that one had respected the terms of the 

covenant made with them under the auspices of Providence, by proclaiming 

one’s faith publicly and supplying countless details of one’s laborious path to 

sanctifi cation. 

 The New England Puritans manifested some degree of originality by 

making the practice of religious covenanting more complex. Their covenants 

were not modest professions of faith along the lines of an old Anglo-Puritan 

practice fi rst described by Robert Browne, but rather interminable critical 

narratives, subjected to inquisitorial examination by those who saw them-

selves as the elect, despite their doubts (those doubts being the very sign of 

their election). 

 The original covenants of a purely religious nature were followed by po-

litical contracts instituting systems of sovereignty, the prototype of which was 

the Mayfl ower Compact. These covenants displayed the spirit of liberty that 

so surprised Tocqueville and which he carefully distinguished from another 

essential aspect of the American character, the spirit of religion. The Puritans’ 

spirit of liberty was practically unlimited, since it enabled them “to do what 

is just and good without fear,” as John Winthrop asserted in a speech quoted 

by Tocqueville. 32  This explains the Puritans’ marked tendency toward politi-

cal innovation and their extraordinary “knowledge of government” 33  with re-

spect to matters as varied as popular sovereignty, public education, and public 
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welfare. Some emigrants, Tocqueville explained, did not hesitate to violate 

the founding charters of their colonies in order to assert their sovereignty, 

for example by choosing their own political leaders, drafting their own penal 

laws, and even deciding on questions of war and peace. In short, like the great 

legislators of antiquity, they legislated “as if answerable to God alone.” 

 Political life was therefore intense: “real and active, wholly democratic and 

republican.” 34  For Tocqueville this democracy of the Moderns, reinvented 

on New England soil, echoed the great myths of antiquity, since it “leapt full 

grown and fully armed from the middle of the old feudal society” 35 —like 

Athena the goddess of liberty, who had sprung fully armed from the head 

of Zeus. 

 The Pilgrim Fathers: Between Myth and Reality 

 Did Tocqueville’s idyllic description of the New England political system 

correspond to the facts? Or was the French visitor mistaking his desires for 

realities in order to justify his theory of the point of departure, emphasizing 

the gap between semifeudal old Europe and new America, the quintessen-

tial experimental site for modern democracy? It would be more accurate to 

say that Tocqueville was somewhat prone to exaggeration, like most Ameri-

can historians of the time, beginning with the most renowned among them, 

George Bancroft. 

 The Mayfl ower Compact did not in fact describe the democracy Tocque-

ville imagined. Its signatories were a small group of forty-one “free” men 

(eighteen Pilgrims and twenty-three “strangers” out of a total of 102 pas-

sengers—women, children, and servants were excluded from the group of 

signatories). Considered in context, the Mayfl ower Compact was a circum-

stantial document intended to appease certain passengers who did not con-

sider themselves under any obligation to remain in New England because 

the territory initially selected by the Virginia Company was located at the 

mouth of the Hudson. The compact bound together the members of a very 

heterogeneous colony made up of two distinct groups: “saints,” whose moti-

vations were above all religious, and “strangers,” whose military, agricultural, 

and other skills were meant to facilitate the settling of the Pilgrims. When the 

Mayfl ower Compact promises just and equal laws for all, it is merely guar-

anteeing equal treatment for Pilgrims and adventurers to avoid any risk of 

mutiny. Rather than the founding document of a democracy unprecedented 

in the annals of humanity, the Mayfl ower Compact was primarily intended 
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to maintain the cohesion of a group of immigrants at the moment they were 

planning to settle on bleak terrain for which they had no clearly established 

right of ownership. 36  

 Ten years later, in 1630, when nearly one thousand Puritans 37  landed in 

North America to take possession of the Massachusetts Bay Company’s land, 

there was nothing particularly democratic about the political contract bind-

ing them together. In accordance with a royal charter that defi ned the pow-

ers of the company, only about ten of the principal shareholders (freemen) 38  

had the right to vote and could elect a governor and his deputies in a general 

assembly. John Winthrop fully shared this narrowly aristocratic conception 

of government. He believed the best possible government was a government 

“of the least part,” which he desired to be “the wiser of the best.” 39  This was 

somewhat at odds with what Tocqueville believed he had found in New En-

gland: “democracy such as antiquity had never dared to dream of.” 40  

 Yet some forms of “avowed republicanism” 41  fi nally arose, on the initiative 

of Winthrop and his assistants. For example, at the general assembly of Octo-

ber 19, 1631, Winthrop decided to expand the community of voters by adding 

all of the colony’s male residents to the small number of shareholder voters—

about one hundred people. In addition, these new electors could initiate leg-

islative measures and appoint the members of the colony’s executive council. 

But this practical experiment of democracy in action was of short duration, 

because another general assembly meeting a year later reversed course and 

declared that only members of the offi  cially recognized church would have 

the right to vote. 42  This provoked vigorous protests from “highly respectable 

persons” who belonged to other churches: withholding the right to vote from 

them, they considered, meant they were deprived of the fundamental rights 

of Englishmen. 43  The province of Massachusetts, in the view of Chief Justice 

John Marshall of the Supreme Court, was less democratic in the Puritan pe-

riod than the mother country: “The rigid adherence of Massachusetts to with-

holding the privilege of a freeman from all who dissented from the majority 

in any religious opinion could not fail to generate perpetual discontents.” 44  

 In short, the Puritans’ political revolution was rather modest: as Bancroft 

remarked, the colony moved in one short year from an “elective aristocracy” 

to a “sort of theocracy.” 45  The change was nonetheless real; freemen were no 

longer only the rich, that is, shareholders or owners of Massachusetts Bay 

Company land, but also colonists with no resources who contributed nothing 

but the sincerity of their faith. In this way, a simple commercial enterprise 

gradually changed into a small republic of believers. 46  
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 From 1634 on, the freemen no longer participated directly in decision mak-

ing in the colony’s general assembly; they were represented by elected depu-

ties who alone had the right to appoint the governor and his assistants and to 

pass the necessary legislation to govern the colony. Was this new representa-

tive regime a theocracy in the full sense of the term? Yes, if theocracy means 

controlling the opinion of the faithful, since dissenters were not tolerated 

in New England. No, if theocracy means government by clergy, as pastors 

had no political power. In Winthrop’s time they were not permitted to run as 

candidates in elections, nor could they exercise the slightest political or civil 

responsibility. 47  

 In other words, the New England Puritans invented neither republic, nor 

democracy, nor the principle of popular sovereignty, because their defi nition 

of the electorate remained too restrictive and too imbued with religious con-

victions. Their great originality lay in their capacity for innovation and ex-

perimentation. “In their hands,” wrote Tocqueville, “political principles, laws, 

and human institutions seem to be malleable things, capable of being shaped 

and combined at will.” 48  This did not prevent the Puritan colonies from com-

ing under the control of metropolitan Britain forty years later. Indeed, the 

American Puritans had never challenged the sovereignty of the English king. 

Their power existed by default, until royal charters imposed by the mother 

country clarifi ed the situation. It therefore cannot be argued that the great 

principles of the Declaration of Independence of 1776 or the Federal Con-

stitution of 1787 already existed in embryo in the political experiment of the 

early Puritans. Their  spirit of liberty , very real and vigorously asserted, repre-

sented only an ephemeral moment in the history of New England. 

 A “New Grammar” of Liberty 

 It was not until after 1776 that true popular sovereignty made its appear-

ance in America with the creation of thirteen independent republics and the 

adoption of constitutional conventions that established new political rules, 

soon ratifi ed by town meetings. In June 1779, for example, the Massachusetts 

legislature called on all men twenty-one and older to form a convention to 

adopt the articles of a new constitution that was later to be adopted by two-

thirds of the same electorate. 49  According to Thomas Paine, these new elec-

toral practices revealed the birth of a “new grammar” of liberty. The con-

stitutions of the new American states “were to liberty what a grammar is to 

language.” 50  
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 This new grammar was based on readily observable facts connected to the 

very origin of political power. Everything is simple in America, Paine asserts: 

“We have no occasion to roam for information into the obscure fi eld of an-

tiquity, nor hazard ourselves upon conjecture. We are brought at once to see 

the point of seeing     government begin, as if we had lived in the beginning 

of time. The real volume, not of history, but of facts, is directly before us, 

unmutilated by contrivance, or the errors of tradition.” 51  Paine’s argument 

contains no Puritan mythology. If there was a “bible” at the origin of each of 

the thirteen American states, it was a political document, an artifact produced 

by delegates of the people meeting in a constitutional convention, such as the 

1776 Pennsylvania convention that Paine analyzes in detail. 

 How did this new grammar of liberty work? Paine provides a vivid de-

scription in the second part of  The Rights of Man , published in 1792 and dedi-

cated to Lafayette: 

 Here we see a regular process—a government issuing out of a constitu-

tion, formed by the people in their original character, and that consti-

tution serving, not only as an authority, but as a law of controul to the 

government. It was the political bible of the state. Scarcely a family was 

without it. Every member of the government had a copy; and nothing was 

more common, when any debate arose on the principle of a bill, or on 

the extent of any species of authority, than for the members to take the 

printed constitution out of their pocket, and read the chapter with which 

such matter in debate was connected. 52  

 For the generation of the Founding Fathers, as Paine’s writings attest, po-

litical liberty was not the invention of the Ancients—in this case, the Puri-

tans. It was, in the full sense of the term, a liberty of the Moderns that could 

be dated precisely to 1776, the outset of the War of Independence. This liberty 

was the result of the progress of natural reason, and as Hamilton maintained 

in  Federalist  No. 22, “The fabric of American empire ought to rest on the solid 

basis of  the consent of the people  . . . that pure, original fountain of all legitimate 

authority.” 53  

 American political thought of the late eighteenth century was in complete 

harmony with the spirit of the Enlightenment.  The Federalist Papers , the most 

infl uential political work of the time, frequently mentions Plutarch, Mon-

tesquieu, Grotius, Locke, Hume, and Mably, and completely omits accounts 

of the Puritans, although they were known and available. The progress of 
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philosophy, deism, and reason had fi nally overshadowed the old fantasies of 

Puritanism. The federal Constitution of 1787, ratifi ed by the requisite majority 

of nine states on June 21, 1788, was indeed a daughter of the Enlightenment, a 

constitution without God.   

 T h e  r e d i s c ov e ry  o f  P u r i ta n i s m   in the fi rst half of the nineteenth 

century was closely linked to a thorough critique of the excesses of Enlight-

enment philosophy. This critique was particularly intense during the presi-

dential elections of 1796. John Adams, elected that year, summed up the politi-

cal feelings of the time: from 1778 to 1785, the nations of Europe appeared “to 

be advancing by slow but sure Steps towards an Amelioration of the condi-

tion of Man, in Religion and Government, in Liberty, Equality, Fraternity, 

Knowledge, Civilization, and Humanity.” But everything changed with the 

excesses of the Terror, which set Europe back “for at least a Century, if not 

many Centuries.” 54  Many American historians and essayists, of course, made 

similar arguments, vehemently denouncing the “deranged principles” of the 

French  philosophes  that precipitated France into the fatal experiment of Jaco-

binism, with its deplorable consequences: the abolition of religion, the perse-

cution of priests, the prohibition of all belief, and even worse, the worship of 

a “Prostitute” called goddess, Reason. 55  

 In France, the same criticism was not confi ned to the advocates of the 

Counterrevolution. It was also expressed with more fi nesse by a major liberal 

fi gure such as Guizot. Deploring the failure of the French Revolution, Guizot 

proposed to turn for inspiration to an unjustly neglected past. The consider-

able progress accomplished by the human spirit, he explained in the four-

teenth lecture of his  General History of Civilization in Europe  (1828–1830), made 

the eighteenth century one of the greatest centuries in history—indeed, prob-

ably the century that had contributed the most to the progress of humanity. 

But, Guizot went on, the course of history had been perverted, so that “the 

absolute power exercised at this period by the human mind corrupted it, and 

it entertained an illegitimate aversion to the subsisting state of things, and to 

all opinions which diff ered from the prevailing one—an aversion which led to 

error and tyranny.” 56  This provides a glimpse of a novel philosophical history 

that grants tradition a privileged place while not denying the achievements of 

the recent past. Guizot, like Tocqueville, who followed his lectures with keen 

interest, gave pride of place to historical continuity and thereby returned to 

a tradition initiated by Burke and continued by liberals such as Mme de Staël 
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and Benjamin Constant. In their view, the Reformation was the source of all 

human progress; it reconciled religion and Enlightenment, and served as an 

underlying principle that explained the progress of European civilization 

from Luther to the fi rst phase of the French Revolution. 57  

 By dissociating religion and Enlightenment, the French Revolution in its 

Jacobin phase momentarily interrupted this marvelous historical continuity. 

But like all general phenomena identifi ed by Guizot, this continuity would 

necessarily resurface sooner or later, in a France at peace that would at last 

realize the great synthesis of tradition and revolution.   

 Ea r ly- n i n e t e e n t h - c e n t u ry   historiography questioned the very idea 

of the Enlightenment. The excesses of the French Revolution, the extrava-

gances of the cult of Reason, and the ravages of the Napoleonic wars impelled 

historians to rediscover (and often to reinvent) a glorious medieval past. Ro-

mantic historiography praised the virtues of religion, the irrational, and mys-

ticism while defending the cult of heroes and honoring great ancestors: the 

Germans, the Saxons, and the Gauls. 

 Romantic historians in the United States, most of whom had studied in 

Europe, exhibited similar tendencies and patterns of thought. Rediscovering 

their own great ancestors—the fi rst English emigrants—they rehabilitated 

Puritanism at the same time. Fortunately, the democratic and republican pas-

sions of the Puritans enabled historians to reconcile the political progress of 

the Enlightenment with the anachronisms of a religion of enthusiasts and fa-

natics. In dividing the Puritan spirit into a “spirit of religion” and a “spirit of 

liberty,” Tocqueville reasoned like his contemporary George Bancroft, who 

had just published the fi rst volume of  History of the United States  (1834), one 

year before the fi rst volume of  Democracy in America . Had Tocqueville read 

Bancroft’s manuscript before he fi nished his own? Did the two have discus-

sions? There is no evidence, although Tocqueville did later correspond with 

Bancroft. For my purposes, the essential point is the similarity in their ap-

proaches, derived from the same historical sources. 

 Like Tocqueville, Bancroft rehabilitated the Puritans, but he was more 

rhapsodic and he paved the way for a new American patriotism based on the 

cult of ancestors. The Puritans had not, of course, overthrown empires like 

the heroes of antiquity. But they had done something even better by scat-

tering on the soil of a virgin country “the seminal principles of republican 

freedom and national independence.” And, convinced of the power and cor-
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rectness of their ideals, “they enjoyed, in anticipation, the thought of their ex-

tending infl uence, and the fame which their grateful successors would award 

to their virtues.” 58  

 Bancroft overthrew the very foundations of American Enlightenment his-

toriography: the inventors of political democracy were not the Founding Fa-

thers but the Pilgrims, whose history was made up of “events by which Prov-

idence leads to ends that human councils had not conceived.” 59  From this 

perspective, the engine of history, the “mysterious infl uence” which “enchains 

the destinies of states . . . [and] often deduces the greatest events from the 

least commanding causes,” 60  is not, as Thomas Paine and the authors of  The 

Federalist Papers  imagined, human will liberated from the fetters of old politi-

cal and religious traditions. It is rather the slow providential movement of the 

Reformation that, by detaching the human spirit from religious despotism, 

made possible the propagation of the doctrines of liberty from the recently 

discovered continent to distant and even newer countries: Chile, Oregon, 

Liberia. These doctrines, of which Enlightenment France was a “proselyte,” 

disturbed all the monarchies of Europe, “by awakening the public mind to 

restless action, from the shores of Portugal to the palaces of the czars.” 61  

 It would be hard to fi nd a better description of the ineluctable march of 

humanity toward democracy. For Bancroft, as for Tocqueville, the Puritan 

point of departure of American democracy was only one link in the great 

providential chain, although it had a diff erent meaning for each of the two 

writers. Bancroft, like Guizot and Quinet before him, gave the Reformation 

a central position. Tocqueville minimized its import, although he did agree 

that Protestantism accelerated the march of equality, because it “held that all 

men are  equally  equipped to fi nd their way to heaven.” 62  But it is clear that, 

for Tocqueville, equality of conditions, “the original fact from which each 

particular fact seemed to derive,” preceded the Reformation. It went back 

to the “Crusades and the wars with England” (that weakened the nobles and 

brought about the division of their estates), the establishment of municipal 

institutions (which “introduced democratic liberty into the heart of feudal 

monarchy”), the invention of printing (which equalized the conditions for the 

acquisition of knowledge), and the invention of fi rearms, whereby “peasant 

and noble became equal on the fi eld of battle.” 63  

 Tocqueville’s complex and nuanced conception of Providence is not con-

fi ned to any particular religion. It is the result of an irresistible historical 

 process—a process as irresistible as the waters of the biblical Flood, indeed 

so irresistible that Tocqueville feels that he is “in the grip of a kind of reli-
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gious terror.” 64  Tocqueville’s democratic providentialism does not close off  

the future, but opens up a multitude of possibilities requiring constant vigi-

lance, because it is impossible to halt the march of equality: “We must learn,” 

Tocque ville writes, “to consider the future with a fi rm and open gaze. Instead 

of attempting to erect useless dikes, let us rather build the sacred ark that will 

carry the human race on this boundless ocean.” 65    

 T o cq u e v i l l e ’ s  r e l i g i o u s  s e n s i b i l i ty,   remarkable for a man who 

admitted he had suddenly lost his faith at the age of sixteen, 66  is inseparable 

from a philosophical approach intended to be both comprehensive and objec-

tive, able to evaluate human progress from above, like God himself, whose 

“eye necessarily encompasses all things.” To this end, Tocqueville abandons 

his aristocratic prejudices in order to get a better grasp of the paradox of an 

immanent justice that lowers the great to elevate the poor and the ignorant. 

Deploring the spectacle of democratic uniformity and mediocrity, affl  icted 

with a vision of “this innumerable host of similar beings, among whom no one 

stands out or stoops down,” Tocqueville concedes that from the point of view 

of the creator of the universe, the prosperity of the majority requires social 

justice, that is, “the greater well-being of all.” Tocqueville forces himself to 

side, all things considered, with Providence: “What seems decadence to me is 

therefore progress in [God’s] eyes; what pains me pleases him. Equality is less 

lofty, perhaps, but more just, and its justice is the source of its grandeur and 

beauty.” And he decides to internalize the perspective of the “Almighty Eter-

nal Being” by putting himself in His place: “I am doing my best,” he writes in 

the conclusion to the second part of  Democracy in America , “to enter into this 

point of view, which is that of the Lord, and trying to consider and judge hu-

man aff airs from this perspective.” 67  

 At once historians, philosophers, and demiurges, Bancroft and Tocqueville 

did not seek to rehabilitate the Puritans in the same way. Bancroft intended 

to celebrate the heroism of the Pilgrims and thereby invented a patriotic 

ancestor cult. Tocqueville was less lavish in his praise but nonetheless also 

exaggerated the political importance of the Puritans and their covenants. 

Tocqueville’s point of departure was arbitrary: he was aware that the fi rst 

colonization of North America had been carried out by the adventurers who 

settled in Virginia. On the basis of that experience, he might have considered 

another point of departure: a political tradition detached from religion that 

was deeply inegalitarian, aristocratic in its values, and antidemocratic because 
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it was in favor of slavery. He may well have been tempted by the idea of a dual 

narration of the political history of the United States—Puritan and egalitar-

ian on one side and Anglican and inegalitarian on the other. 68  It would no 

doubt have provided a better explanation for the great tragedy of the second 

half of the nineteenth century, the Civil War. But it would also have compli-

cated the task of a philosophical historian who was attempting to innovate by 

connecting apparently very diff erent phenomena: Puritanism, religious lib-

erty, and the political and social equality of a people in the process of forma-

tion. Only the political and religious experience of New England was able to 

nourish his fertile imagination, because of the strong religious impressions it 

created, and because it “breathe[d] the air of antiquity and [was] redolent of 

a kind of biblical fragrance.” 69  
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 Evangelical Awakenings 

 I n  t h e  p r e c e d i n g  c h a p t e r ,   I attempted to show that the birth of 

American democracy could not simply be inferred from a narrowly defi ned 

Puritan “point of departure,” as argued by Tocqueville. The Puritans did not 

understand “democracy” as we understand it today, and it is the political ex-

perience of the elites of the revolutionary period that gave the United States 

its truly republican character and its modern national identity. 

 The most prominent Founding Fathers—Thomas Jeff erson, John Adams, 

George Washington, James Madison—were not very religious (most of them 

were deists) and their primary concern was not to build a “City on a Hill” but 

a more prosperous nation, once the break with England was consummated. 

The religious past of the United States and the heroic behavior of the New 

England Puritans held little interest for them. What mattered was the glori-

fi cation of a heroic present 1  and the revival of a nonreligious, post-Puritan 

British past. The rights the Americans claimed at the beginning of the War 

of Independence were the  rights of Englishmen : the right to representation (no 

taxation without representation); the right to a fair trial; protection from arbi-

trary imprisonment in accordance with the long-standing principle of habeas 
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corpus. American national identity was at the time a fragile construction that 

came out of the War of Independence, a republican artifi ce based on classi-

cal models, with new heroes—the Founding Fathers—a new separation of 

powers, new procedures for the creation of political institutions (constitu-

tional conventions), all culminating in the federal Constitution of 1787. 2  But 

as John Murrin has written, this “constitutional roof ” lacked the support of 

solid “national walls.” 3  Those walls were gradually built in the course of the 

nineteenth century by a new political class that was able to strengthen Ameri-

can democracy by encouraging the great mass of white male citizens to par-

ticipate in the political life of the new federal Union. This political democ-

ratization was inseparable from the democratization of religion, which was 

marked by a huge growth of evangelicalism throughout the country, reach-

ing the most remote regions of a constantly expanding frontier. The idea of 

a Christian nation is a later myth propagated by Romantic historians such 

as George Bancroft, evangelical preachers seeking massive conversions, and 

politicians who were quick to condemn the atheism or the alleged Jacobinism 

of Jeff erson’s supporters. 

 The Great Awakenings 

 The origin of American evangelicalism goes back to the fi rst Great Awaken-

ing initiated in 1734 by Jonathan Edwards (1703–1758), preaching in Northamp-

ton, Massachusetts, and the most brilliant British evangelical, George White-

fi eld (1714–1770), on his repeated tours of Georgia, Pennsylvania, and New 

England. Jonathan Edwards’s sermons had two major themes. The fi rst, with 

egalitarian implications, was that every man, even the least educated, had a 

spiritual sense more acute than “all the knowledge of philosophers or states-

men.” This spiritual sense enabled them to apprehend the spiritual light ema-

nating directly from God and to appreciate its “ineff able beauty.” This expe-

rience of mystic conversion undergone by hundreds of the young preacher’s 

parishioners was supposed to “reach the bottom of the heart and change its 

nature.” 4  Edwards’s second major theme, found in a series of sermons titled 

 A History of the Work of Redemption , was the epic and age-old battle between 

the forces of Christ and the forces of Satan—a battle that was ended by the 

redemptive force of the Gospel whose message had to be spread at all costs, 

with emphasis on its eschatological aspect: the certain defeat of the Antichrist 

and the imminent advent—1,260 years after the founding of the papacy—of 

Christ’s millennial Kingdom. 5  
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 George Whitefi eld, for his part, had perfected a new type of “Methodist” 

preaching, 6  open to all and generally conducted outdoors in public meeting 

places: markets, parks, public squares, coal pits, or large pastures made avail-

able to the crowds. Whitefi eld sought primarily to reach the lower classes. It 

was said that he was able to hold the attention for an entire day of as many as 

thirty thousand worshipers in the great cities of England. He achieved great 

success using the same method of preaching in seven visits to North America 

beginning in 1738. Whitefi eld played directly to the emotions of his audience. 

He began all his sermons with the ritual question: “Are you saved?” Unable to 

answer in the affi  rmative, troubled by the question, fi lled with a vague feel-

ing of guilt, his audience was ready to listen. Whitefi eld had the habit of fi rst 

speaking about the dark side of a life of temptation and sin, and then describ-

ing the torments of Hell in such striking terms that his audience was reduced 

to tears. He then focused on the need for sincere repentance and ended his 

sermon by speaking of the ineff able joys of a new birth marked by the accep-

tance of the grace of God. An unquestionably brilliant and charismatic orator, 

Whitefi eld was a veritable entrepreneur of religion who was able to transform 

the art of preaching into a magnifi cent theatrical display. For that reason, he 

might be considered the spiritual ancestor of such great swayers of crowds 

as Charles Finney in the nineteenth century and Billy Sunday, Billy Gra-

ham, Robert Schuller, Pat Robertson, Jerry Falwell, and Rick Warren in the 

twentieth. Televangelism and preaching to crowds in gigantic megachurches 

are merely updated versions of an oratorical art developed in England in the 

middle of the eighteenth century. 7  

 Whitefi eld’s preaching had a decisive infl uence on the Wesley brothers, 

the founders of the Methodist Church, who understood, as he did (along with 

many Baptist imitators), that an eff ective religion at the time of the fi rst in-

dustrial revolution could no longer be a formal religion with rigid traditions 

and a learned doctrine inaccessible to the masses. The new faith was a  religion 

of the heart , based on an adult conversion experience. The conversion of the 

Wesley brothers was in this respect exemplary. On Pentecost Sunday, May 21, 

1738, Charles Wesley suddenly felt a “strange palpitation of heart” that led to 

his writing a famous hymn: 

 Outcasts of men, to you I call 

 Harlots, and publicans, and thieves! 

 He spreads his arms to embrace you all; 

 Sinners alone His grace receives: 
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 No need of him the righteous have; 

 He came the lost to seek and save. 8  

 Three days later, his elder brother John had a comparable experience dur-

ing a visit to the religious community of Aldersgate Street in London. A few 

minutes after listening to a reading of Luther’s “Preface to the Epistle to the 

Romans,” John Wesley experienced his true conversion that traditionally 

marks the origin of the Methodist faith: “I felt my heart strangely warmed. I 

felt I did trust in Christ, Christ alone for salvation, and an assurance was given 

me, that he had taken away  my  sins, even  mine , and saved  me  from the law of 

sin and death.” 9    

 D o c t r i na l ly,  t h e  p r e ac h e r s  o f   the First Great Awakening were 

not all Arminians, that is, critics of the Calvinist doctrine of predestination. 

Jonathan Edwards and George Whitefi eld, for example, remained close to 

Calvinism in the sense that they did not believe that divine grace (and hence 

the possibility of salvation) was given to all men. For the Wesley brothers, in 

contrast, saving grace had universal reach: it applied to all men, even the most 

depraved, provided only that they acknowledge their sins. It was therefore 

impossible to imagine that God, who is love, could have determined in ad-

vance the fate of all men by distinguishing the elect from the damned, unless 

one subscribed to what the Wesley brothers called the “horrible decrees” of 

Calvinism. 10  Their message was of a diff erent kind. It was a message of love, 

regularly repeated in  The Arminian Magazine , published by John Wesley from 

1778 on. The argument was impeccably logical: since God is love and that love 

is universal, “it necessarily follows that God intends salvation for the whole 

world.” 11  The lived experience of a new birth was the demonstration of a pos-

sible dialogue between God and his creatures. All the evangelical preacher 

needed to do was to stimulate the imagination of the faithful by showing them 

the possibility of this kind of saving exchange. And, from 1771 onward, this is 

what Methodist missionaries sent to North America proceeded to do. 12    

 T h e  e va n g e l i c a l  r e v i va l  o f   the early nineteenth century can only 

be understood in the context of the democratization of religion in the United 

States. 13  This democratization had an immediate consequence usually ignored 

by historians of the nineteenth century: a rejection of the orthodoxy of the 
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major established churches, and especially a challenge to the very principle 

of predestination that was so dear to the Puritans and their direct heirs. It is 

this theological particularity that has made the history of the relations be-

tween religion and politics in the United States so complex—a history made 

up of breaks and continuity, doctrinal purity and political accommodation, 

institutional consolidation and fragmentation, religious battles and great ecu-

menical movements, rigid orthodoxies and charismatic revivals. 

 Of all the contemporary forms of American religiosity, evangelicalism is 

probably the least understood. The proliferation of churches and sects cre-

ates confusion and American political leaders who call themselves born-again 

Christians, such as George W. Bush, are often taken for Puritans or funda-

mentalists. But they are neither. Evangelicalism in the United States is not a 

pacifi ed and democratized form of Puritanism, nor the radical expression of 

a new millenarianism. Nor does it represent a marginal phenomenon. And 

it deserves something better than the mockery of French observers so fac-

ilely expressed in the travel narratives of the Duke de La Rochefoucauld-

 Liancourt, the Marquise de La Tour du Pin, and her English counterpart, 

Fanny Trollope. 

 Solidly rooted in the American landscape by the middle of the nineteenth 

century, punctuated by cycles of exuberant revivals, evangelicalism became 

the most common and banal form of American Protestantism. 

 [Revivals] have become, if I may so speak, a constituent part of the reli-

gious system of our country. Not a year has passed without numerous in-

stances of their occurrence, though at some periods they have been more 

powerful and prevalent than at others. They have the entire confi dence of 

the great body of evangelical Christians throughout our country. There 

exists, indeed, a diversity of opinion as to the proper means of promoting 

them. . . . But . . . all, or nearly all, agree that such a revival is an inesti-

mable blessing: so that, he who should oppose himself to revivals,  as such , 

would be regarded by most of our evangelical Christians as,  ipso facto , an 

enemy to spiritual religion itself. 14  

 The success of these repeated revivals can be precisely measured. It has 

been estimated that in 1850, for example, Methodist and Baptist churches were 

three times more numerous than the places of worship of the old Congre-

gationalist, Presbyterian, and Episcopalian communities. But the number of 

churches is deceptive: it does not reveal the real scope of a wave of enthusiasm 

able to operate outside any religious enclosure, because of the new practice of 
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camp meetings assembling thousands of worshippers for one or more days to 

listen to an itinerant preacher. The growth of evangelicalism should therefore 

be measured by people rather than church buildings. In 1850, there were ten 

times as many Methodist preachers as there were Congregational ministers; 

the Freewill Baptists, a small sect of the Baptist movement, trained as many 

ministers as the Episcopal Church, and the Disciples of Christ produced as 

many preachers as the Presbyterian Church. A recent study estimates that ap-

proximately ten million Americans, 40 percent of the total population, were 

reached by the evangelical revival. 15  Expanding rapidly, in 1813, the Baptists 

had 2,633 places of worship, 2,142 preachers, and 204,185 worshippers—that is, 

ten times what they had at the outset of the American Revolution. In 1840, the 

most dynamic of the evangelical churches, the Methodist Church, had nearly 

one million members and 9,752 preachers; that is, nearly as many as the total 

number of postal employees in the territory of the Union. 16  This was indeed a 

tidal wave that deserves explanation. 

 One way of understanding evangelicalism is to see it as the result of a social 

transformation—the religious conversion of those who did not accept Cal-

vinist predestination and could not have been “saints” in the Puritan sense of 

the term. Common people no longer accepted the arrogance and aristocratic 

pretensions of gentlemen. The democratization of political life, the prolif-

eration of cheap newspapers refl ecting all viewpoints, the great mobility of 

labor, and the rapid conquest of the West combined to end the social con-

trol of small urban communities. Men were free to change jobs, workplaces, 

and religion. Since the Declaration of Independence they had known they 

were “created equal,” and, in the words of the Methodist preacher “Crazy” 

Lorenzo Dow, they couldn’t see why they shouldn’t have the right to “think, 

and judge, and act for [themselves]” in matters of religion. It was the fashion 

to denounce traditional religious elites, often compared to the scribes and 

Pharisees of the New Testament. The most radical Boston Republicans, such 

as Benjamin Austin, advised the artisans and small farmers of Massachusetts 

to give up all respect for the “lawyers or priests” who had contempt for the 

dignity of the people and threatened freedom of expression, if not freedom 

of conscience itself. 17    

 T h e  S e c o n d  G r e at  Awa k e n i n g   was unquestionably populist in 

character: strongly marked by the republican rhetoric of Paine and Jeff erson, 

this revival entailed the rejection of all hierarchy and religious orthodoxy. 

It also facilitated a challenge to certain religious truths previously taken for 
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granted. Evangelicals, as noted previously, did not believe in predestination. 

Or rather, they believed that  all  men, without exception, could be saved as 

long as they experienced as adults a moment of conversion. Such a belief 

necessarily provided a release from the anxieties expressed by their Calvinist 

fathers (or themselves in their youth). 

 The experience of a sudden conversion was suffi  cient to establish an un-

shakable faith disconnected from the old precepts, tiresome declarations of 

faith, and laborious recitations of belief before an audience of certifi ed eccle-

siastical authorities. Everything now became simple, clear, blindingly true, as 

illustrated by the remarks of Henry Alline, who had been brought up in the 

strictest Calvinist orthodoxy but was willing to sever his religious roots to 

join a Baptist church. Transported by divine love, he said, his soul had been 

“ravished with a divine ecstasy beyond any doubts or fears, or thoughts of 

being . . . deceived.” 18  A Presbyterian farmer named Abbott similarly rejected 

the Calvinism of his adolescence in a heroic moment of conversion to Meth-

odism: “ ‘Why do you doubt? Is not Christ all-suffi  cient? Is he not able? Have 

you not felt his blood applied?’ I then sprang upon my feet, and cried out, 

not all the devils in hell, nor all the predestinarians on earth, should make 

me doubt; for I know that I was converted: at that instant I was fi lled with 

unspeakable raptures of joy.” 

 Another convert expressed the same astonishment and the same jubilant 

exuberance when a Methodist preacher explained to him the falsity of a 

 system of predestination as unjust as it was arbitrary in its mysterious selec-

tion of the elect: “Why, then, I can be saved! I have been taught that only a 

part of the race could be saved, but if this man’s singing be true, all may be 

saved.” 19  

 The evangelical passions of the nineteenth century should therefore be 

understood as the expression of an anti-Calvinist  revolt , as Nathan Hatch has 

convincingly demonstrated in his book on the democratization of Ameri-

can Christianity. These passions were propagated by churches that are now 

 prosperous—such as the Baptists, Methodists, and Unitarians—and other 

“unevangelical sects” such as “Hicksite Quakers, Swedenborgians, Tunkers 

or Dunkers, Shakers. . .” 20  not to mention the very special evangelicalism of 

the readers of the  Book of Mormon  transcribed on golden tablets supposedly 

discovered by the prophet Joseph Smith Jr. in 1827. 21  

 Beneath a surface of great institutional cacophony, the evangelical preach-

ing of the Second Great Awakening articulated some simple truths that guar-

anteed its success and duration. It off ered an unprecedented experience of 
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democratization of religion “from below”: itinerant preachers with little or 

no training emphasized spontaneity, hymns, dance, trances, public confession, 

and cries of joy and glossolalia. The great political ferment of the Enlighten-

ment and the disorders of the American Revolution had weakened old po-

litical and religious hierarchies. No civil or religious authority was now in a 

position to censure the religious experiences inspired by a new generation of 

traveling preachers. 

 There was vigorous competition among the new religious entrepreneurs, 

particularly because no synod, bishop, or central theological school existed 

that could establish order among the explosion of vocations, the diversity 

of the subject matter preached, and the fl uidity of beliefs. Each new church 

had its heroes: Elias Smith, Barton Stone, and Alexander Campbell, found-

ers of Christian Connection and Disciples of Christ; Francis Asbury, Lorenzo 

Dow, and Charles Finney, the major evangelical reformers of the Methodist 

Church; John Leland, the most dynamic of the Baptist preachers; Richard 

Allen, founder of the African Methodist Church; William Miller, founder of 

the Adventist Church; Brigham Young, the most infl uential Mormon of the 

Church of Latter Day Saints, and so on. 

 The central idea in this period of religious renewal was that faith no longer 

had to be regulated: enthusiasm—guided, of course, by preachers—replaced 

the formalized creeds, rituals, and commentaries of learned theology. Simple 

knowledge of the Bible, with no mediation by an interpreter recognized or 

certifi ed by religious authorities, was considered suffi  cient.  Sola scriptura  was 

the leitmotif of the time, and everything that derived from exegesis based on 

knowledge of the languages of the Bible and a rational and critical reading of 

the Old and New Testaments was consigned to the attic of stale ideas from 

a predemocratic age. The proliferation of mystical experiences—trance, ec-

stasy, and trembling—fervent attention to apocalyptic texts, and literal inter-

pretation of Biblical passages presented as absolute truths were the new forms 

of a religious eclecticism unprecedented in American history. 

 “A Cheese for Jeff erson” 

 The  spirit of liberty  was now considered even more inseparable from the  spirit 

of religion  than it had been at the time of the Puritans. Barton Stone, for ex-

ample, a former Presbyterian preacher and one of the initiators of the Cane 

Ridge Revival in Kentucky, vehemently denounced all established churches 

in the name of “Gospel Liberty” and accepted only the name “Christian” for 
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his denomination. He experienced his break with the Presbyterian Church 

as a veritable declaration of independence and he claimed to be so imbued 

with the spirit of liberty that he “could not hear the name of British or Tories, 

without feeling a rush of blood through the whole system.” 22  

 Despite his deism and irreligion, Thomas Jeff erson remained the ma-

jor political reference for the new evangelical preachers, in part because 

he had written the Declaration of Independence, but primarily because he 

had defended the Baptists of Virginia against the state’s established Angli-

can Church. His bill to establish religious liberty in Virginia, adopted in 

1786, earned him grateful recognition from evangelical preachers struggling 

against established churches in Virginia and well beyond. For example, the 

small Baptist community of Cheshire, Massachusetts—a state dominated by 

Federalists who supported John Adams and the maintenance of an established 

Congregational Church—decided to hold a public celebration of Jeff erson’s 

victory over Adams in the presidential election of 1800. With this in mind, 

Baptist farmers got together to make a colossal cheese weighing over twelve 

hundred pounds from the milk of nine hundred “republican” cows as a gift 

for the new occupant of the White House. The journey of the Mammoth 

Cheese on a carriage pulled by six horses took more than a month, and it was 

delivered to its illustrious recipient as planned on the morning of January 1, 

1802. 23  The reward was sizable for Jeff erson, since it crowned years of eff ort 

in support of religious liberty. It also demonstrated he was not the dangerous 

atheist so frequently disparaged by his political adversaries during the 1800 

presidential campaign. He was the friend of religion, particularly of minority 

and oppressed religions. 

 This display of sympathy put an end, once and for all, to the vicious pro-

paganda of Adams’s supporters who had not hesitated to accuse the great pa-

triot of every possible and imaginable impiety. President Timothy Dwight 

of Yale College, for example, who had a reputation for delivering Congrega-

tional sermons of high quality, had warned his compatriots against the candi-

dacy of a man who, if elected, would not fail to institute a “Jacobin regime” 

with frightful consequences: “the Bible cast into a bonfi re, the vessels of the 

sacramental supper borne by an ass in public procession, and our children 

. . . chanting mockeries against God . . . [to] the ruin of their religion, and the 

loss of their souls.” 24  The publishers of a Federalist newspaper in Hudson, 

New York, went even further when they predicted that the election of the 

“infi del Jeff erson” would certainly bring about the death of religion, because 

“some infamous prostitute, under the title of the Goddess of Reason, will pre-
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side over the Sanctuaries now devoted to the principles of the Most High.” 25  

The great question, according to another Federalist newspaper, the  Gazette 

of the United States , was: “Shall I continue in allegiance to  God — and a reli-

gious president  [ John Adams]; or impiously declare for  Jeff erson — and no 

God!!! ” 26  

 The majority of voters chose Jeff erson to succeed Adams, and the victory 

was due in large part to the votes of evangelicals among the common people 

who considered themselves bullied by the Federalist elites associated with 

established churches.   

 T h e s e  h e ro i c  bat t l e s  b e tw e e n   religion and irreligion, established 

churches and the new sects of born-again Christians, were soon forgotten 

with the growth of evangelicalism, which was dominant from the 1840s on 

in the Middle States, the South, and the new territories of the West. The 

small sects had become dominant churches. But that did not deter European 

visitors from describing in great detail the religious practices that were so 

diff erent from those they knew in their home countries and so contrary to 

the hierarchy and rituals of the Catholic Church in France and the Anglican 

Church in England. 

 The Marquise de La Tour du Pin and her husband, contemporaries of Tal-

leyrand and of the Duke de La Rochefoucauld-Liancourt, who like them emi-

grated to America after the fall of the French monarchy, bought a small farm 

near Albany, New York, where they lived happily from 1794 to 1796. Their stay 

gave them the opportunity to venture into the forest where, like Chateaubri-

and, they encountered Indians and Quakers settled on a large isolated farm. 

Invited by the Quakers into a large room, the Marquise was astonished to 

discover a beautifully made fl oor on which were set “lines of copper nails, 

shining with polish, their heads so well buried in the wood they were level 

with it.” 27  What could be the purpose of this curious arrangement? She heard 

the sound of a bell, doors opened, and fi fty young women entered from one 

side of the room and fi fty young men from the other. 

 I noticed then that the women stood on the lines of nails, taking care to 

let not even the tips of their toes pass beyond them. They remained mo-

tionless until the woman sitting in the armchair gave a sort of groan or 

shout which was neither speech nor chant. Then they all changed places, 

so I concluded that that rather stifl ed cry must have been some form of 
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command. After several manoeuvres, they again stood still and the old 

woman muttered a fairly long passage in a language which was quite un-

intelligible to me, but in which I thought I caught a few English words. 

After this, they left in the same order as they had entered. 28  

 The interest of this excerpt from the Marquise’s memoirs lies in its juxta-

position with another passage describing an encounter with squaws. Exoti-

cism is not where one would expect it. The Indians seem to her to be per-

fectly rational beings, since they speak English well enough and engage in 

commercial transactions that Ricardo would have approved of: woven baskets 

in exchange for a “jar of buttermilk.” 29  The Quakers, in contrast, although 

they are all colonists of English origin, symbolize a return to a state of barba-

rism that creates a distance, a mystery, and a sense of discomfort between the 

observer and the observed. Their movements are incomprehensible, guided 

by lines traced on the fl oor like so many arcane signs; their inarticulate lan-

guage is unintelligible; their hospitality, unlike that of the Indians, is so lack-

ing in warmth that the best thing to do is to get away from this bizarre sectar-

ian group as soon as possible. 

 The true savage of the story, paradoxically, is a famous visitor, the Duke de 

La Rochefoucauld-Liancourt, who stayed with the Marquise and was invited 

to meet notables of the city of Albany. But his coarse appearance shocked his 

hostess who had continued to cultivate a kind of French elegance. 

 I . . . had to say that nothing would persuade me to take him to call on 

Mrs Renslaer and Mrs Schuyler unless he did something to improve his 

appearance. His clothes were covered in mud and dust, and torn in a 

number of places. He looked like some shipwrecked sailor who had just 

escaped from pirates. No one would have guessed that such an odd col-

lection of garments clothed a First Gentleman of the Bedchamber! 30  

 The Duke, of course, did everything possible to improve his appearance. But 

the demanding Marquise found that the result sill left a good deal to be de-

sired. “I reproached him bitterly, especially for the patch on the knee of the 

pair of nankeen breeches, which must have come all the way from Europe, 

so worn were they from laundering.” 31  The Indians at least had a sense of 

decoration and they did what was expected of them by wearing “old artifi cial 

fl owers, feathers, ends of ribbon of all colours, balls of blown glass” that the 

Marquise generously distributed to them. 32    
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 T h e  h u g e  s uc c e s s  o f  a n ot h e r  t r av e l  b o o k ,    Domestic Manners of 

the Americans , published in London in 1832, is also worth considering. The au-

thor, Fanny Trollope, daughter of an Anglican vicar, was married to a highly 

educated but impecunious lawyer who had sought to make his fortune in the 

United States with a store selling English fashions in Cincinnati. The venture 

was a failure but Fanny Trollope’s travel notebooks, written between 1827 and 

1831, were to create a great stir. Their author became famous and they no doubt 

helped foster the literary career of her fourth son, Anthony. Fanny Trollope’s 

account is important because, with her own particular sensibility, it matches 

the contemporary account by Tocqueville and Gustave de Beaumont. 

 Like many other European visitors, Fanny Trollope remarked that “the 

whole people appear to be divided into an almost endless variety of religious 

factions,” which she proceeds to enumerate. She observes that these congre-

gations, often headed by “intriguing and factious” individuals, distinguish 

themselves from one another by a “queer variety of external observance,” 

the excesses of which have “the melancholy eff ect of exposing  all  religious 

ceremonies to contempt.” From these unfortunate characteristics, she draws 

the conclusion that a country such as England, with an established church, 

off ers great advantages; she does, however, note the relative superiority of 

American Catholicism, which is “exempt from the fury of division and sub-

division that has seized every other persuasion.” 33  Continuing her survey, she 

naturally seeks out an example of the great religious innovation of the time, 

a camp meeting. Her wishes are fulfi lled when English friends take her to “a 

wild district on the confi nes of Indiana.” There she sees “four high frames, 

constructed in the form of altars . . . on these were supported layers of earth 

and sod, on which burned immense fi res of blazing pinewood. On one side a 

rude platform was erected to accommodate the preachers, fi fteen of whom 

attended this meeting, and with very short intervals . . . preached in rotation, 

day and night, from Tuesday to Saturday.” 34  At midnight on the day of her 

visit, Mrs. Trollope found herself at the foot of the platform among two thou-

sand of the faithful to hear one of the preachers. He “began . . . and, like all 

other Methodist preachers, assured us of the enormous depravity of man as 

he comes from the hands of his Maker, and of his perfect sanctifi cation af-

ter he had wrestled suffi  ciently with the Lord to get hold of him,  et cœtera.  

The admiration of the crowd was evinced by almost constant cries of ‘Amen! 

Amen!’ ‘Jesus! Jesus!’ ‘Glory! Glory!’ and the like.” 35  The “solemn and beauti-

ful eff ect” of the crowd’s responses was fl eeting. Upon completing his sermon, 

the preacher summoned the “anxious sinners” to join him and his brothers at 
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the foot of the platform. The chorus in response provoked a powerful collec-

tive emotion: 

 The combined voices of such a multitude, heard at dead of night, from 

the depths of their eternal forests, the many fair young faces turned up-

ward, and looking paler and lovelier as they met the moon-beams, the dark 

fi gures of the offi  cials in the middle of the circle, the lurid glare thrown 

by the altar-fi res on the woods beyond, did altogether produce a fi ne and 

solemn eff ect, that I shall not easily forget; but ere I had well enjoyed it, 

the scene changed, and sublimity gave way to horror and disgust. 

 [More than one hundred participants, mostly women] were soon all 

lying on the ground in an indescribable confusion of heads and legs. They 

threw about their limbs with such incessant and violent motions that I 

was every instant expecting some serious accident to occur. 

 But how am I to describe the sounds that proceeded from this strange 

mass of human beings? I know no words which can convey an idea of it. 

Hysterical sobbings, convulsive groans, shrieks and screams the most ap-

palling, burst forth on all sides. I felt sick with horror. 36  

 Fanny Trollope’s terrors and her biting irony explain the success of her 

book, particularly because she fl attered the sense of superiority of her cul-

tivated readers who were able to control their emotions and adhered to dis-

creet and subdued forms of religion. She made no real attempt, however, 

to understand the reasons for the enthusiasm of the followers of American 

evangelicalism.   

 The Saint-Simonian Michel Chevalier,   a contemporary of Trol lope 

and Tocqueville, was one of the very few Europeans who expressed sympathy 

for American evangelicalism while recognizing its political and social eff ects. 

“The United States,” he wrote in  Lettres sur l ’ Amérique du Nord , “have innovated 

in both religion and politics.” 37  The widespread practice of revivals, he re-

marked, underlined the distance that separated American religiosity from its 

European counterparts. Everything in America was more democratic, begin-

ning with religion: pastors were appointed and dismissed by worshipers, and 

weighty episcopal hierarchies were replaced by fl exible organizations that 

gave an important place to lay members. The Methodists’ invention of the 

system of “traveling ministers”—famous for their fi ery proselytizing and the-
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atrical camp meetings—was particularly well adapted to a constantly growing 

society of pioneers. It enabled one to understand, Chevalier observed, why 

the traditional churches, Episcopalian and Congregationalist, were declining 

in comparison to the new “sects,” the Methodists and Baptists, who were now 

in the majority. 38  

 Rather than merely describing a great revival, like Trollope or La Tour 

du Pin, Chevalier presented a veritable work of comparative sociology by 

juxtaposing the political demonstrations of the new Democratic Party and 

the revivals organized by Methodist preachers. Indulging in paradox, he dem-

onstrates that the most visible aspects of politics are inseparable from reli-

gion, and that religion, in the ritualized form of the camp meeting, is in fact 

the expression of modern democracy in action. 39  In the wake of the election 

victory of Andrew Jackson’s supporters in New York, Chevalier witnessed a 

huge “procession” of Democrats passing before him: 

 The democrats marched in good order to the glare of torches; the ban-

ners were more numerous than I had ever seen them in any religious fes-

tival. . . . On some were inscribed the names of the democratic societies or 

sections;  Democratic young men of the ninth or eleventh ward ; others bore im-

precations against the Bank of the United States. . . . Then came portraits 

of General Jackson afoot and on horseback; there was one in the uniform 

of a general, and another in the person of the Tennessee farmer, with 

the famous hickory cane in his hand. Those of Washington and Jeff erson, 

surrounded with democratic mottoes, were mingled with emblems in all 

tastes and of all colours. Among these fi gured an eagle, not a painting, 

but a real live eagle. . . . The imperial bird was carried by a stout sailor, 

more pleased than ever was a sergeant permitted to hold the strings of the 

canopy, in a catholic ceremony. 40  

 And yet, Chevalier insists, these “constitutional ceremonies” were quite 

inferior to revivals, because only half the citizenry participated. Women, who 

could not vote, were excluded, and the result could only be disappointing: 

“Any celebration without women is only half a celebration.” The organiza-

tion of camp meetings, in contrast, was deeply democratic because women 

played the same role as men: “They are as active participants as the most fi ery 

preachers. For that reason, American democracy fl ocks to these meetings,” 

and a majority of Americans had converted to Baptism or Methodism. 41  If 

women were removed, religion would lose all its power to fascinate: 
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 From camp meetings take away the  anxious bench , remove those women 

who fall into convulsions, shriek, and roll on the ground, who, pale, di-

shevelled, and haggard, cling to the minister from whom they inhale the 

holy spirit, or seize the hardened sinner at the door of the tent, or in the 

passage-way, and strive to melt his stony heart; it will be in vain that a 

majestic forest overshadows the scene, of a beautiful summer’s night, un-

der a sky that need not fear a comparison with a Grecian heaven; in vain 

will you be surrounded with tents and numberless chariots, that recall to 

mind the long train of Israel fl eeing from Egypt; in vain the distant fi res, 

gleaming amongst the trees, will reveal the forms of the preachers ges-

ticulating above the crowd; in vain, will the echo of the woods fl ing back 

the tones of their voice; you will be weary of the spectacle in an hour. But 

the camp-meetings, as they are now conducted, have the power of hold-

ing the people of the West for whole weeks; some have lasted a month. 42  

 This was an eloquent defense of Jacksonian democracy, with the implica-

tion that, for Chevalier, the forms of public ceremony, whether political or 

religious, would build the character of a great nation and compensate for the 

absence of a past in such a young country. 43  From this point of view, evangeli-

cal religion was eminently democratic because it created idealism and a social 

bond where they had been lacking. This is why Chevalier had a resolutely op-

timistic view of the future of the United States. The superiority of American 

democracy lay in its capacity for enthusiasm and imagination in contrast to 

the situation in France, where: 

 Imagination is treated as a lunatic. Noble sentiments, enthusiasm, chi-

valric loftiness of soul, all that made the glory of France . . . is regarded 

with contempt and derision. The public festivals and popular ceremonies 

have become a laughing-stock of the free thinkers. Love of the fi ne arts 

is nothing more than a frivolous passion. We make the most desperate ef-

forts to starve the heart and soul, conformably to the prescriptions of our 

religious and political Sangrados. 44  

 The tragedy of contemporary France, he contends, is its irreligion inherited 

from the Enlightenment. It is true that the philosophy of the eighteenth cen-

tury functioned like a new Protestantism, because it introduced true free-

dom of thought into France. But, Chevalier concludes, the “Protestantism” of 

the philosophes is inferior to Anglo-American Protestantism. The former is 

ephemeral because it is elitist, inaccessible to the common people. The latter 
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is solid and durable because it relies on the psychology of the people. The 

great strength of American democracy lies, then, in a particular philosophy 

of the heart that mobilizes all citizens, men and women alike. In France, Che-

valier insists, the parliamentary regime does not stimulate the imagination; it 

creates no emotions. There may well be ceremonies and festivals, “but these 

smell too much of the parchment not to disgust our senses.” 45  

 Tocqueville and American Evangelicalism 

 Less taken by the political virtues of religious enthusiasm, Tocqueville did 

not see evangelicalism as an organizing religion in the same way that Puri-

tanism had been. He saw it rather as an epiphenomenon, a form of spiritual-

ity that one fi nds “scattered throughout American society,” aff ecting a small 

number of individuals, whose strange manifestations cannot be interpreted as 

a decisive step forward in the great march toward democratic equality. Evan-

gelical religion, in Tocqueville’s view, is merely an incidental byproduct of 

Protestant modernity seeking to relieve souls from their dominant passion: 

the quest for material goods. Evangelicalism is thus a reaction, a safety valve 

for the excesses of capitalism, a “brief interval” of respite for spirits “tram-

meled unduly by the fetters the body would impose on them” in its quest for 

the pleasures of this world. 46  None of this could be taken very seriously. 

 Tocqueville apparently failed to grasp the spread and especially the rising 

power of this new and soon to be dominant religion. Nor did he understand 

that what was involved in the phenomenal proliferation of sects was the fu-

ture of American Protestantism itself. 47  The rise of political and religious 

populism responded to public taste and emotions, to the anxieties provoked 

by the remnants of the theology of predestination. Tocqueville reproduces all 

the stereotypes of the French travelers who came to America before him. He 

epitomizes the opinion of his compatriots when he sees in the gospel hawked 

by itinerant preachers “an impassioned, almost wild spiritualism that one 

seldom encounters in Europe.” Unlike his traveling companion, Gustave de 

Beaumont, he did not attempt to inventory all the new churches. He noted 

the existence, still rare in his opinion, of “bizarre sects” claiming to lead the 

faithful to eternal happiness, and he concluded that in them “various forms of 

religious madness are quite common.” 48  

 Tocqueville said nothing more on the subject in the second volume of 

 Democracy in America . He was more forthcoming in a very interesting manu-

script that was long unpublished, in which he accentuates the diff erence be-

tween the extreme sobriety of a Quaker service and the frenetic agitation of 
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a  Methodist service. One Sunday in an unnamed city, Tocqueville’s curiosity 

takes him fi rst to “a large house” that does not look like a church. The traveler 

notices the deep silence that prevails in the house. All the worshipers, even 

the children, wear the same clothing and the same hats. Nothing happens 

for nearly two hours. Intrigued, Tocqueville asks the man who brought him 

to this place of meditation whether he has not been brought “to a meeting 

of the deaf and dumb.” Not in the slightest off ended by the impertinence of 

the question, his companion replies: “Dost thou not see that each of us waits 

for the Holy Spirit to illumine him; learn to moderate thine impatience in a 

holy place.” Soon, writes Tocqueville, “one of those present got up and began 

to speak; his accents were plaintive and each of his words was separated by 

a long silence and he said in a very lamenting voice some quite consoling 

things, because he spoke of the inexhaustible goodness of God and of the 

obligation of all men to help one another, whatever their belief and the color 

of their skin.” 49  

 Going next to a Methodist church, Tocqueville is surprised to be exposed 

to great tumult: 

 I saw fi rst of all, in an elevated place, a young man whose thundering 

voice made the vault of the building reverberate. His hair was bristling; 

his eyes seemed to hurl fl ames; his lips were pale and trembling; his en-

tire body seemed agitated by a general trembling. How I wanted to go 

through the crowd to the aid of this unfortunate man. But I stopped upon 

discovering that he was a preacher. He was speaking of the perversity of 

man and of the inexhaustible treasures of divine vengeance. . . . He was 

portraying the Creator as occupied unceasingly with heaping up gen-

erations in the pits of hell and as tireless in creating sinners as he was in 

inventing torments. I stopped, very disturbed; the congregation was even 

more so than I. Terror was painted in a thousand manners on all faces and 

repentance continually took the form of despair and furor. Some women 

were raising their children in their arms and letting out lamentable cries; 

others were beating their brows on the ground; some men were twisting 

themselves in their pews while accusing themselves of their sins in a loud 

voice or were rolling themselves in the dust. . . . I fl ed full of disgust and 

penetrated with a profound terror. 50  

 Instead of expressing interest in the democratic virtues of preaching that 

gave each individual the chance fi nally to receive divine grace, Tocqueville 
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limits his interpretation to the social eff ects of Methodist preaching and pre-

sents here a point of view in stark contrast to that of his contemporary Michel 

Chevalier. The blatantly public nature of acts of repentance, manifested with 

equal fervor by men and women, delighted Chevalier. But it deeply shocked 

Tocqueville, who saw in it an abuse of the pedagogy of terror that was de-

grading for human beings. He found the vulgarity of the proceedings un-

bearable, and he had trouble believing that the “Author and Guardian of all 

things” could allow such practices: “Is it necessary to degrade man by fear in 

order to raise him to Thee, and can he mount to the ranks of Thy saints only 

by delivering himself to transports which make him lower than the beasts?” 51  

 Tocqueville, who insisted that the Puritan experience was the point of de-

parture of American democracy, was unable to accept that its point of arrival 

was Protestant evangelicalism, however popular it might be. Protestantism, 

as he observed it in America, had ceased to represent the ideal religion. He 

therefore continued his search for a reasonable doctrine able to stabilize hu-

man conduct while facilitating the fl ourishing of true democracy. After fl ee-

ing the Methodist service and venturing out of the city into wooded terri-

tory, Tocqueville comes upon the most surprising of sects, the  Dansars , whom 

he alludes to in his book. They have set up a kind of convent that practices 

primitive communism intended to dissolve all individualism and all desire 

for the pleasures of this world. 52  The  Dansars  he observed were most likely 

the Shakers of the small community of Niskayuna, described in great detail 

by Gustave de Beaumont in an appendix to his novel,  Marie, ou l  ’ Esclavage aux 

États-Unis . Beaumont, with some surprise, observed women dressed in white 

and “men in violet costumes wearing broad-brimmed hats,” sitting separately 

on either side of a central aisle. Silent at fi rst, the worshipers rose and began 

to intone a religious hymn with discordant voices. That was when the pecu-

liar movements of the Shakers occurred: agitated bodies stirring themselves 

up for the greater glory of God. “You see them,” Beaumont writes, “dancing 

pell-mell amid violent clamor and with disorderly gestures.” 53  Tocqueville 

depicts more or less the same scene, with more dramatic eff ects: 

 At one end of the room, already lined up, were about fi fty men of diff er-

ent ages but all wearing the same costume. It was that of the European 

peasants of the Middle Ages. Opposite was found an approximately equal 

number of women wrapped from head to foot in white clothes. More-

over one saw neither pulpit, nor altar, nor anything which recalled a place 

consecrated by Christians to the worship of the Divinity. These men and 
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women were singing hymns of a gloomy and doleful tone. From time to 

time they accompanied themselves by clapping their hands. At other times 

they began to move and made a thousand turns without losing the beat, 

sometimes marching in columns, sometimes forming a circle. At other 

times they advanced toward each other as if to fi ght and then drew back 

without having met. . . . They fi nally stopped; and one of the oldest of the 

company, after wiping his brow, began in a broken voice: “My brothers, 

let us give thanks to the Almighty who . . . has fi nally deigned to show us 

the way of salvation and let us pray to Him to open the eyes of this crowd 

of unfortunates who are still plunged in the shadows of error and to save 

them from the eternal torments which perhaps await them.” 54  

 Tocqueville refrains from judging the folly of the Shakers; his description 

speaks for itself. More rigorously analytic, Beaumont fi rst off ers a brief sketch 

of the origins of the sect and its founder Ann Lee, the “Second Messiah,” born 

in 1761. He then goes on to denounce the “vanity” of the Shakers, the “strange-

ness” of their worship, the “absurdity” of a communal system that despoils the 

richest of the faithful for the benefi t of the poorest, and the impossible rigor 

of a vow of chastity imposed on all. Beaumont concludes: “in the presence 

of such a spectacle, one cannot help but deplore the misery of man and the 

weakness of his reason.” 55  

 Fanaticism and Irreligion 

 Less philosophical than Tocqueville, with a more sociological cast of mind, 

Beaumont drew up an interesting typology of American religions—from the 

most dogmatic to the least, from the most authoritarian to the most open to 

free thought. At one end of the spectrum he places Catholicism, at the other 

Unitarianism. The Catholics, he explains, ban any right of free investigation; 

the Unitarians, in contrast, abuse the practice to the point of denying the 

divinity of Christ and emptying Christianity of any content, making it into a 

mere moral philosophy, simple deism, or “a natural religion based on reason.” 

Between these two extremes, Beaumont sees 

 a huge expanse occupied by a multitude of other sects: countless interme-

diary steps appear between authority and reason, faith and doubt; count-

less eff orts of thought always reaching toward the unknown, countless 

attempts by pride that will not resign itself to not knowing. The human 

mind runs through all these steps, sometimes driven by the most noble 
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passions, sometimes cast into error by the love of truth, sometimes into 

madness by the counsels of reason. 56  

 Whereas Tocqueville bases his argument on historical and philosophical con-

siderations and proceeds by way of broad generalizations, Beaumont seeks 

out details at the risk of losing his way in the kaleidoscope of American reli-

gions. According to Beaumont, the Presbyterians, the harshest critics of the 

Catholics and the Unitarians, are followed pell-mell by Methodists, Anabap-

tists, Episcopalians, Quakers or Friends, Universalists, Congregationalists, 

United Churches, Dutch Reformed Churches, German Reformed Churches, 

Moravians, Evangelical Lutherans, and so on. The Anabaptists are split into 

Calvinists and associates, Mennonites, Emancipators, Dunkers, and so on. 57  

The spectacle was enough to make the apprentice sociologist dizzy, because 

he saw in this prodigious fragmentation “the picture of all [the] aberrations 

and all [the] infi rmities of human intelligence, which turns ceaselessly in a 

circle where it never fi nds the point of rest it is seeking.” 58  

 Tocqueville was similarly dizzied but drew diff erent conclusions: “I fi rmly 

believe,” he writes, “in the necessity of forms. I know that they enable the 

human mind to contemplate abstract truths with a steady gaze and, by help-

ing it grasp such truths fi rmly, allow it to embrace them ardently. I do not 

imagine that religion can be maintained without external practices. . . .” 59  His 

distress arises not so much from the existence of “palpably false and patently 

absurd” religions as from the uncontrolled proliferation of innovative prac-

tices, barring the faithful from any critical examination of the abstract truths 

that make up the dogma of a religion. 60  The proliferation of sects and the 

increasing complexity of religious practices, with their hymns, rituals, dances, 

and preaching styles, risk discouraging the masses from any lasting attach-

ment to religion. The danger looming on the horizon in democratic societies 

is religious indiff erence: “A religion that became more obsessive about details, 

more infl exible, and more concerned with petty observances at a time when 

men were becoming more equal would soon fi nd itself reduced to a band 

of fanatical zealots surrounded by an incredulous multitude.” 61  Tocqueville 

therefore hoped that, in the interest of religion, the Americans would limit 

the number of sects and more successfully control the triumph of form over 

substance that he had found so deplorable. 

 Tocqueville was worried about the future because he was convinced that 

religion was necessary for the proper functioning of a democratic system. 

 Religion is helpful to democracy because it moderates the passions aroused 

by growing equality: “the passion for well-being” and “love of wealth.” 62  In 
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this view, religion is the bridle on the democratic horse. In its absence, soci-

ety would grow unmanageable, giving way to disorder or powerlessness, once 

men had stopped having “very defi nite ideas about God, the soul, and their 

general duties toward their Creator and their fellow man.” Only a few phi-

losophers or “minds truly emancipated from life’s ordinary preoccupations” 

would be able if necessary to do without that kind of certainty. But skepticism 

is particularly dangerous for a free people, because it leads to bad habits that 

are incompatible with the pursuit of the common good: “Individuals become 

accustomed to making do with confused and fl uctuating notions about the 

matters of greatest interest to themselves and their fellow men.” 63  In the end, 

widespread doubt 

 inevitably enervates the soul; it weakens the springs of the will and pre-

pares citizens for servitude. . . . When no authority exists in matters of 

religion, any more than in political matters, men soon become frightened 

in the face of unlimited independence. With everything in a perpetual 

state of agitation, they become anxious and fatigued. With the world of 

the intellect in universal fl ux, they want everything in the material realm, 

at least, to be fi rm and stable, and, unable to resume their former beliefs, 

they subject themselves to a master. 64  

 According to Tocqueville, democracy consequently faces a twofold peril 

for the future: irreligion and religious fanaticism. The former, as the preced-

ing passage indicates, risks creating a state of perpetual agitation disastrous 

for the nation’s future. The latter seems just as deplorable because it terrifi es 

the people by subjecting them to “intellectual orgies” 65  and sometimes reduc-

ing them to a condition lower than that of the beasts. In such instances, the 

human mind may reach such heights of exaltation that it literally becomes 

unhinged: “He does not know where to stand and often runs without stopping 

beyond the bounds of common sense.” 66  In the face of the danger posed by 

exacerbated skepticism and exalted spiritualism, Tocqueville asserts that to 

preserve the social bond in a democratic system, it is desirable and necessary 

to encourage the preservation of “dogmatic beliefs in regard to religion.” 67  He 

says nothing about the content of those beliefs, but he suggests that Catholi-

cism is probably the most reasonable religion and the most compatible with 

the future of American democracy. On that point he diff ered profoundly with 

American historians of the time, for whom Catholicism was the principal ob-

stacle to a nation reinvented as simultaneously republican and Protestant. 
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 The Bible Wars 

 T h e  r e a d e r  m ay  r e c a l l  T o cq u e v i l l e ’ s   assertion that the spirit of 

liberty was fully compatible with the spirit of religion, as the New En gland 

Pilgrims, he believed, had demonstrated. In maintaining that religion and 

civil liberty were, despite appearances, not contradictory phenomena but 

rather seemed “to support each other,” Tocqueville was repeating in his own 

fashion the predominant view of American historians and political leaders 

in the fi rst half of the nineteenth century. 1  He was also confi rming the views 

of the major liberal thinkers of his time. Before Tocqueville, Mme de Staël, 

Benjamin Constant, and François Guizot had all asserted that Protestantism 

was the religious creed most compatible with the fl ourishing of democracy 

and most able to reconcile faith with reason. But, later, Tocqueville called 

into question the idea that Protestantism was fully compatible with democ-

racy and put forth a thesis that was very surprising for the time: Catholicism, 

despite its dogmatic and authoritarian character, was a profoundly egalitarian 

religion that should in the long term also foster democracy. 

 The reason for this change of view is Tocqueville’s increasing convic-

tion that the new Protestant sects were unstable: they unleashed the “fury 
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of  division and subdivision” and revealed an “exalted spiritualism” that was 

not compatible with the democratic form of government and could only lead 

to the spread of indiff erence, skepticism, or deism. 2  This unfortunate devel-

opment, so contrary to the ambitions of the early Puritans, seemed to have 

already conquered the intellectual elite, who had rallied to a “sect that is 

Christian only in name”: Unitarianism. Unitarians, according to Tocqueville’s 

letter to Kergorlay, “see in Jesus Christ only an angel, others a prophet, fi nally 

others a philosopher like Socrates.” 3  They were really deists who “speak of 

the Bible because they do not want to shock opinion too strongly, as it is still 

completely Christian. They have a service on Sunday; I have been to one. 

There they read verses of Dryden or other English poets on the existence of 

God and the immortality of the soul. A speech on some point of morality is 

made, and the service is over.” 4  

 Unitarianism seemed to him perfectly suited to the inclinations of “the 

upper ranks of society” and the “argumentative classes.” It was the visible 

symbol of the future decay of Protestantism. Although no doubt suffi  cient 

for the upper classes, deism or “natural religion” could not be suitable for all 

social classes, “especially for those who have the most need to have the bridle 

of religion.” For Tocqueville, the success of the democratic experiment was 

inseparable from a religion capable of moderating the passions of the danger-

ous classes, while at the same time preventing them from falling into “the 

single doctrine of self interest.” In other words, a religion was required that 

was strong and organized enough to serve as a counterweight to the erring 

ways of reason, and to “the mental condition, so common with us, in which 

men leap over every obstacle,  per fas et nefas  to gain their point.” 5  

 Tocqueville found this ideal religion in Catholicism, and he admired its 

rapid growth in the American working classes. But this exemplary Catholi-

cism was not the religion found in France and the rest of Europe; it was an 

“Americanized” Catholicism, unconnected to any system of alliance between 

throne and altar, and hence compatible with the republicanism of the Found-

ing Fathers. 6  

 The great interest in Tocqueville’s argument lies in its prophetic aspect. 

Today no one would challenge the idea that Catholicism is compatible with 

democracy or that a Catholic can assume the highest political or judicial 

offi  ces in the nation. And yet this argument, which was radically new for a 

French reader in the 1830s, was just as disconcerting for an American reader, at 

a time when a powerful nativist movement was growing in the United States 

that warned of the danger of “Catholic tyranny.” Corresponding to the “war 

between the two Frances,” the confrontation between clerical and anticleri-
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cal forces, liberals and reactionaries, Revolution and Counterrevolution, was 

a “war between the two Americas,” a confl ict between Protestant elites and 

the Catholic hierarchy, drawing in their wake masses of White Anglo-Saxon 

Protestants (WASPs) and Irish Catholic immigrants. This was not only a re-

ligious war but also and above all a class war coupled with an ethnic and 

cultural confl ict. 

 The Coming of the Irish Catholics 

 Catholicism was at a turning point at the time Tocqueville and Beaumont 

visited the United States. Catholics who had been established in Maryland 

and Pennsylvania since the seventeenth century were joined by new co-

 religionists, primarily from Ireland. The fi rst generation of American Catho-

lics had settled Maryland in 1634, a territory granted by royal charter to Cecil 

Calvert (Lord Baltimore), the eldest son of a great Catholic family ennobled 

by King James I. These fi rst Catholics belonged to the English aristocracy; 

great landowners, they came with farmers and servants recruited in southern 

and eastern England. The Catholics of Pennsylvania were more modest and 

diversifi ed; they were primarily German and had been readily accepted in 

the Quaker state noted for its religious tolerance. Along with the Quakers of 

English origin, they rubbed shoulders with Pietists from their own regions of 

Central Europe. These fi rst waves of immigration were joined by small colo-

nies of Irish Catholics, which were still atypical because the majority of Irish 

immigrants at the time were Scotch-Irish Calvinists from Ulster. 

 At the end of seventeenth century, Catholics made up a small religious 

community lost in a sea of Protestant sects. There were only about two thou-

sand fi ve hundred of them in Maryland in 1700 (out of a total population of 

thirty-four thousand), and they were even less numerous in Pennsylvania. In 

a little less than a century, their population increased tenfold, thanks to new 

immigrants from southern Ireland and German Catholic states. 7  The total 

number of American Catholics reached twenty-fi ve thousand in 1790 accord-

ing to the estimate of John Carroll, the fi rst Catholic bishop in the United 

States, who presided over the diocese of Baltimore. They were distributed 

as follows: sixteen thousand in Maryland, seven thousand in Pennsylvania, 

one thousand fi ve hundred in New York, and two hundred in Virginia. 8  De-

spite its growth, the American Catholic Church remained very limited, the 

size of a single French or Spanish diocese. Sixty years later, in 1850, it had 

more members than the largest Protestant denomination, the Methodist 

Church. 
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table 4 . 1  Growth of the Catholic Population

 total population catholics percentage of total

1790 3,929,214 35,000 0.9

1820 9,638,453 195,000 2.0

1830 12,866,020 318,000 2.5

1840 17,069,453 663,000 3.9

1850 23,191,876 1,600,000 6.9

Source : Statistical Abstract of the United States, 2000, table 1, p. 7; George J. Marlin, The American 

Catholic Voter (South Bend, IN: St. Augustine Press, 2004), 37.

 As table 4.1 shows, Catholics represented less than 1 percent of the total 

population of the United States in 1790; they exceeded 2 percent in the 1820s, 

and then doubled their numbers in the two decades prior to 1850.  

 How is this sudden growth to be explained in a country that is still seen 

today as fundamentally Protestant? The main reason is to be found in the 

conjunction of two separate but complementary factors: the expansion of 

the American economy under the presidency of Andrew Jackson, with ma-

jor projects requiring large numbers of unskilled workers for the building of 

roads, railroad lines, canals, and houses; and a succession of agricultural cri-

ses in Ireland accompanied by periods of famine driving thousands of the 

poor to leave. In the twenty years between 1820 and 1840, two hundred and 

sixty thousand Irish immigrants settled in the United States. The great potato 

famine hastened the movement, with more than one million new immigrants 

between 1846 and 1851. In total, more than 4.3 million Irish immigrants settled 

in the United States in between 1820 and 1920. They were joined over the same 

period by 1.6 million German Catholics, and more than three million Italian 

Catholics (half the Germans arrived after 1880, and the vast majority of the 

Italians after 1900). From 1880 to 1920, they were joined by two million Pol-

ish immigrants, one million French Canadians, and hundreds of thousands of 

Czechs and Lithuanians, most of whom were Catholics. 

 Marked by these great waves of immigration, American Catholicism in 

the nineteenth century was at fi rst largely Irish. The “old Catholics,” born in 

the United States and fi rmly led by clergy of French origin, often recruited 

among émigrés from the Revolution, were gradually “submerged” by Irish 
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Catholics who brought with them new forms of religiosity and a conception 

of hierarchical relations that were very diff erent from the democratic spirit 

that prevailed in the diocese of Baltimore in the late eighteenth century. But 

most important, the majority of these new Catholics were young, poorly edu-

cated, and willing to accept the lowest-paying jobs in cities, which required 

little skill. 9  In the unkind words of Archbishop Ambrose Maréchal of Balti-

more, they were simply “ la canaille irlandaise .” 10  

 In the view of the New England Protestants, fostered by intense anti-

Catholic propaganda of English origin, the newcomers represented a threat 

to the fragile American Republic. Their attachment to an antirepublican pa-

pacy, their ignorance of the Protestant tradition specifi c to the New World 

and New England, and their visibility in the poor neighborhoods of large 

cities like Boston inevitably provoked an anxious reaction from Protestant 

elites. These elites did not easily accept competition from a Church whose 

declared aim was “to convert all Pagan nations, and all Protestant nations” 

and in the United States itself, to convert “the people of the cities, and the 

people of the country, the offi  cers of the navy and the marines, commanders 

of the army, the Legislatures and the Senate, the Cabinet, the President and 

all!” 11  By 1830, newspapers with revealing titles— The Protestant ,  The Reforma-

tion Advocate ,  Priestcraft Unmasked ,  The Downfall of Babylon ,  The American Protes-

tant Vindicator —and associations for the defense of Protestantism such as the 

New York Protestant Association took on the task of relentlessly criticizing 

the deceptions of papists, the corruption of the lackeys of the Holy Father 

and his acolytes, monastic plots, and other horrors attributed to the “Roman-

ists.” The avowed aim was to prevent the “subversion of Christianity” by the 

importation of papist ideas. Newspaper readers were urged, for example, to 

“look the monster in the face” and consider the nature of Catholicism and its 

leader on the banks of the Tiber. Was he not, as a prospectus for  The Protestant 

 claimed, the living embodiment of the prophecies of the Book of Revelation: 

the Great Whore of the mystical Babylon? 12  And as the inventor of the tele-

graph, Samuel Morse, asserted, wasn’t there a “foreign conspiracy” against 

American liberties, organized by the pope and his fabulously wealthy foreign 

missions, in the pay of European monarchs? 13  

 The enemies most frequently attacked by the propagandists of a free Prot-

estant nation were the Jesuit order, which had recently been reestablished; 

the Association for the Propagation of the Faith, founded in Lyon in 1822; and 

especially the Leopold Association of Vienna. According to sermons by fash-

ionable preachers, there was obvious collusion between the Vatican and the 
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Austrian monarchy—an Austro-Roman Holy Alliance—whose avowed goal 

was the conquest of the United States and whose subversive agents were the 

Irish immigrants, “papal serfs” with the mission of establishing the Inquisition 

in America—the fi rst necessary step in a campaign of forced conversion of 

Americans to Catholicism. 14  

 The anti-Catholic atmosphere fostered by the press and evangelical 

preaching inevitably encouraged xenophobic actions directed against the 

Irish immigrant community. Riots in Boston in 1829 and again in 1833 led to 

the looting of Irish neighborhoods. The most serious episode occurred one 

day in August 1834, with the destruction of the main buildings of the Ursuline 

convent recently built on Mount Benedict in Charlestown, a few miles from 

Boston. The pretext for the attack was the “imprisonment” of a nun, Elizabeth 

Harrison, who had managed to escape from the tyranny of her superiors for a 

few days before being captured and locked up, it was said, in an underground 

pit hidden in the cellars of the convent. Her “fl ight,” which had indeed oc-

curred, was due to her disturbed mind, although the nun voluntarily decided 

to return to the site of her monastic order. Rumors circulated, fanned by the 

announcement of a tour of inspection by elected offi  cials at the scene of the 

“crime,” as a hundred rioters headed toward the convent shouting “No Pop-

ery!” and demanded the immediate liberation of the unfortunate prisoner. 

When there was no answer (it was nighttime and the young residents were 

asleep), the mob set fi re to the convent and a week later attacked an Irish 

immigrant slum located in another part of the city. 15  Fortunately, these riots 

caused no deaths, but they indicated the virulence of anti-Catholic feeling at 

a time when Irish laborers, who were badly paid and demanded little, were 

beginning to compete against native New England artisans and workers.   

 A  n e w  l i t e r a ry  g e n r e  a ro s e :   “the pornography of the Puritan,” 16  in 

the words of historian Richard Hofstadter. The genre was quite acceptable 

because the pornography in question was not very explicit and it laid claim to 

a higher religious truth. Its undeniable success was such that one contempo-

rary noted that “the compilation of anti-Catholic books . . . has become a part 

of the regular industry of the country, as much as the making of nutmegs, or 

the construction of clocks.” 17  The rules of this new literary genre were very 

simple: fi nd a defrocked monk, or better, a defrocked nun; have her re-create 

daily life in a monastic order; emphasize all the failings, jealousies, and tor-

ments inherent in a closed society; and, to give the reader his money’s worth, 
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reveal some real or imaginary salacious details. Finally, show that beneath the 

appearance of holiness and propriety lie real perversions and, even worse, 

crimes and abominations. Popular titles—such as  The Thrilling Mysteries of 

a Convent Revealed  (1836) or  The Confessions of a French Priest, to which are added 

Warnings to the People of the United States  (1837)—indicate the popularity and re-

petitiveness of the genre, the masterpiece of which was unquestionably Maria 

Monk’s  Awful Disclosures , continually reprinted up to 1870, which sold more 

than fi ve hundred thousand copies, almost as many as the best-selling book of 

the time,  Uncle Tom ’ s Cabin . 

 In this autobiographical work, Maria Monk, a nun who had fl ed from the 

Hôtel-Dieu nunnery in Montreal, describes her life in this institution of the 

Sisters of Charity, dedicated to the care of the poor and the ill. Her English 

and Scottish family origins, her education, her four-year novitiate, her hesita-

tions, and her taking of the veil are all described in great detail. Everything 

goes well until the day she takes her vows. The ceremony of monastic vows, 

the wearing of a black veil, and the silent meal in the refectory are all exotic 

enough to stimulate the curiosity of a Protestant reader. It is not until page 

forty-two that we discover the fi rst terrifying revelation: on the very evening 

that she takes her vows, Maria Monk, now known as Sister Saint Eustace, is 

summoned to the private apartment of a priest, Father Dufresne, who treats 

her “in a brutal manner,” and she receives “similar treatment” from two other 

priests. Discretion is required in this anti-Catholic literature: the author, Ma-

ria Monk, does not “speak on such subjects except in the most brief manner,” 

in order not to “off end the virtuous ear” or “corrupt the heart” of her readers. 

She will say no more, while suggesting the unimaginable: “Few imaginations 

can conceive deeds so abominable as [the priests of the Seminary] practised, 

and often required of some of the poor women, under the fear of severe pun-

ishments, and even of death.” 18  

 Discreet about the sexual practices of the lecherous priests who enter the 

convent of the “Black Sisters” through secret underground passages con-

nected to their seminary, Maria Monk’s narrative really has nothing porno-

graphic about it. But it is full of details about the deadly consequences of the 

sacrilegious practices supposedly encouraged by the Catholic hierarchy. For 

example, Maria Monk soon discovers that illegitimate children are born in 

her convent and that they are baptized, then executed by being thrown into 

pits of quicklime. She is also informed that sisters who are reluctant to ac-

cede to the demands of the Mother Superior or of a vicious priest are locked 

up in cells from which they do not always come out alive, and that the most 
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“disobedient” are tortured and sometimes even executed. The tortures they 

are supposed to have suff ered include kneeling on sharp stones, being hanged 

by the feet or gagged so tightly that the lips bled, having cheeks pierced with 

long needles, wearing a hair shirt whose steel points penetrated the skin of 

the thighs, being branded with hot irons, wearing a mysterious leather hood 

that caused burns and provoked convulsions, being required to swallow pieces 

of glass and grind them to powder with painful chewing, and so on. 19  Punish-

ment might also include a severe and disgusting diet, consisting exclusively of 

garlic and badly cooked eels, sometimes accompanied, in the guise of a soup, 

with the dirty water from a bowl in which the Mother Superior, Sister Bour-

geoise, had washed her feet. 20  

 Maria Monk also claims to have witnessed the murder of another nun, 

Sister Saint Frances, who had confessed to a friend her disgust at the idea 

of eliminating any illegitimate child that might be born in the convent. She 

would disobey, she had said, if she were given the order. Her confession was 

soon reported to the Mother Superior and the bishop of the diocese, who 

summoned her for a “trial” on the charge of having violated her vows of obe-

dience. Questioned at length by her improvised judges, Sister Saint Frances 

said “that she would rather die than cause the murder of harmless babes. ‘That 

is enough, fi nish her!’ said the bishop.” 21  In a provocative scene worthy of  Jus-

tine ou les Malheurs de la vertu , the designated victim is immediately gagged and 

tied to a bed, and another bed set on top of it. Priests and nuns jump eagerly 

onto the bed, and try to disfi gure the victim with kicks and knee blows, until 

she fi nally dies crushed beneath the weight of her tormenters. At the very 

moment at which she gives up the ghost, one of the participants in this  danse 

macabre  laughingly says, “She would have made a good Catholic martyr.” 22  

Then her body is covered with quicklime, corrosive acid poured over it, and it 

is thrown into one of the pits dug in the cellar of the convent. 

 Maria Monk’s narrative was presented as an authentic account of the 

habitual perversion of the Catholic hierarchy. It was intended as a warning 

against the deleterious eff ects of a foreign Catholicism imported by thou-

sands of new Irish immigrants, and it signaled the point of departure for a 

large-scale anti-Catholic campaign that culminated in the founding in 1854 

of a political party dedicated to the defense of a Protestant American na-

tion. This party, the Order of the Star Spangled Banner, usually known as the 

Know Nothing Party, barred its members from revealing their membership in 

the fraternal order, which was limited to native Americans born of Protestant 

parents and co-opted by other Protestants. In their quasi-Masonic initiation 
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ritual the Know Nothings promised to use their infl uence to place “in all of-

fi ces in the gift of the people, whether by election or appointment, none but 

native-born Protestant citizens.” 23  This xenophobic party achieved consider-

able success: one hundred members of Congress, eight governors, and several 

mayors, including the mayors of Boston, Chicago, and Philadelphia, claimed 

adherence to it on the eve of the Civil War. 

 The Catholic Church challenged  Awful Disclosures  when it was published, 

claiming it was a gross forgery or plagiarized from an English anti-Catholic 

pamphlet,  The Gates of Hell Opened . But the Protestant press, backed by the 

testimony of witnesses, fi ercely defended the book as a truthful document 

based on the authentic testimony of a nun who had escaped from the Hôtel-

Dieu convent in Montreal and taken refuge in New York. 24  The author of the 

controversial book was prepared to confi rm the truth of her story before a 

judge. 25  It is now known that  Awful Disclosures  was, as the Catholic authorities 

had claimed, an apocryphal memoir concocted by Methodist ministers and 

attributed to a poor woman who had escaped from a Montreal insane asylum. 

This new popular genre, much imitated at the time, illustrated the strength 

of Protestant propaganda and its fundamental goal: to protect the hegemony 

of a Protestant American culture based on the myth of a Puritan founda-

tion. This myth, rediscovered and embellished by early nineteenth-century 

Romantic historians, was not incompatible with the idea of a nonsectarian, 

secular republic, detached from all established churches. But it gave no place 

to the Catholic perspective. The American Creed, as it existed then, off ered a 

strange mixture of xenophobia, Protestantism, and republicanism. 

 The Bible War 

 The Bible was at the heart of the confl ict between the Protestant and Catho-

lic conceptions of religion, and, by implication, the nation. Teachers in the 

public education system recommended that the Bible be approached from 

a “secular” perspective; that is, unconnected to any interpretation derived 

from any particular faith. The major diffi  culty was that the Catholics did not 

use the same version of the Bible as the Protestants (regardless of denomina-

tion). Catholics favored the Douai Bible, the fi rst Catholic translation of the 

Vulgate, published between 1582 and 1602 by Catholic priests exiled from En-

gland. Protestants were unanimously attached to the King James Version, fi rst 

published in 1611 by a group of translators working for the Anglican monarchy. 

In the preface of the King James Version, the translators did not hesitate to 
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denounce the “calumniations . . . of Popish persons,” who were too forgetful 

of the word of God and desired to keep the people in a state of “ignorance and 

darkness.” They saw themselves as the “poor instruments [of] . . . God’s holy 

Truth.” As defenders of the English monarchy—“our Sion”—they claimed to 

be the faithful servants of the English language and hoped that their transla-

tion would be the most accurate and the closest possible to the “original Sa-

cred Tongues.” As for Catholics, they were denounced in the same preface as 

“selfconceited Brethren, who run their own ways, and give liking unto noth-

ing, but what is framed by themselves, and hammered on their anvil.” 26  

 Since the Protestant elites had always supported free public education 

for all, it is not surprising that school programs gave a privileged place to 

the Bible and that some lessons on morality were based on the reading and 

recitation of brief passages from the Old Testament, such as the Ten Com-

mandments. Paradoxically, this simple exercise based on a few Christian pre-

cepts understandable to everyone, was at the heart of the war between the two 

Americas, with Protestants and Catholics each defending  their  version of the 

Decalogue. 

 In the Protestant tradition, as in the Jewish tradition, the list of command-

ments—taken from Flavius Josephus and Philo and adopted by Calvin and 

most evangelical pastors—includes a second commandment stating in its 

complete version: 

 Thou shalt not make unto thee any graven image, or any likeness  of any 

thing  that  is  in heaven above, or that  is  in the earth beneath, or that  is  in 

the water under the earth: Thou shalt not bow down thyself to them, nor 

serve them: for I the Lord thy God  am  a jealous God, visiting the iniquity 

of the fathers upon the children unto the third and fourth  generation  of 

them that hate me. 27  

 In the Catholic tradition, inspired by the writings of Saint Augustine, the sec-

ond commandment, formulated in these terms, was omitted to avoid any em-

barrassment about the cult of saints and the representations in painting and 

sculpture of their lives and the lives of Jesus and Mary. However, to respect 

the format of the Decalogue, Catholics to this day compensate for the omis-

sion of the second commandment by splitting the tenth in two (see table 4.2). 

 Comparison of the two versions provided weapons to the Protestants who 

wanted to demonstrate the “inadequacies” of the Catholic Church: its lack 

of rationality, its ignorance of Biblical truths and divine prohibitions, and 
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its idolatrous tendencies; in short, its generally superstitious character. The 

forms of worship of Irish immigrants, the countless images of Saint Patrick, 

the Virgin, and the Sacred Heart of Jesus; the conspicuous display of the ro-

sary and of blessed medals; religious processions for the adoration of the Holy 

Sacrament or the Cross; and exuberant funeral processions all inevitably un-

derlined, in the view of American evangelicals, the retrograde character of a 

religion that subjected its faithful to the absolute authority of an all-powerful 

clergy and encouraged them to cultivate idolatrous practices. Hadn’t Calvin 

himself denounced Catholics who clothed the statue of the Virgin in an even 

more extravagant and vulgar fashion than “prostitutes in brothels”? 28  

 For a Protestant, the knowledge of God excludes any intercession or 

mediation based on examples or images. The culture of the Reformation 

churches was rooted in the doctrine of  sola scriptura : nothing must come be-

tween the believer and the presence of the Word, immediately revealed by 

reading the Scriptures—the only possible source of “illumination.” The sec-

ond commandment could therefore not be taken lightly. A graven image was 

nothing but trickery conceived by Satan to trouble men and entangle them 

in superstition. 29  From a Protestant perspective, a nonsectarian reading of 

the King James Bible, taught without comment, was perfectly adequate for 

moral instruction. But it was precisely this type of instruction that the Catho-

lic clergy rejected out of concern to preserve its version of the Decalogue and 

its control over the content of the Scriptures. The two rival versions of the 

Decalogue were the stakes in this tumultuous war between the Catholic com-

munity and the Protestant majority in the middle of the nineteenth century.   

 T h e  m o st  e m b l e m at i c  i n c i d e n t  i n  t h i s   Bible war was probably 

the March 1859 revolt of the Catholic pupils of Eliot School, a Boston pub-

lic school. The immediate cause of the crisis, widely commented on in the 

press, was the refusal of Thomas Whall, a ten-year-old pupil, to read the Ten 

Commandments at the beginning of the morning class, as his teacher Miss 

Shepard demanded, in accordance with Massachusetts law. Thomas Whall 

repeatedly refused to comply on the grounds that the Bible excerpts in his 

textbook were taken from the King James Version, and he was harshly repri-

manded by the school’s assistant principal, who “whipped” him on the hands 

with a rattan stick until his fi ngers were bleeding. Nothing worked: Thomas 

stood fast until he fainted, encouraged by his fellow Catholics. They, too, re-

fused to obey the teachers’ instructions, and hundreds of them were expelled 
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on the day they demonstrated their solidarity by bringing their copies of the 

“Catholic” commandments to class after openly tearing out the pages in their 

textbooks containing the Protestant commandments. 30  

 The aff air ended up in court after mediation organized by the school’s prin-

cipal failed. Whall and his father sued the assistant principal who had done 

the whipping for the use of excessive force, but he was vindicated by the court 

because Thomas, according to Judge Sebeus Maine, had seriously violated his 

obligations as a student and deserved corporal punishment. In his ruling, the 

judge clearly identifi ed the importance of what was at stake: Thomas’s refusal 

to read the Protestant version of the Ten Commandments threatened the sta-

bility of the public school, “the granite foundation on which our republican 

form of government rests.” 31  Contrary to appearances, there had been no vio-

lation of freedom of conscience: the Bible readings were free of any dogma-

tism; it was all done objectively, with no inappropriate comment. The lawyer 

for the defense was more openly anti-Catholic: he denounced the “foreign 

priests” who infl uenced the pupils in an attempt to subvert the country’s laws. 

The daily reading of excerpts from the Protestant Bible was, according to 

him, the fi rmest guarantee that “America can never be Catholic.” 

 Giving up recitation of the Ten Commandments “in the usual form,” said 

a prominent Boston businessman, could only destroy “our public educational 

system . . . convert[ing] the schools of the Puritans into heathen temples.” 32  

All these denunciations of a foreign, authoritarian, and antirepublican Ca-

tholicism echoed the famous manifesto of the American Society to Promote 

the Principles of the Protestant Reformation, which declared in its preamble 

that “the principles of the Roman court are totally incompatible with the 

Gospel of Christ, freedom of conscience, human rights, and the Constitution 

and laws of the United States of America.” 33  It would be hard to fi nd a clearer 

articulation of the view of the country’s Protestant elites: Protestantism was 

republican in its very essence, whereas Catholicism, a religion defended by a 

“false prophet,” was by nature antidemocratic and even un-American. 34  

 The Whall case might leave the impression that the Catholic Church was 

defenseless against the blows of the nativist majority. Nothing could be fur-

ther from the truth: there would have been no Whall case were it not for 

the provocation of a dynamic immigrant, Father Bernardine Wiget, who had 

been trained at the Jesuit seminary in Fribourg before being expelled from his 

country at the time of the Swiss civil war of 1847. Father Wiget’s great ambi-

tion was to shield new Irish immigrants from the nefarious infl uence of the 

public schools, those republican-Protestant dens of iniquity. 
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 Father Wiget had developed the habit of denouncing from the pulpit all 

the manifestations of “infi delity and heresy” that were proliferating in the 

public schools: in particular the recitation of Protestant hymns and prayers. 

By threatening to reveal in church the names of children who had been 

caught reciting in class the Protestant version of the Ten Commandments, 

Father Wiget had been able to touch the impressionable mind of Thomas 

Whall so that he persisted in his refusal to do what his teacher demanded, 

leading to the exemplary punishment publicly infl icted on the recalcitrant 

boy. From a Catholic perspective, there was no doubt about it: Thomas Whall 

was a modern-day Catholic martyr. He had demonstrated “heroic faith under 

torture,” according to the author of an infl ammatory article published in the 

 Irish Illustrated Nation  on April 30, 1859. 35  The “martyr” was exhibited around 

the United States and received as a reward an impressive collection of crosses 

and medals. He was thereby serving a cause beyond his understanding: the 

promotion of Catholic parochial schools, which his mentors saw as the only 

means of preventing too rapid an assimilation that would pave the way for 

Protestant proselytism and the dangers of an excessively secularized society. 

 Religion and the Public School  

 The creation of a modern school system—a school common to all the 

 people—that would replace most existing religious schools, raised two im-

portant questions. How to make the student into a moral subject, given the 

extreme religious diversity of the country? And how to make him or her the 

enlightened citizen of a republic? 

 The mission of the public school, as it was fi rst discussed by Massachusetts 

educators in 1837, was to teach reasonable, informed, and intelligent citizens 

and make them understand that civic morality and the public good tran-

scended their own selfi sh interest. But this civic morality had no independent 

existence; it derived from a more general morality, inspired by Christianity 

and based on two assumptions: individual autonomy and self-discipline. Au-

tonomy because man is a free agent who must choose for himself the political 

party or political opinion best suited to his sensibility, just as he exercises 

his freedom of conscience by choosing his form of worship free of pressure 

from family or state. Self-discipline because the man of the people, left to his 

natural inclinations—ignorance, superstition, and vice—would be in danger 

of becoming a rebel, an enemy of society, if not even a “Goth and Vandal at 

home,” more dangerous than a foreign enemy. 36  
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 There is “no security for a Republic but in morality and intelligence,” 

declared Horace Mann, the great advocate of the public school system in 

America and the fi rst secretary of the Massachusetts School Board. 37  What 

did he mean by intelligence? Not innate intelligence and individual talent, 

but the fruit of lengthy work in the public school whose principal function 

was to create social bonds. The public school, according to Horace Mann, is 

“indispensable” to republican government, because it gives everyone, rich or 

poor, the same education and hence the same possibility for social mobility. It 

is also, most importantly, the best way of controlling the “unexampled ener-

gies” unleashed among the masses by universal suff rage. 38  The quintessential 

site for the “culture of our moral aff ections and religious susceptibilities,” the 

public school is the best way of controlling the “passions . . . which might . . . 

lacerate [our] soul[s] and bring down upon [them] an appropriate catastro-

phe,” making us worse than savage beasts. 39  But how are morality and religion 

to be united without proselytism? It was clear to Mann and the supporters 

of the common school that the teaching of religion was legitimate only if it 

was itself secularized, that is, free from any article of faith and any religious 

dogma. Its only purpose was to disseminate the elements of a universal mo-

rality enabling the student to judge for himself, “according to the light of his 

reason and conscience.” 40  The teaching of morality understood in this way 

did not exclude the reading of the Bible; quite the contrary. The practice was 

normal, matching the wishes of the majority of the parents. But the teacher 

was to avoid any comment that might serve the interests of a particular sect 

or denomination. If that were to occur, it was legitimate to ban the use of the 

Bible: some schools did so in response to the express wishes of parents. Noth-

ing would be worse, wrote Horace Mann, than to teach in school an offi  cial 

dogma sanctioned by law and intended to infl uence young children and “pre-

determine” their religious opinions. 

 The public education system, although not excluding religion, avoided 

any interpretation liable to infl ame divisions or sectarian disputes among 

families or within particular school districts. This was the price of American 

secularism: acquaintance with the Scriptures was tolerated, even encouraged, 

but it was emptied of any doctrinal substance. Religion was thereby used to 

further a noble cause: the ideal of a republican commonwealth based on the 

“intelligence of the citizens,” that is, their free will and their sense of justice 

and responsibility. 41  

 From the Catholic point of view, this noble program was still biased and 

sectarian: it was fundamentally Protestant, in light of the weight given to free 
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will, and it was antireligious because it placed all religions on an equal foot-

ing by adopting a supposedly neutral or secularized reading of the Bible. The 

Catholic clergy found this last point particularly unacceptable; they refused 

to consider any separation between dogma and teaching practices. For the 

vicar general of the diocese of New York, John Power, the reading of the Bible 

could not be detached from the wise predication of an enlightened Catholic 

clergy: “The Catholic church tells her children that they must be taught their 

religion by AUTHORITY—the Sects say, read the Bible, judge for your-

selves. The Bible is read in the public schools, the children are allowed to 

judge for themselves. The Protestant principle is therefore acted upon, slyly 

inculcated, and the schools are Sectarian.” 42  

 In the same vein, John Hughes, the militant bishop of New York, de-

nounced the illusion of an educational system that claimed to have secular-

ized the religious question: “To make an infi del what is it necessary to do? 

Cage him up in a room, give him a secular education from the age of fi ve 

years to twenty-one, and I ask you what will he come out if not an infi del? . . . 

They say that their education is not sectarianism; but it is; and of what kind? 

The sectarianism of infi delity in its every feature.” 43  

 Given such intransigence, which went so far as to refuse to agree to the 

publication of an ecumenical Bible acceptable to all Christians, 44  it is not 

hard to understand why the Catholic authorities were so insistent on remov-

ing Catholic children from the public schools.   

 But when they created Catholic schools  modeled on the common 

schools that Protestant elites had established, Catholics demanded equal 

treatment. They too wanted to benefi t from state aid. This was what Gov-

ernor William Seward of New York proposed in 1839. Badly received by the 

school authorities of New York City, the proposal was abandoned, and then 

brought up again before the state legislature. A law passed in 1842 permitted 

the authorities of the city’s school districts to determine the curricula and to 

include if they wished readings from the Bible of their choice. This law had 

little eff ect, because the nativists, who were politically well organized, suc-

ceeded in gaining control over most school boards and in imposing only one 

Bible: the King James Version. 

 The New York debate did, however, have a decisive impact on a similar 

debate among educators in Philadelphia. Like Bishop Hughes, Bishop Francis 

Kenrick of Philadelphia demanded that Catholic students in the city’s schools 
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have access to the right Bible: the (Catholic) Douai Bible. The school authori-

ties refused and this uncompromising decision led a few school principals 

from Kensington—an industrial suburb of Philadelphia populated by Irish 

immigrants— to ban all readings from the King James Version. 45  This deci-

sion was enough to provoke the anger of the leaders of a new nativist party, 

the American Republicans. Its members organized a large protest march in 

Kensington to express their indignation: banning the Protestant Bible, they 

thought, evidenced an antirepublican spirit and posed an intolerable threat 

to “any man who loves his country, his Bible, and his God.” 46  This fi rst dem-

onstration by nativists in the heart of Irish neighborhoods provoked vio-

lence and the death of a marcher at the hands of an Irishman. Other protest 

marches followed to vindicate the honor of native-born Americans and of 

the American fl ag that had allegedly been abused by the new immigrants. 

Outraged nativists paraded the unfurled fl ag in the streets of Philadelphia 

bearing the legend: “This is the fl ag that was trampled under foot by the Irish 

papists.” 47  

 Nativist anger reached its apogee in early May 1844 with a new protest 

march in Kensington, which degenerated into three days of rioting and re-

sulted in the destruction of two Catholic churches and about thirty houses. 

The Protestants had been afraid of a new Saint Bartholomew’s Day massacre, 

but they were the ones who terrorized the Irish neighborhoods in the Phila-

delphia suburbs. More rioting erupted two months later in Southwark, an-

other Philadelphia suburb, when a cache of weapons was found in a Catholic 

church. The state militia had to intervene to restore order after three days 

of violence that caused the death of thirteen demonstrators. Carnage was 

barely avoided in New York thanks to protective measures put in place by 

Bishop Hughes: two thousand armed Irishmen stood guard outside the Cath-

olic churches of Manhattan. Warned by the bishop that “if a single Catholic 

Church were burned in New York, the city would become a second Mos-

cow,” 48  the municipal authorities took the precaution of banning a planned 

nativist march in Central Park. 

 The Catholics had had their martyr, Thomas Whall, who was beaten for 

refusing to read the King James Version of the Bible; the Protestants now 

had theirs, George Shiffl  er, the fi rst man who died in the Kensington riots. 

Each camp commemorated its dead and wounded in large mourning ceremo-

nies. These events strengthened the political infl uence of the nativists who 

 established—fi rst in New York in 1844 with the Order of United Americans, 

and then in Philadelphia in 1845 with the United Sons of America (USA)—
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ethnic and cultural defense associations, organized in secret, like Masonic 

lodges, and anticipating the Know Nothing Party by ten years. 49    

 D e s pi t e  a p p e a r a n c e s ,  t h e  wa r  b e tw e e n   the two Americas was 

not only religious; it was also cultural, economic, and political. Irish work-

ers who accepted low wages threatened the jobs of “native” Americans. And 

most important was the looming danger of a massive withdrawal of Catholic 

students from all public schools, which would compromise the secular ideal 

of the educational elites. Why should “the school for all” be rejected as long 

as it satisfi ed the great majority of American families, regardless of religious 

affi  liation? The proliferation of Catholic schools, 50  coupled with insistent de-

mands for public funding equal to that given to the common schools, struck a 

blow at the nation’s fundamental values. 

 The American  Kulturkampf  reached its peak with the proposed Blaine 

Amendment, supported by the leaders of the Republican Party, one year be-

fore the presidential election of 1876. This amendment intended to prohibit 

any public assistance to denominational schools, both at the federal and lo-

cal levels, thus instituting a real separation between church and state. Then-

 President Ulysses Grant supported the proposal in terms that strongly re-

called the arguments of the great advocate for the American public school, 

Horace Mann. It is essential, said Grant, that all citizens have suffi  cient edu-

cation and intelligence to cast informed votes. “In a republic whereof one 

man is as good as another before the law, the education of the masses becomes 

of the fi rst necessity for the preservation of our institutions.” 51  And only the 

public school had the capacity to foster the development of a true civic intel-

ligence. The Blaine Amendment did not win the required two-thirds major-

ity in the Senate because of opposition from Democratic senators who de-

nounced the anti-Catholic aims of its sponsors. But the latter succeeded in 

imposing their “secular” views at the local level: over the next fourteen years, 

twenty-nine states passed laws prohibiting any public funding to religious 

(primarily Catholic) schools. 

 As in France, the debate about the separation between church and state 

was inseparable from the question of education. There was, however, one no-

table diff erence: the secular school in France excluded any religious teach-

ing, whereas in the United States it retained the requirement of nonsectarian 

religious instruction, and, despite numerous Catholic protests, this require-

ment did not exclude the use of the Protestant Bible. Any other approach, the 

Protestant elites asserted, would inevitably lead to “immorality”: “Not to give 
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us any religion, or morality radicated [i.e., rooted] in religious sanctions, is to 

give us immorality and irreligion. Here neutrality is impossible.” 52    

 I n  t h e  s e c o n d  vo lu m e  o f    Democracy in America , Tocqueville considers 

the “progress of Catholicism” in the United States. In modern times, he con-

cedes, people are “by nature not particularly inclined to believe,” but if they 

do have a religious sensibility, Catholicism is the religion they will adopt: 

“If Catholicism were ultimately to escape from the political animosities it 

has stirred up, I have virtually no doubt that the spirit of the age, which now 

seems so hostile to it, would become quite favorable, and that it would sud-

denly make great conquests.” 53  This apparent paradox requires explanation. 

First of all, at the time Tocqueville was writing he could not have anticipated 

that the political antagonisms between Protestants and Catholics would be 

lasting and that nativist elites would soon be claiming that democracy is in-

compatible with the Roman religion. Nor could he have foreseen the eff ects 

produced by the great waves of Irish immigration (1845–1853) or the violence 

of the school battles and the rioting they unleashed. The Catholicism Tocque-

ville described was a minority religion still dominated by priests and bishops 

of French origin. 54  It was a tolerant and Americanized Catholicism that pro-

voked little fear and still took pride in its good relations with the Founding 

Fathers. After all, Catholics had fought alongside Washington in the War of 

Independence and he had made it a point to publicly praise their eminent 

contribution to the building of the new federal republic. 55  

 But Tocqueville’s prophecy, sometimes cited with approval by the advo-

cates of a liberal and modernized Catholicism, sometimes denounced as de-

ceptive and dangerous by Ultramontane clergy, 56  is only comprehensible in 

the light of its author’s moderate cast of thought. In Tocqueville’s view, Prot-

estantism was not the religion best suited to democracy, because it was un-

stable, lacking in dogma, and structurally weakened by its internal divisions. 

He described the lower classes as naturally emotive and impassioned; they 

needed a religion that would calm them down and rein in their emotions, and 

that religion was Catholicism. 

 Empirical to some degree, Tocqueville’s argument seems primarily pru-

dential and utilitarian: to each social class corresponded the religion best 

suited to its situation and temperament. Skepticism was perfectly fi tting for 

the “upper classes,” but it would be troubling for the people and would risk 

provoking the “deviations of the spirit of innovation.” Evangelicalism, he be-

lieved, gave the people the emotions they called for, but it risked overexciting 
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spirits with excessive exaltation, as Tocqueville and Beaumont had observed 

at Niskayuna. There remained Catholicism, which moderated passions while 

allowing for the expression of controlled emotions, seizing “the senses and 

the soul deeply.” 57  

 But the liberal Catholicism Tocqueville imagined, tolerant of other re-

ligions and respectful of republican forms of government, was not the one 

historians of nineteenth-century America describe. The Bible wars, the intol-

erance of the nativists, and the combativeness of the Irish clergy established 

a lasting distance between American Catholicism and the ideal democracy 

the French visitor dreamed of. Real democracy was in fact excessively “Prot-

estantized” by xenophobic elites who could not imagine the liberal evolution 

that Tocqueville anticipated. 

 This slow evolution, marked by the collapse of nativist movements and the 

gradual assimilation of the Irish, German, and later Italian Catholics into the 

American mainstream, facilitated the rising power of the Catholic vote in 

the Democratic Party. In 1928, Governor Al Smith of New York, a Catholic, 

won the Democratic nomination for president. He lost to Herbert Hoover, 

but did receive 15,016,443 votes, compared to 21,391,381 for his rival. A man of 

the people, a resolute opponent of prohibition, and a descendant of Irish im-

migrants, born and raised on the Lower East Side in Manhattan, Al Smith was 

denounced as the Antichrist by a coalition of conservative Southern Demo-

crats and prohibitionist Republicans from the North and the Midwest. Even 

in New York, a well-known Episcopalian lawyer and member of the WASP 

elite did not hesitate to claim, once again and as though nothing had changed 

since 1850, that there was complete incompatibility between the rights en-

shrined in the United States Constitution and the conceptions of authority 

upheld by American Catholics. The spirit of submission to Rome was consid-

ered contrary to the very principle of representative government. 58  A Baptist 

newspaper in Dallas asserted that Smith’s victory would lead to the shameful 

spectacle of the stripping of the Goddess of Liberty, whose resplendent robe 

would soon be cut into pieces by liberty-hating nuns and made into “dish rags 

for a Catholic convent.” 59  

 Al Smith confronted all these calumnies with composure. He demon-

strated, despite his defeat, that a Catholic could be a credible candidate for the 

presidency and even secure the enthusiastic support of a majority of Catholic 

 and Protestant  voters in the large industrial centers of North America. But 

it took thirty-two years before another Catholic, John F. Kennedy, made his 

entry into the White House, after brilliantly demonstrating that he was not, 

after all, the Vatican’s man. 
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 Religion, Race, and National Identity 

 As  t h e  la st  two  c h a p t e r s  h av e  s h ow n,   for nineteenth-century 

political elites the national identity of the United States was rooted in the 

myth of a Puritan past rehabilitated by eminent historians. This conception 

of a fundamentally Anglo-Protestant nation was still alive in the early twenti-

eth century, and even came back into favor in the twenty-fi rst century among 

some intellectuals, the most prominent of whom was the late political sci-

entist Samuel P. Huntington. Huntington contended that American identity 

had two essential components: a set of racial, ethnic, cultural, and religious 

characteristics introduced by the fi rst New England colonists, to which had 

been added an “American Creed”—a set of political values (liberty, equality 

of opportunity, representative democracy) and social values (individualism, 

the work ethic). The Creed was “shaped” by these characteristics, 1  the most 

important of which is religious in nature: “Almost all the central ideas of the 

Creed,” according to Huntington, “have their origins in dissenting Protes-

tantism,” Calvinist at fi rst and now almost exclusively evangelical. 2  

 But the Creed and the values that have underpinned it for three centuries 

are, in Huntington’s view, now threatened by the new Hispanic immigration. 
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Immigrants from Mexico and the rest of Latin America do not, in fact, con-

duct themselves like their predecessors. They do not, Huntington explained 

in a very controversial article published in 2004, seek to integrate into the 

dominant culture. They choose to preserve their ethnic identity and their 

own traditions, thereby rejecting “the distinct Anglo-American culture of the 

founding settlers,” the very foundation of the American Creed. 3  In this view, 

if Hispanic immigration is not stopped or slowed, the nation will eventually 

be in grave danger. America, “as we have known it for more than three cen-

turies,” will be in danger of disappearing forever, to be replaced by a frac-

tured society, irremediably divided between two populations with diff erent 

languages and cultures, two peoples that have stopped sharing the American 

dream. 4  

 What is striking in this argument, as American immigration scholars were 

quick to note, is the sense of  déjà vu . 5  Already in the early twentieth century, 

congressmen, sociologists, and biologists were denouncing the same danger 

in almost identical terms: Anglo-Protestant America was threatened by an 

uncontrollable wave of new immigrants, who resisted all forms of racial, cul-

tural, religious, and political assimilation. The only diff erence between the 

positions of the “nativists” of the early 1900s and that of Huntington concerns 

the groups that were deemed to be incapable of assimilating: before it was 

Celts and Germans, then Southern Europeans, Slavs, Russians, and Poles, and 

fi nally Asians; today, it is Hispanics and Latinos. If one merely substitutes one 

set for the other, one fi nds a century later the same argument, the same fears, 

and the same dread of an irremediable loss of American identity. 

 This persistent concern with identity is inseparable from a romantic view 

of the nation, conceived as an organic whole, layered by religious beliefs, 

a long-standing language and culture, and most important an ethnic or ra-

cial substratum identifi ed variously as German, Saxon, Northern, Yankee, or 

 Anglo-Saxon. New immigrants, according to the once fashionable arguments 

of Social Darwinism, 6  did not belong to the “proper” race. It was appropriate 

to limit their numbers, which Congress did by adopting the quota laws in the 

1920s. These very restrictive laws were aimed at slowing if not simply prohib-

iting immigration from the countries of Asia and Central and Mediterranean 

Europe. 

 Now, a century later, new nativists, inspired by the arguments of Samuel 

Huntington, among others, also wish to limit immigration by advocating harsh 

regulations intended to put an end to the wave of undocumented immigrants 

from Mexico. Their motives are not necessarily racist, but their worries re-
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main the same: the fi rst priority is to defend American identity, whose essen-

tial values are said now and forever to be “Anglo-Saxon” and “Protestant.” 

 In Search of the Anglo-Saxons 

 There is nothing particularly American about this determinist and culturalist 

approach. It corresponds to a historic tradition, very much in fashion among 

certain French writers who were obviously infl uenced by the German variant 

of the Romantic movement. 7  These writers shared a preoccupation: fi nding 

the distant origins of the political liberty of the Moderns; demonstrating that 

Protestant values were, in fact, inseparable from the primordial values of the 

ancient Saxon tribes. They sought—and found—the elements that founded 

Anglo-Saxonism in their reading of Tacitus. 

 Guizot, for example, in his course of lectures in 1828, evoked the “motives, 

inclinations, and impulses” of the barbarians who conquered the Roman Em-

pire. These barbarians, according to him, “with the exception of a few Sla-

vonian tribes . . . were all of the same German origin.” 8  And Guizot detected 

among them an exceptional freedom of thought and an irrepressible need for 

individual independence that, he explained, was soon to spread its blessings 

throughout European civilization. Other freedoms manifested themselves 

later, beginning with freedom of conscience, resulting from the Reformation, 

which would in turn engender an “explosion of the human mind,” presaging 

the philosophical revolution of the eighteenth century: “Wherever the Refor-

mation penetrated, wherever it acted an important part, whether conqueror 

or conquered, its general, leading, and constant result was an immense prog-

ress in mental activity and freedom; an immense step toward the emancipa-

tion of the human mind.” 9  

 Other historians, less cautious than Guizot, attributed exceptional weight 

to the infl uence of race in the construction of a narrative that was intended 

to be perfectly linear. For instance, Édouard Laboulaye, a liberal critic of the 

Second Empire and a great admirer of Tocqueville and Bancroft, off ered a 

singular reading of the “point of departure” of American democracy, which 

he located, as they did, with the arrival of the Puritans. It all started in New 

England with the “pure democracy,” symbolized by the Mayfl ower Pact. Ig-

noring all distinctions of rank, origin, and fortune, the Pilgrims demonstrated 

that “democracy escaped from feudal society and that political liberty tri-

umphed alongside religious liberty.” 10  Who were these early settlers, so at-

tached to reason and political liberties? Religion alone was not enough to 
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explain their indomitable passion for individual liberty. Other motives were 

necessary, and Laboulaye found the explanation in the race of the immigrants. 

He explained (without demonstrating) that they “did not belong to the con-

querors of the Norman race, but to the Saxons.” They brought with them a 

“special genius,” admirably described by Tacitus: individual liberty. In short, 

“the  character of the race  impelled them toward independence.” 11  Laboulaye, a 

professor of comparative legislation at the Collège de France and a member 

of the Institut, an indefatigable promoter of the ambitious project of fi nanc-

ing the “gift of France” to the United States—a huge statue of Liberty—was 

the fi rst renowned historian to establish an explicit link between “Germanic 

race,” religion, and political liberty. 12  From this perspective, the liberty of the 

Moderns was merely the end point of the very ancient liberty of the Barbar-

ians, discovered by Tacitus in the depths of the German forests and idealized 

beyond measure by the German Romantics, beginning with Herder.   

 T h i s  ty p e  o f  i n t e r p r e tat i o n,   based on the permanence of the genius 

of the Saxons, became less common in France, for obvious reasons, after the 

defeat of the French in the Franco-Prussian war of 1870. From then on, it was 

preferable to speak of the innate virtues of the English, the  Anglo -Saxons, or the 

 Yankees , “that republican race with ineradicable originality” whose  qualities 

Laboulaye had already pointed out: a “grim and adventurous” character that 

was at the same time “religious and moral.” 13  Michel Chevalier provided the 

best, most original, and most Romantic defi nition of  Yankee.  An authentic de-

scendant of the Puritan colonists of new England, the “Yankee,” according to 

Chevalier, is the opposite of the Virginian. He is “adventurous”; he is “narrow 

in his ideas but practical”; he is “the laborious ant”; “industrious and sober,” 

he can also be “crafty, sly, always calculating”; “expeditious in business,” he 

has no equal “in acting upon things,” while always managing “to lull his con-

science.” 14  At the time Chevalier was writing, the Yankee was the ideal pioneer, 

able “to build himself a log hut, six hundred miles from his father’s roof, and 

clear away a spot for a farm in the midst of the boundless forest.” 15  He has an 

inexhaustible supply of energy that he uses in a constant struggle with nature: 

 More unyielding than she [he] subdues her at last, obliging her . . . to 

yield whatever he wills, and to take the shape he chooses. Like Hercules, 

he conquers the hydra of the pestilential morass, and chains the rivers; 

more daring than Hercules, he extends his dominion not only over the 

land, but over the sea; he is the best sailor in the world. . . . More wise than 
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the hero of the twelve labours, he knows no Omphale that is able to se-

duce, no Dejanira, whose poisoned gifts can balk his searching glance. In 

this respect he is rather a Ulysses, who has his Penelope, counts upon her 

faith, and remains steadfastly true to her. He does not even need to stop 

his ears, when he passes near the Syrens, for in him the tenderest passions 

are deadened by religious austerity and devotion to his business. 16  

 The contrast is striking between the jurist, Laboulaye, who fi nds that the 

Moderns possess the liberty of the Barbarians and the economist, Chevalier, 

who discovers that they share the mythology of the Ancients. But the result is 

identical: the ancient character, whether barbarian or mythological, is always 

heroic; it produces the same type of man—the entrepreneur or the pioneer, 

enamored of political liberty and deeply marked by the religion of his ances-

tors; in short, the only one able to build a great nation. 

 The great question in the late nineteenth century was that of the survival 

of the supposedly superior “Anglo-Saxon race.” The massive infl ux of new 

immigrants was a source of anxiety. The French geographer Élisée Reclus, a 

disciple of Bakunin and author of a monumental nineteen-volume  Géographie 

universelle  (translated into English as  The Earth and Its Inhabitants ), wondered 

whether it would be possible to absorb immigrants “so diff erent in their us-

ages, traditions and national temperament from the Anglo-American.” 17  Was 

it necessary to take restrictive measures against European immigration, mod-

eled on those that targeted the Chinese in 1882? Many politicians had already 

proposed them, Reclus remarked. But he took pains to distinguish racist xe-

nophobia from a socioeconomic form of xenophobia: 

 It is obviously a question not of racial hostility but of purely economic 

and political considerations. The educated classes, primarily in New 

England, naturally object to an administration appointed by ignorant 

electors exercising their right of suff rage in a blind or venal way. On the 

other hand the American labouring classes resent the unfair competition 

of an alien proletariate tending to lower the rate of wages by a third, a 

half or even more, thereby helping rich manufacturers achieve monopoly 

power. 18  

 As a good demographer, Reclus noted that the “new ethnical elements”—

Italians, Slavs, Slovaks, Croats, Serbs, Poles, and Czechs—were almost as nu-

merous as English, Scottish, Irish, and Welsh immigrants and that they would 

soon be the  majority  of new arrivals. These projections were reinforced by a 
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comparative analysis of the birth rates of “native” American and immigrant 

families. The former, the “pure Americans,” or the great “families of Puritan 

origin,” because they feared the future and no longer had the means to guar-

antee the economic success of their children, had considerably reduced the 

size of their families, which had shrunk in the course of three generations 

from an average of ten children per couple to only three. The birth rate had 

declined so much in the northeastern states—“the founding states of the Re-

public”— that, without the infl ux of immigrants, the country would soon be 

depopulated. 

 Élisée Reclus described a situation and pointed to certain tendencies; he 

did not judge his contemporaries and expressed no worries about the future 

of America, its genius, or its fundamental values. He knew that, whatever the 

“natives” thought or said, from a demographic perspective, the new immi-

grants “represented a much more active element than residents settled for 

several generations.” Because their numbers were growing and because, on 

average, their families were more fertile, their descendants would in the long 

run be dominant. Consequently, he concluded, they would make up the “fu-

ture nation.” Reclus’s logic is assimilationist and he frequently alludes to the 

building of a melting pot, sometimes described as a mixture of “races” gradu-

ally melding into a new human type, sometimes as “metals of various quali-

ties,” brought together by chance and ready to fuse “in a single furnace.” 19  

Echoing Crèvecœur’s tone in referring to the emergence of the “American,” 

Reclus in turn presents a memorable portrait of the racial mix of the “man 

of the New World.” “He seems,  under the infl uence of the milieu,  to have come 

closer physically to the Indian: one sees more often Americans with the red-

dish tinge, the long straight hair, the cold and piercing gaze, the rugged face, 

the arched nose, and the haughty attitude characteristic of the aborigines. 

One might say that the dying Redskin has reappeared in his destroyer.” 20  

 Élisée Reclus was neither a racist nor a eugenicist. His description of the 

melting pot—metals in a furnace—is coupled with an ironic blend of Mod-

ern and Barbarian, Yankee and Amerindian, which owes more to Montes-

quieu’s theory of climates than to the infl uence of the sciences of race, al-

though they were very fashionable at the time he was writing. His view of the 

demographic situation was lucid, merely based on the observation of current 

tendencies that he projected into the future.   

 B ut  t h e  fa l l i n g  b i rt h  r at e  a m o n g   Anglo-Saxons was a central 

concern for the advocates of restrictions on immigration, who were deter-
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mined to maintain insofar as possible the presumed advantages of the Found-

ers’ race. Starting from the same assumptions as the American demographers 

who infl uenced Élisée Reclus, one of the major prophets of the superiority of 

the “Nordics,” Madison Grant, deplored the low birth rate of the descendants 

of the “natives” of the colonial period. Grant considered them to be the bear-

ers of all the racial characteristics appropriate for the “desirable classes.” And 

yet these eminently positive racial traits of “the superior classes, which are of 

superior type physically, intellectually and morally,” were in his view endan-

gered by the uncontrolled infl ux of “undesirable” classes that had recently 

come from Central and Mediterranean Europe. 21  Hence there was a risk, de-

nounced by all the supporters of the Immigration Restriction League, of an 

uncontrollable mixture of races fostering the upsurge of primitive characteris-

tics buried in the heredity of the inferior races. In the face of the real danger of 

a growth in the number of “moral perverts, mental defectives, and hereditary 

cripples,” 22  Madison Grant—a lawyer by profession, the founder and president 

of the New York Zoological Society, and a director of the Museum of Natural 

History—argued for a vigorous eugenic policy of sterilization of adults con-

sidered “undesirable” by the rest of the national community. But he acknowl-

edged that this policy would not be enough to guarantee the perpetuation of 

the Founders’ race. A great danger loomed for the future of America: the “race 

suicide” 23  of the best Anglo-Saxons, unable or reluctant to produce as many 

children as the hordes of immigrants who were daily landing at Ellis Island. 

 The only valid solution for Grant and the majority of the restrictionists 

required a radical redefi nition of immigration policies: the institution of quo-

tas that were expansive enough to favor the growth of the superior race of 

the “Nordics” (including Anglo-Saxons, Teutonics, and Scandinavians), but 

restrictive enough to put an end to the infl ux of immigrants of inferior races, 

defi ned sometimes as “Alpine” (including the Slavs and Jews of Central Eu-

rope), sometimes as “Mediterranean” (Italians, Greeks, Spaniards, and South-

ern French). The ideal race, in Grant’s view, was not purely Anglo-Saxon but 

an alloy limited to the Nordic peoples in general. In the eyes of the advocates 

of a regenerated America, the great melting pot made popular by the English 

writer Israel Zangwill was an abomination that had to be eliminated as soon 

as possible, before it was too late; that is, before the dominant traits of the in-

ferior races crushed or dispersed the splendid characteristics of the great race 

of the fi rst colonists. 24  

 We Americans must realize that the altruistic ideals which have con-

trolled our social development during the past century, and the maudlin 
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sentimentalism that has made America “an asylum for the oppressed,” are 

sweeping the nation toward a racial abyss. If the Melting Pot is allowed to 

boil without control, and we continue to follow our national motto and 

deliberately blind ourselves to all “distinctions of race, creed, or color,” 

the type of native American of Colonial descent will become as extinct as 

the Athenian of the age of Pericles, and the Viking of the days of Rollo. 25  

 The advocates of an America turned in on itself, protected from the new 

Barbarian invasion, justifi ed their xenophobic project in the name of a new 

historiography that had mobilized all the advanced disciplines of the time—

demography, phrenology, Darwinism, Mendelianism, eugenics, and linguis-

tics. In the view of the eugenicists, the mixture of the Anglo-Nordic races, 

vigorously encouraged by Congress with the passage of the quota laws in the 

1920s, guaranteed the perpetuation of a group reputed for its intellectual and 

moral superiority. 26  The “improvement of the race” therefore implied strict 

control over immigrant infl uxes: ever more northern Europeans, fewer Slavs, 

Jews, and Latins, and the complete prohibition of immigration from Asia. 

 Immigration Policies Seen from France 

 How were these arguments, already very controversial in the United States, 

understood, referred to, and discussed by French social scientists? The works 

of Emile Boutmy and André Siegfried illustrate the French position. Boutmy 

(1835–1906), a historian by training, was the founder of the École Libre des Sci-

ence Politiques, and Siegfried (1875–1959), a political geographer and sociolo-

gist, taught for a long time in the same École, before becoming the director of 

an institution that is now known as Sciences Po. These two social scientists, 

with very diff erent sensibilities, devoted a good deal of time to the study of 

American society and shared a certain idea of the American character that 

surprisingly anticipates the later work of Samuel P. Huntington. 

 In  Élements d ’ une   psychologie politique du peuple américain  (1902), Boutmy at-

tempted to defi ne, in his speculative fashion, the essence of the American 

spirit, which he saw as simultaneously patriotic, ethnic, and religious. The 

ethnic element is central in the model proposed by Boutmy. There is at the 

outset a homogeneous “human type,” that of the fi rst colonists, “the invari-

able characteristics of which were indomitable energy [and] strength of con-

viction.” 27  Boutmy acknowledges the existence of a certain ethnic pluralism 

from the beginning of the conquest of North America, since English colo-
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nists rubbed shoulders with French and Dutch colonists. But this diversity, 

in his view, was quite transitory; the “ethnic pockets,” clearly identifi able in 

the early seventeenth century, had gradually disappeared: they had “slowly 

dissolved in the mass of Anglo-Saxons.” 28  The fi rst waves of immigration af-

ter the independence of the United States and during the fi rst part of the 

nineteenth century did not alter the dominant characteristics of the Anglo-

Saxons: the new immigrants came from England and Scotland and were thus 

made up of elements identical to the great mass of colonists already present. 

Their assimilation was easy and racial and national homogeneity “was there-

fore quickly reconstructed after each infusion of new substance.” 

 Everything changed, according to Boutmy, beginning with the great wave 

of Irish immigration in the 1840s, followed by other waves from Germany, 

Italy, Czechoslovakia, Poland, and Russia, bringing about the inevitable result 

of a slow decline in the “Anglo-Saxon element” in the population and the rise 

to power of “Celtic, Germanic, Latin, and Slavic elements that were very dis-

parate and more or less refractory.” Was there immediate danger? One might 

fear as much, Boutmy observed, since these new immigrants had a tendency 

to live in the same places, to “stick together and apart from others,” to “con-

fi rm their ethnic sympathies,” and to marry only women of their own race. 

In addition, they remained loyal to the country of their ancestors and, like 

the Irish, did not hesitate to provide fi nancial support to the revolutionar-

ies of their country of origin. The racial heterogeneity of the United States 

consequently risked aff ecting the very nature of American patriotism, weak-

ened by the multiple allegiances of the new arrivals. “Our patriotism can be 

represented by a circle that has only one center, theirs by an ellipse with two 

foci.” 29  

 Did it then necessarily follow that America would face disunity, that there 

was a risk of the implosion of a society threatened from within by a clash of 

races and civilizations? Despite these preliminary considerations, Boutmy was 

not a pessimist; he was convinced that the heterogeneity of American society 

nevertheless created social bonds thanks to the triumph of a value unknown 

in Europe: Yankee individualism. This individualism, to which, like Michel 

Chevalier, he attached a good deal of importance, was the individualism of 

a man of action, always ready to overcome the obstacles posed by untamed 

nature, asserting control over his own fate, convinced that each could become 

whatever he wanted to be and that each was “worth what he had made of him-

self.” 30  The American dream, so clearly pictured by Boutmy, was not only the 

product of selfi sh private passions. It was also a source of altruism and public 
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spirit: “Individuals have a fund of energy that their private aff airs do not man-

age to exhaust; some of it remains that they apply to countless enterprises of 

social interest and, when necessary, to the highest enterprise of all, the inter-

est of the state.” 31  That was the nature of “bourgeois patriotism,” which was 

down to earth and utilitarian, but capable of grandeur once politicians, like 

the earlier pioneers who set out to conquer the West, felt themselves invested 

with a civilizing mission. 

 Boutmy’s analysis was excessively optimistic. All elements of confl ict in 

the history of the United States were overlooked in favor of an argument 

that gave pride of place to consensus, the shared acceptance of individualist 

and liberal norms, the questionable assertion that everyone could choose his 

path and easily overcome the obstacles of life and nature. Two major conclu-

sions of the book illustrate the special place it holds in the context of French 

scholarly work devoted to America at the time. The fi rst concerns the Puri-

tan spirit: it did not shape once and for all American ways of thinking. The 

second touches on the question of immigration: the huge size of the country 

and its economic dynamism favored the continuation of an open immigration 

policy. Boutmy did not express the slightest sympathy for nativist policies. 

He suggested that the poorest and least assimilated of the immigrants would 

sooner or later become good Americans, once they adopted the great Ameri-

can dream, that is, “to be free to choose your path, to see victory before you, 

with no artifi cial barrier blocking its approaches, to move forward with the 

certainty of reaching it . . . to sense that your will is stronger than fortune.” 32  

 Unlike Tocqueville, Boutmy granted little place to religion in his analy-

sis of the psychology of the American people. Or rather he attributed to it 

a declining infl uence—adopting an argument akin to Weber’s thesis of the 

disenchantment of the world. The faith of the Pilgrim Fathers and their “vig-

orous spiritual unity,” based on an austere “government of souls,” could not 

survive the system of tolerance that was gradually established in the New 

England colonies. Of the Puritan past, Boutmy writes, there subsisted only 

habits detached from former beliefs, that is, a “practical sense” and an “inde-

fatigable energy.” Belief in an absolute and intransigent dogma was gradually 

replaced by the habits of consumers subject to competition and to the “huge 

and shifting mass of hundreds of sects . . . which each individual joins as un-

thinkingly as he will leave it, out of liking for the personality of the pastor or 

for a particular aspect of the ritual, rather than out of deep faith in the superi-

ority of its doctrine.” This explains the superfi ciality of American Christian-

ity that off ered only “moral hygiene” or a kind of positivism. “There remains 
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of Christianity,” Boutmy concludes, “only a sort of residue, half pressed and 

strained dregs, which still taste like bitter and comforting wine, but lacking in 

depth and bouquet.” 33  

 Denouncing the proliferation of sects, the gradual abandonment of the 

major Calvinist principles, the dismissal of the “somber and threatening” as-

pects of dogma, and the triumph of the “ignorant missionaries” recruited in 

the new Methodist and Baptist Churches, Boutmy believed that these were 

the deplorable consequences of the growing secularization of American so-

ciety. To the heroic age of the Puritans, based on a “metaphysics steeped in 

legend,” had succeeded the age of evangelical improvisation, the theology 

of which was “non-existent or worse than non-existent, dry and pedestrian 

beyond imagining.” In short, there had been a veritable “collapse of dogma 

and theology,” foretelling a radical secularization of American society. The 

most forward looking sects, such as the Unitarianism so fashionable in New 

England, had radically transformed the reading of the Scriptures by eliminat-

ing the divine and drawing from the Bible “either a Confucian morality, or a 

natural religion derived from Rousseau.” 34  

 What is interesting in Boutmy’s argument is that he does not presuppose 

that there was an American Creed conceived by the Puritans, revived by the 

Founding Fathers, and preserved down to the early twentieth century by the 

masses who were still largely Anglo-Saxon. The Puritan spirit was no longer 

the order of the day; the dominant force, in his view, was a certain bourgeois 

patriotism that was at bottom nothing but a barely disguised reformulation of 

Tocqueville’s thesis concerning enlightened self-interest. As Boutmy himself 

acknowledged from a methodological perspective, the traditional hierarchy 

of relations between history, politics, and economics were reversed so as to 

give a preeminent place to economics and a secondary role to historical and 

political factors. If he saw a point of departure for the American character, it 

was outside any religious or ideological phenomenon; it was the product of 

the encounter between humans and their milieu, “the totality of the physical 

and geographical conditions surrounding the new arrival.” 35  Everything else 

followed from this initial shock: 

 The source of any impulse felt by the will, the matrix of any imprint 

received by the character, is here obvious necessity, the  summons , so to 

speak, to recognize, occupy, and develop this huge territory. This neces-

sity somehow gives the mind its notion of the supreme good; all other 

motives give way before this one or are imbued with it. In a word, the 
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United States is above all an economic society; it is only secondarily a 

historical and political society. 36  

 So if there is an ideal type of “good American,” it is the pioneer, the clearer 

of forests, the hero winning the West. There thus reappears in this French 

search for a psychology of the American people the image of the backwoods-

man, simultaneously hunter, clearer of land, and warrior, popularized by 

Theodore Roosevelt in his epic history of the “American race,”  The Winning 

of the West . 37  

 In a chapter on “method,” Boutmy criticizes Tocqueville for his indul-

gence in generalized deductions and his ignorance of particular facts, without 

which, he claims, it is impossible to grasp the behavior of a “race” or a na-

tion. Among other things, he criticizes Tocqueville for not having studied 

the geographical and physical milieu and therefore failing to substantiate his 

“admirable psychological study” with examples. 38  In doing so, he ignored the 

persuasive power of some posthumous works of Tocqueville, the most im-

pressive of which is probably “Two Weeks in the Wilderness,” written in 1832 

and published by Gustave de Beaumont in 1860 in the  Revue des Deux Mondes . 39  

In this account of a journey “to the furthest limits” of civilization in the midst 

of impenetrable forests a few miles from Detroit in the new territory of 

Michigan, Tocqueville and Beaumont discover a new “clearing,” in the center 

of which sits a pioneer’s log house. The appearance of the master of the house 

is austere; his “well-defi ned muscles” and “slender limbs” indicate his ethnic 

origin: he is clearly a Yankee. The principal characteristic of the pioneer is 

his persistent energy, “his willpower which has thrust him into the labors of 

the wilderness for which he seems little suited.” At fi rst sight, the pioneer 

seems cold and insensitive, with a face marked by “stoic solidity.” In reality, 

he is a passionate being, restless and adventurous, who “deals in everything, 

including religion and morality.” It is with men of such mettle, Tocqueville 

concludes, that a “nation of conquerors” is built, that is, “a people which, like 

all great peoples, have only one thought and which step out to acquire wealth 

as the sole aim of their eff orts, with a persistence and a scorn for life which 

we might call heroic, if this term were suitable for anything else besides the 

eff orts due to virtue.” 40  

 Tocqueville’s pioneer is not simply the plaything of economic necessity. 

Any clash between man and nature is voluntary and directed toward a single 

aim: to transform a “wilderness” into land suitable for cultivation and, in the 

end, to make his fortune. Tocqueville’s portrait of the settler is identical to the 
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backwoodsman that Theodore Roosevelt so highly praised. But sixty years 

separate the works of the two writers. Tocqueville was describing a present in 

the process of formation, the activity of an “unknown man” who is in reality 

“the representative of a race to which the future of the New World belongs.” 41  

Roosevelt deplored the exhaustion of the race: the lack of courage, the com-

fort, the opulence, and the eff eminate and overly Europeanized manners of 

his contemporaries. He therefore vaunted the virtues of war and hunting 

and, more broadly, a return to the heroic values of the mythic pioneers who 

had conquered the West. Going back even further in time, Roosevelt did not 

hesitate to claim that those pioneers were the direct descendants of the early 

Germans who subjugated the Celtic and English tribes of the British Isles. 

 In a striking summary, Roosevelt connects the great myth of winning the 

West to another myth fashionable among ethnographers of the time: the an-

cestral superiority of the Germans or Saxons. Urban industrial America of 

the late nineteenth century obviously no longer had much in common with 

the America of the clearers of forests of the early part of the century, and Roo-

sevelt acknowledged that “blood” had been “mixed.” Just as the early Saxons 

had joined with the Celts to become English, so the English, Dutch, French, 

and Germans “fused” into one American people. 42  The most important thing 

was to preserve the hereditary characteristics of the Anglo-Saxon peoples. 

Since the hereditary transmission of acquired characteristics was not abso-

lutely certain, it was strongly recommended that the Moderns imitate the 

Ancients—the pioneers, the frontiersmen—to recover that primitive energy 

without which a great people was doomed to failure and decline. 43  

 André Siegfried and the American Creed 

 A generation separates Émile Boutmy, the founder of the École Libre des 

Sciences Politiques, from André Siegfried, the future director of the school, 

whose father, the industrialist Jules Siegfried, and uncle, the banker Jacques 

Siegfried, had provided fi nancial support for it. Boutmy’s program was part 

of a broad nationalist movement of recovery in the face of the German chal-

lenge. Major French intellectuals, including Taine and Renan, had attributed 

the catastrophic defeat of Sedan in 1870 to one particular cause: the ignorance 

and unpreparedness of French political and military elites. Clearly infl u-

enced by the writings of the renovators of the French nation, Boutmy had in 

his way proposed an intellectual and moral reformation of France by launch-

ing a “Proposal for an Independent Faculty of Political Science,” drafted in 
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 collaboration with his friend Ernest Vinet. His intentions were clear: to re-

constitute an elite that would soon set the tone for the nation, in short to 

“restore a mind to the people.” 44  This was the source of Boutmy’s interest 

in the allied peoples whose minds were obviously well made. His  Essai d ’ une 

psychologie politique du peuple anglais    preceded by one year the  Éléments d ’ une 

psychologie politique du peuple américain.  45  

 As previously indicated, Boutmy, in his considerations on the American 

character, granted some prominence to economic factors. In his view, the Pu-

ritan spirit of the seventeenth century had been diluted in the eighteenth 

and nineteenth centuries by progress in winning the West. The brutal clash 

between humans and wilderness had produced Yankee individualism, a sec-

ularized appropriation of the Puritan spirit. The place granted religion in 

Boutmy’s system was hence not central: religion was merely “moral hygiene,” 

useful for the Yankee’s colonizing enterprise. 

 Siegfried, bringing to mind the analyses of the geographer Élisée Reclus 

and the economist Pierre Leroy-Beaulieu, paid little attention to the physical 

surroundings. He laid the greatest stress on the infl uence of ideas on politi-

cians’ decision making. Less optimistic than his predecessors, Siegfried did 

not believe in the virtues of the melting pot. Like Leroy-Beaulieu, he thought 

that the true Americans, born in the United States of American parents, still 

made up a large majority (61 percent of the white population), but he did 

not draw the same conclusions from this observation. 46  For Leroy-Beaulieu, 

a large infl ux of new immigrants did not fundamentally change the character 

of a people, which had already been formed and defi ned by the great waves of 

nineteenth century immigration. The Americans not only had solid institu-

tions, but most importantly they demonstrated a singular “spirit,” so strong 

and persuasive that it literally imbued the new arrivals. 47  

 Siegfried, whose account came later, had doubts about the moral and polit-

ical unity of the American people, about its racial homogeneity and the solid-

ity of the ancestral values embodied in the Protestant tradition of the pioneers 

of the independence era. He saw an imminent danger: it was not immigration 

as such that threatened “the moral and political character of the country,” 

but its makeup, which was so exotic and multifarious that it raised questions 

about the future: The American people “are dismayed by the heterogeneous 

germs which they feel growing up within their body politic—Catholic, Jew, 

and Oriental, all of whom they feel to be out of sympathy with their tradi-

tions. They have a vague uneasy fear of being overwhelmed from within, and 

of suddenly fi nding one day that they are no longer themselves.” And the dif-
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fuse but very real fear of “an insidious subjugation by foreign blood” touched 

the very fi ber of modern America, its “center of gravity,” which had until then 

resided “in the Anglo-Saxon and Puritan stock.” 48  

 Siegfried’s whole argument turns on this hypothesis: America is unhinged, 

its fundamental values threatened, and it is on the verge of losing confi dence 

in itself. “Is it possible to contemplate a United States that is neither Protes-

tant nor Anglo-Saxon?” Siegfried wondered, making it clear that this was not 

his question but that of the advocates of a defensive nationalism for whom 

the real America belonged, as a matter of principle, to shareholders of a new 

kind: “the privileged few who can claim founders’ shares.” 49  

 To that old America, devoted to the cult of the Founders, proud of its race 

and of its Anglo-republican-Protestant creed, Siegfried contrasted the Amer-

ica of the Moderns, made up of recent immigrants, unselfconsciously affi  rm-

ing their own traditions and thereby rejecting the judgment of “inferiority” 

imposed on them by members of the Nordic races. Natives of Central and 

Mediterranean Europe, mostly Italians, Slavs, Latins, and Eastern Jews: “Like 

uncut jewels, they had come from Europe with their traditions of brilliant 

civilizations.” 50  They had no intention of giving up their ancestral traditions 

to satisfy the demands of the advocates of total assimilation. Implicitly echo-

ing the writings of the philosopher Horace Kallen, one of the fi rst thinkers to 

discuss American multiculturalism, 51  Siegfried illustrated the point of view of 

the Moderns in this way: 

 The American-Italian who writes English with a Mediterranean fl our-

ish, the American Jew with his centuries of accumulated knowledge, and 

even the Negro whose singing and dancing have added to the artistic pat-

rimony of the whole human race, have all contributed to American civili-

zation; and when they enroll themselves in the movement they insist that 

they should be received just as they are and with all the honors of war. 52  

 Siegfried had not failed to observe the growth of the Ku Klux Klan, one 

year after the passage of one of the most restrictive immigration laws in 

United States history, the Johnson Reed Act of 1924. He saw it as a possible 

turning point in the history of the United States, a confrontation between 

two rival conceptions of “Americanism.” The fi rst, consistent with the argu-

ments of the Social Darwinists, fostered the cult of ancestors and the repro-

duction of the same people. The national future, for the supporters of this 

conception, presupposed complete assimilation of the newcomers. It was up 
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to the Italians, the Russians, the Germans, and so on, to demonstrate that they 

had indeed become like Americans of Anglo-Saxon stock. If, unhappily, they 

showed a “delay in assimilation,” if they did not become “100 percenters,” 

if they resisted Americanization programs—in short, if they did not “adopt 

 Anglo-Saxon moral, social, and religious principles,” 53 —the future was irre-

vocably closed to them and new exclusionary laws were therefore fully justi-

fi ed to put an end to the infl ux of their compatriots. 

 Even worse, they were barred from the very possibility of successful as-

similation if they were subjected to the proto-fascist racial logic advocated by 

the most fanatical of the nativists. The nation was not for sale; it could belong 

only to “the one race with which its religion, moral code, and exclusive tra-

ditions are associated.” 54  All foreigners were suspected of being unpatriotic 

according to the draconian norms that the leaders of the Ku Klux Klan pro-

mulgated. There was even talk of denying the right to vote to Catholics, sus-

pected of owing allegiance to a foreign sovereign, and to the Jews “who work 

against America.” As for Bible reading in public schools, it should be made 

obligatory and joined with a rule of conduct based on “the teaching of Christ 

Jesus, as given in the Holy Bible, the Word of God.” Finally, proclaimed  The 

American Standard , the organ of the Ku Klux Klan, there must be a “return of 

the negroes to their homeland in Africa.” 55  

 Another conception of Americanism, more in harmony with the Moderns’ 

way of thinking, cultivated diff erence and, even more, the cultural richness 

of the new immigrants. Its advocates, who were few but active in intellectual 

circles, included “believers” and “mystics,” such as Israel Zangwill, author of 

a successful play,  The Melting Pot  (1908), and Waldo Frank, author of a virulent 

social critique of the America of the pioneers,  Our America  (1919). These intel-

lectuals rejected any fi xed notion of America mired in the distant Puritan 

past; they envisioned a nearly millenarian radiant future: a new nation in the 

process of defi ning itself, whose future would remain open and whose creed 

would be that of “a land which could revive the weary by the breath of its 

independence.” 

 Which of the two conceptions would win out? Siegfried cautiously re-

frained from a defi nite conclusion: “The fi nal destiny of the country is still 

in suspense,” he wrote, “and it is unable to foretell what tomorrow will be 

its soul.” 56  But this caution was nonetheless belied by the abundance of ar-

guments and examples supporting the nativists’ position. Everything is pre-

sented in such a way as to make the reader share the terror of the old America 

in the face of the “tidal wave,” the “inundation of Latin-Slav Catholics and 
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Oriental Jews” coming off  the boats from Europe. The use of watery and 

medical metaphors was not accidental. The “fantastic medley of peoples,” a 

“bewildered and amorphous crew,” the presence in the great cities of “indi-

gestible blocks” of people, and the intrinsic inferiority of the “heterogeneous 

germs” who did not off er the “moral character” requisite for assimilation all 

rightly worried Protestant America. 57  It therefore reacted by mobilizing all 

the resources made available by the new science of eugenics to erect the pro-

tective ramparts of a new “restorative nationalism,” whose necessity Siegfried 

understood, even though he pretended to deplore its lack of fi nesse: “It has 

already had its Bulldog Drummond. It now needs to learn from the intellec-

tual depth of Maurice Barrès.” 58  

 Characterizing them collectively as the “pseudo-American [who] fer-

ments at the bottom of the Melting Pot, unassimilated to the end,” Siegfried 

presented a particularly unfl attering portrait of the most recent immigration 

of “Russian Jews,” whom he viewed as “irreconcilables, who attempted to be-

come a part of Western civilization only to repudiate it in the end”; their 

intelligence was undeniable but dangerous, because it could be neither do-

mesticated nor disciplined. 59  In a particularly harsh observation regarding 

the patriotic zeal of new immigrants, Siegfried even expressed suspicion of 

the sincerity of children waving the American fl ag: “If the Stars and Stripes 

is waved at a jingo demonstration in New York, you may be sure that it is a 

Jew who holds the standard, while the 100 per cent American whose great- 

great-grandfather was a friend of Washington stands aside disgusted.” 60  

 There should be no mistake: the Jews, apparently forgetful of their tradi-

tions, eager to Anglicize their names the better to blend in with the Chris-

tians, like blacks with light skin passing for white, were no more Christian 

than blacks were white. They remained Jews once and for all, “pseudo-

Americans.” 61  In Siegfried’s view, as a result, a certain form of anti-Semitism 

was largely excusable, because Protestant America was acting like an “organ-

ism defending itself.” 62  

 Was Siegfried a racist and an anti-Semite? It is a vexed question and it 

raises the risk of writing history retrospectively, applying a modern point of 

view marked by the knowledge of the devastating eff ects of racism and anti-

Semitism in the second quarter of the twentieth century. Siegfried certainly 

believed in the existence of races, despite the lack of rigor in his defi nitions. 

The French, for example, constituted a “race,” in the same way as the Italians 

did. In addition, while not believing in the racial superiority of the Anglo-

Saxons, he easily saw Westerners taken as a whole as “superior” to Africans, 
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Asians, and Middle Easterners, and he shared most of the racial prejudices of 

the political and intellectual elites of his time. His digressions on “the Wall 

Street Jew” and “the synagogue Jew,” “those Jews whose religion has become 

bitter and dry,” and “the bearded Jew from a far-off  European ghetto,” all of 

whom are equally unable to assimilate because “the temperature at which fu-

sion takes place [in the melting pot] is too low” and “an insoluble residue is li-

able to remain,” reproduce the most hackneyed prejudices of the time. 63  One 

may smile at the clichés of the “Italian macaroni eater” or the incorrigibly 

individualistic French, but it is impossible not to be surprised and dismayed 

by the litany of purportedly accurate images of “some Alsatian Jew, a ‘kike’ 

from Breslau, a ‘sheeny’ from Lemberg or Salonika, or even—and I do not 

 exaggerate—some Hebrew from Asia, with goat eyes and patriarchal beard.” 64  

 As early as 1927, an American reader of  America Comes of Age  expressed the 

“very painful impression” she had experienced in reading those passages, more 

characteristic of an anti-Semitic pamphleteer such as Édouard Drumont than 

of a university-trained scholar. 

 Yes, I know, you will say that you are concerned with the “facts.” But you 

use these facts, which prove nothing against Jews in general, to incrimi-

nate all of them. This is the age-old injustice from which they suff er! No 

one knows or wants to know the Jewish soul. What is seen as a quality in 

others is considered a vice in them: ambition becomes “cupidity” in a Jew; 

joy in living, in breathing free air is condemned as “revolutionary.” The 

most noble aspirations, love of work and study, provoke reprobation or 

jealousy. 65  

 Siegfried’s answer to this letter is unknown, but there were no changes made 

in the many reprints of this successful book to attenuate the painful impres-

sion produced by these caricatures. 66  

 Siegfried should nonetheless be credited with the fact that he did not hesi-

tate to criticize the most striking excesses of the nativist camp, beginning with 

the neo-Malthusian eugenics whose arguments he summarized with scathing 

irony. He came out against the “new code of racial ethics,” that advocated the 

sterilization of the degenerate and against the imposition of birth control on 

the poor and immigrants in order to preserve the superiority of the Nordics, 

the “Anglo-Saxon stock” whose birth rate was unfortunately declining. 67  

 The new code of racial ethics was not religious in the strict sense of the 

term, but it lent support to a certain Protestant moralism centered on hy-

giene, discipline, and racial purity. This accounts for the copious advice Sieg-
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fried off ered to foreign visitors wishing to attain a better understanding of 

American ways of thinking: “If you visit the United States you must not forget 

your Bible, but you must also take a treatise on eugenics. Armed with these 

two talismans, you will never get beyond your depth.” 68    

 A n d r é  S i e g f r i e d  wa s  f u l ly  awa r e  o f   American religious diversity, 

the “confusion of sects,” the excesses of fundamentalism, and the missionary 

zeal of the advocates of Prohibition. But he accepted one of the key tenets of 

nativist circles of the time, namely, that “Protestantism is the only national 

religion, and to ignore that fact is to view the country from a false angle.” 69  

 What did he mean by Protestantism? Certainly not Lutheranism, although 

it was practiced by many German and Scandinavian immigrants, nor Angli-

canism, which was dominant in Virginia and some mid-Atlantic states, but 

Anglo-Saxon Puritanism. In his view, there was no doubt that American dem-

ocratic culture expresses a “Calvinist point of view” that had never stopped 

aff ecting American ways of thinking. In its most visible and most questionable 

manifestations, the Puritan spirit, the eternal righter of wrongs, dealt with 

everything, from the battle against alcohol to the fi ght against slums, tobacco, 

feminism, pacifi sm, and so on. All of this worked “to purify the life of the 

community and to uplift the state.” Nothing eluded the inquisitorial gaze of 

Americans of Anglo-Saxon stock, which explained the enduring contempt 

of Protestant elites for the newest immigrants who shared neither the same 

origins nor the same values. 70  Religion, for Siegfried, involved ethnic issues, 

leading Protestant elites to treat the insuffi  ciently assimilated immigrants 

who did not belong to the dominant “race” as unrepentant sinners. 

 “It is impossible to understand the United States unless one fully appreci-

ates the Puritan spirit” he asserted at the beginning of  America Comes of Age . 

But it is not clear that Siegfried understood the Puritan spirit. In fact, Sieg-

fried confused the Calvinism of the Pilgrims with a watered-down version of 

Calvinism later popularized by the evangelists of the Second Great Awaken-

ing. He also confused the troubled faith of the Puritans with the certainty of 

salvation readily affi  rmed by the born-again Christians who were so infl uen-

tial in the nineteenth century. 

 Siegfried’s analysis certainly recalls Max Weber’s argument in  The Prot-

estant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism . But Weber’s wealth of detail, precise 

sources, and historical rigor are clearly lacking. 71  In a chapter on “the religious 

aspect,” Siegfried asserts that unlike the Catholic, “the Puritan . . . regards his 

wealth as an honour, and when he hoards up his profi ts, he says smugly that 
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Providence has been kind.” 72  The formulation is striking: the Puritan “hoards 

up his profi ts”; but it compresses four centuries of history and fails to take into 

account the successive reinterpretations of Calvin’s thought. Weber’s treat-

ment of the subject was unquestionably subtler, although his own thought has 

often been simplifi ed and watered down by his interpreters. 

 Weber presents fi rst Calvin’s thesis of predestination and raises the 

 fundamental question that his disciples all had to confront: “Am I one of the 

elect? . . . And how can I be sure of this state of grace?” 73  Calvin provides no 

clear answer to the question. He rejected on principle any attempt to under-

stand the divine mysteries. Nothing visible on earth makes it possible to distin-

guish the elect from the damned. And this is why the community of the elect 

are “God’s invisible Church.” 74  However, in order to perpetuate the master’s 

thinking, Calvin’s disciples sought to overcome this unbearable uncertainty 

by providing means of “dispersing [the] religious doubts” of believers by pro-

posing that they recognize visible signs of their election in their daily life. 75  

For example, an “eff ectual calling,” which is a successful and disciplined pro-

fessional career lasting a lifetime. “The God of Calvinism demanded of his 

believers not single good works, but a life of good works combined into a uni-

fi ed system.” 76  The professional asceticism envisioned by Calvin’s disciples 

was thus a comforting arrangement, intended to calm the anxiety inherent in 

the master’s doctrine by producing a new notion: “the idea of proving one’s 

faith in worldly activity.” 77  For Weber, the price paid for the modernization of 

Calvinism was an oversimplifi cation of Calvin’s theology, centered on visible 

socioeconomic success. Unlike Luther, Calvin did not promise grace to sin-

ners who repented. But the rigor of his doctrine produced in reaction “those 

self-confi dent saints whom we can rediscover in the hard Puritan merchants 

of the heroic age of capitalism.” Calvinism, modifi ed by a new intense work 

ethic “disperses religious doubts and gives the certainty of grace.” 78  

 This Protestant ethic, cut off  from the theological foundations of true Cal-

vinism was the one Siegfried believed he was observing in the United States. 

But, less rigorous than Weber, he did not attempt to distinguish original Cal-

vinism from its later metamorphoses. His history of Protestantism seems 

oddly simplistic and linear. It was in fact evangelicalism, much more than the 

early forms of Calvinism, that the French visitor found distasteful. 

 Every American is at heart an evangelist, be he a Wilson, a Bryan, or a 

Rockefeller. He cannot leave people alone, and he constantly feels the 

urge to preach. His good faith may be incontestable and his eff orts often 

magnifi cent, but one is always aware of a certain moral superiority, which 
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is the most unsympathetic of Anglo-Saxon traits. His self-satisfaction as 

a member of God’s elect is almost insuff erable, and so is the idea that his 

duty toward his neighbour is to convert, purify, and raise him to his own 

moral heights. 79  

 Echoing Tocqueville’s notions about the compatibility of modern Catholi-

cism with democracy, Siegfried deplored the racism and “the ethnic beliefs of 

these American Pharisees,” the Protestants. In his view, the Catholic Church 

had the advantage of being open to all, to the poor, the humble, the foreign-

ers, whatever their race or national origin, thereby seeking to establish itself 

as fundamentally egalitarian and democratic. Contrary to what Huntington 

later asserted, Siegfried did not see the Catholic Church as an obstacle to im-

migrant assimilation, but rather a magnifi cent “trump card in a country where 

the poor immigrants are looked upon as second-class citizens.” Moreover, 

Catholicism acted as an antidote against the Puritan fanaticism of the “zeal-

ots for national morality,” 80  against whom Siegfried launched ironic attacks 

for their excesses over Prohibition and the celebrated 1925 “monkey trial,” in 

which the state of Tennessee successfully prosecuted a high-school science 

teacher for teaching Darwin’s theory of evolution, in direct violation of a cre-

ationist law backed by fundamentalist pastors. 81  Siegfried thus did not see Ca-

tholicism as a counterculture endangering Anglo-Saxon supremacy, but as a 

useful way of facilitating the assimilation of the poor and those who could not 

bring themselves “to look upon beer-drinking as a crime.” 82    

 S i e g f r i e d ’ s  f e a r s  a b o ut  a n  A n g lo - P rot e sta n t   America on the 

verge of losing its soul—an America fundamentally changed by the massive 

arrival of “exotic” immigrants, giving rise, as in an organism defending itself, 

to a reinvigorated nationalism—seem retrograde and racist today, although 

they were accepted in a period that was deeply marked by Social Darwinism 

and fantasies of the racial superiority of the Nordics. Siegfried’s opinion prob-

ably refl ected the dominant view of the elites of his time. He did not ignore 

the opposite viewpoint of those who were beginning to imagine a more open, 

diverse, ethnic America escaping from the straitjacket of Anglo- Protestant 

ideology. But he minimized the impact of this new national narrative, a pre-

cursor of the multiculturalism of the 1980s. 

 Eighty years later, Samuel P. Huntington made an almost identical ar-

gument in his attempt to denounce the modern “multiculturalists” who, in 

his view, were bent on “deconstructing America.” 83  Was the America of the 
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Founders as Protestant and Anglo-Saxon as Huntington asserts? 84  To sup-

port his position, Huntington uses multiple sources and quotes in random 

profusion drawn from the commentaries of the most famous European vis-

itors—Tocqueville, Michel Chevalier, Philip Schaff , F. J. Grund—while ne-

glecting the impact on those visitors of a neo-Romantic historiography that 

overemphasized the infl uence of Pilgrims, Yankees, and other Anglo-Saxon 

ancestors. Any historical event that contradicts the thesis of an Anglo Prot-

estant America is either minimized or brushed aside, as though nothing had 

changed for three hundred years. The violent internal confl icts of Ameri-

can Protestantism are barely mentioned; the fanatical anti-Catholicism of 

the nineteenth century Protestant elites is acknowledged but dismissed with 

the surprising claim that American Catholics have all been “Protestantized.” 

Even the infl uence of Enlightenment philosophy on the Founding Fathers, 

most of whom were deists or agnostics, is oddly minimized, on the ground 

that Enlightenment philosophy was merely the secularized continuation of 

an old Puritan tradition. Like Guizot or Georg Jellinek (in a famous debate 

with Boutmy), Huntington is convinced that “America is the child of [the 

Protestant] Reform,” 85  and that until the late 1950s, “immigrants were in vari-

ous ways compelled, induced, and persuaded to adhere to the central ele-

ments of the  Anglo-Protestant culture.” 86  

 Huntington deplores the damage done to this ancient culture by new 

Hispanic immigrants, unwilling to assimilate, with the result that America 

is being transformed into a “bilingual, bicultural society,” that could be soon 

deprived of the “core Anglo-Protestant culture . . . it has had for three centu-

ries.” 87  Huntington bases his argument essentially on the question of language 

and the impression that Spanish will gradually become a dominant language 

if nothing is done to stem the tide of immigrants. But the recent fi eld work 

of American sociologists shows something entirely diff erent: American mul-

tilingualism, as it exists today, in fact seems to be as ephemeral as the multi-

lingualism prevalent in the early twentieth century. 88  The Spanish spoken by 

new immigrants is merely a transitional language, whose use is inseparable 

from long-standing strategies of integration. The language of success and so-

cial mobility, in New York as in Los Angeles and Miami, is still English, since 

immigrant families, following a generational logic clearly demonstrated by 

the sociology of immigration, encourage their children to join the dominant 

culture. The linguistic shift—that is, the movement from a monolingual His-

panic culture to an almost exclusively Anglo-American culture (stripped, to 

be sure, of its Protestant aspect)—shows up in the third generation, as it had 
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one hundred years ago for the descendants of German, Italian, Russian, and 

Polish immigrants. 89  

 It is important to recognize that when American demographers declare 

that in 2100 more than half of all Americans will claim partial Hispanic origin, 

there are no grounds for concluding that Spanish will become a real rival of 

English and that “if the trend continues, the cultural division between His-

panics and Anglos will replace the racial division between blacks and whites 

as the most serious cleavage in American society.” 90  The Hispanics or La-

tinos of the next century, assuming those identities still have any meaning, 

will in fact be mostly Americans who have been assimilated for three gen-

erations, will be married to non-Hispanics, and will almost certainly have 

an Anglo-American culture. This is the American paradox: a multicultural, 

multilingual society, relatively tolerant toward foreign languages, but one that 

ensures—through its conception of the American dream, its educational sys-

tem, and its modern media—the predominance of the English language. In 

this sense, the future of Spanish in the United States is the same as the future 

of Occitan in France. The monolingualism of the market, allied with the of-

fi cial or unoffi  cial monolingualism of the state, always wins out in the end, 

despite the open- mindedness of political elites and the survival of linguistic 

ghettos or barrios. 

 In denouncing the dissolving infl uence of  “multiculturalists” and other 

“deconstructionists” of the American identity and in expressing his fear of 

a Hispanic  reconquista , Huntington strangely echoes Siegfried’s call for a “re-

invigorated nationalism” centered on time-honored Anglo-Protestant val-

ues. Americans, according to Huntington, should “attempt to reinvigorate 

their core culture” and engage in a “recommitment to America as a deeply 

religious and primarily Christian country . . . adhering to Anglo-Protestant 

values, speaking English, maintaining its European heritage.” 91  Huntington’s 

views are not racist in the strict sense of the term, but they are Hispanophobic 

and his work is nothing but the modern revival of a nativist tradition, vigor-

ously defended by Madison Grant in the 1920s and well represented in France 

by André Siegfried’s writings on North America. 92  
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 A Godless America 

 B e tw e e n  1 9 2 7  a n d  1 9 3 2  a  n u m b e r  o f   infl uential novelists,  historians, 

philosophers, political scientists, and journalists were seemingly in agree-

ment that God was dead and nowhere was his absence more obvious than 

in America. Or, more precisely, a new pagan divinity had taken the place of 

the Christian God: “the almighty dollar,” technology, mechanization, or mass 

production. These new gods were the emanation of an industrial society that 

was displaying all the failings of hyper-mechanization: gigantism, standard-

ized assembly-line work (Taylorism), industrial paternalism encouraging 

consumption (Fordism), and cheap consumer goods. Production was a non-

stop process and the slogan of the age was “produce to produce, and con-

sume to produce even more.” What a worker acquired with his high wages 

had to be spent immediately in a vicious circle of production and consump-

tion, organized work and planned leisure. Old-fashioned production, based 

on the skills of a master and his apprentice, had been replaced by automated 

production. The artisan concerned with aesthetics and quality and the pro-

ducer of rare objects that were diffi  cult to replace had been supplanted by the  
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assembly-line worker, a mere cog in the enormous factory named the United 

States of America. 

 Most surprising in reconsidering the literature of the 1930s is the conver-

gence of opinions, the coordination of anxieties, the similarities in vocabulary, 

and the shared nostalgia for a golden age that gave pride of place to the peas-

ant and the craftsman and valued quality over quantity. Solutions diverged 

from one writer to the next depending on political sensibilities, but a distant 

utopia emerged from the profusion of opinions: whatever the cost, the “Spirit” 

of old Europe had to be rediscovered or reinvented; a spurt of creativity and 

originality would restore the continent to its grandeur in stark opposition 

to the steamroller of American uniformity—a uniformity that paradoxically 

mirrored the uniformity of the Soviet Union. If the period had an “axis of 

evil,” it was the American-Soviet axis, clearly identifi ed and denounced by all 

the writers surveyed in this chapter. 

 The Historiography of Decadence 

 In the 1930s a small group of young French intellectuals deplored the “deca-

dence” brought about by the growing prevalence of modern machinery and 

new modes of production. These intellectuals are sometimes referred to as 

the “nonconformists of the 1930s,” 1  because they did not accept what they saw 

as a dangerous attempt—widely encouraged by French businessmen and 

bankers—to imitate the United States. In fact, they were nonconformist in 

the sense that they were “antimodern”: they did not accept as inevitable the 

adoption of production methods perfected by Frederick Taylor and Henry 

Ford. 2  Their anti-Americanism was overt and vigorous and built on an argu-

ment that had already been expressed by André Siegfried (see chapter 5). In 

the fi nal chapter of  America Comes of Age , Siegfried draws a sharp contrast be-

tween two types of civilization: “European vs. American civilization.” While 

agreeing that great economic progress has been made in the United States, 

the author deplores the consequences for individuals who have lost their 

“status.” Indeed, what is appreciated in Europe—luxury, aesthetics, crafts-

manship, work well done—has been replaced in the United States by mass-

 produced objects intended for immediate consumption. 3  The American sys-

tem of production belittles humanity in the name of an ideal as yet unknown 

in Europe: “All social forces, including idealism and perhaps even religion, 

converge toward the single goal of production: we are faced with a society 
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of output,  almost a theocracy of output , that is directed toward the production of 

things rather than men.” 4  

 The heightened rhetoric—“a theocracy of output”—dramatically evokes 

the death of God and of humanity as traditionally conceived in Europe. Of 

course, the use of the adverb “almost” attenuates the sense of outrage, but the 

rest of the argument clearly confi rms the seriousness of the development. 

 New American modes of production had irrevocably destroyed what makes 

an individual more than a statistic: a unique person capable of inventing and 

shaping his own personality. For it had to be recognized that “comfort for the 

greatest number of people . . . a house, a bath, and a car for every workman 

can only be obtained at a tragic price, no less than the transformation of mil-

lions of workmen into automatons.” Mass production was a scandal because it 

was antihumanist. A craftsman was able to create with his entire personality; 

he left his mark on the object, he even demonstrated a certain “refi nement,” 

inseparable from an aristocratic conception of work. A worker, in contrast, 

is only a tool serving an end over which he has absolutely no control: “mass 

production.” 5  

 In his preface to André Philip’s  Le Problème ouvrier aux États-Unis , Sieg-

fried takes the analysis a step further. He asks whether, all things considered, 

the French do not have “a more religious view of life than [the] descendants 

of the Puritans.” Assembly-line work, Taylorism, and Fordism, according to 

him, had disastrous consequences: passivity, monotony, and the standardiza-

tion of the individual himself revealed the triumph of materialist values that 

were radically opposed to the values of the French. At bottom, Siegfried ar-

gues, “in the United States,  production is the supreme religion .” 6  

 The theme of the superiority of quality over quantity, which was still novel 

in 1927, became a commonplace in the writings of the 1930s. The manifesto of 

 Ordre nouveau , the group of intellectuals assembled around Arnaud Dandieu, 

Robert Aron, Denis de Rougemont, Henri Daniel-Rops, and Alexandre Marc, 

for example, defended “qualitative work that creates new values” against 

“quantitative, fragmented, and undiff erentiated work” produced by another 

kind of civilization that, by fostering a mindless mode of production, crushes 

the “superior values of the human personality.” 7  The defense of the craftsman 

anticipated the theory of “personalism,” which was constructed on the basis 

of a simple proposition: the machine must exist for the person, not the person 

for the machine. In short, this meant devaluing the collective workforce and 

asserting forcefully “the primacy of man over society.” 8    
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 Q ua n t i ty  v e r s u s  q ua l i ty,   comfort versus freedom of the spirit, con-

formity versus intelligence, craftsmanship versus the assembly line: the gap 

between American and European civilization was obviously vast; it was in-

deed a diff erence in nature. From this perspective, the European experience 

was situated in what could be called a  modernity of the Ancients , which sought 

to preserve ancient ideals in the modern world in order to give a prominent 

place to humans as an agent of production. At the same time another moder-

nity had appeared in America—the modernity of  Machines —which, accord-

ing to   Siegfried “absorbed” the individual in an act of “material conquest.” 

The fear was that a dehumanizing American conception of modernity would 

soon spread over Europe to the detriment of its traditions. 9  

 The conclusion of  America Comes of Age  clearly set forth the terms of a debate 

that troubled the intelligentsia in the 1930s. But the book off ered no solution 

to the inevitable decline of old Europe, whose artisan model of production, 

in Siegfried’s view, was doomed sooner or later to disappear. The political 

program of a new generation of intellectuals active in movements or journals 

with revealing titles— Ordre nouveau ,  Esprit ,  Plans ,  Troisième Force —was diff er-

ent in nature. These intellectuals were no longer content merely to express 

nostalgia for the modernity of the Ancients, but rather determined to resist 

a development that they did not see as inevitable. For them, it was necessary 

to consider the causes of the decadence of Europe in order to reverse the 

course of excessive mechanization. New solutions were needed, radical if not 

revolutionary, to extract Europe from the vice that was crushing it between 

American mass production and Bolshevik materialism. 10  

 The proposed way out of the dilemma—Personalism, New Order, Third 

Force—seemed credible only if the charges against American capitalism were 

credible. In this context, the religious question assumed great importance. To 

impose their ideas more successfully, the nonconformists of the 1930s did not 

hesitate to cast a spotlight on the hideous spectacle of the “death of God” 

in the United States. They were brilliantly assisted in this task by novelists 

whose eyewitness testimony seemed to bolster the propositions of the advo-

cates of a renaissance of European spiritualism.   

 Fo r  t h e  m o st  v i ru l e n t  o f  t h e  n o n c o n f o r m i st s ,   the First World 

War, the crash of 1929, and the “great capitalist anxiety” that resulted from 

them were not the primary causes of the new world disorder: they were the 
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consequences, or rather the symptoms, of a much older disease that could be 

traced back to the foundation of the United States. 11  This insidious disease 

had already reached Europe, and it would spread around the world if urgent 

measures were not taken. Far from being a mere fever brought on by an ex-

ternal pathogen that was easily curable, the disease was structural. It was a 

“cancer” of the social body, which created not only “physical and economic 

decline” but also and most importantly an “aberration in spiritual life.” Its 

manifestations were easily identifi able: the construction of an abstract and 

artifi cial world, ignoring, by defi nition, all “physical and emotional phenom-

ena,” and driving all true passion out of human life—in short, a world marked 

by the “suppression of desire.” 12  Calvin, according to Aron and Dandieu, was 

the guilty party; his Protestant ethos, thanks to the Puritans, had conquered 

North America before spreading to the modern centers of power: Wall Street 

and the White House. It was on the verge of conquering the world. 13  

 But although the evil had to be attacked at the root, Calvin and the Puri-

tans were not the only ones responsible. According to the founders of  Ordre 

nouveau , the principal villain was Descartes. 14  For these writers who were ob-

viously infl uenced by the antirationalist movements of the 1930s—Bergson 

and Sorel in France, Husserl, Scheler, and Heidegger in Germany— Descartes 

was the source of all the ills of the modern world. The philosopher was re-

proached for his taste for abstraction, his cult of reason, his desire to measure 

objects precisely (consider Cartesian coordinates), his excessive individual-

ism, and his methodical attempt to cut himself off  from the world of passions 

and emotion. Descartes was presented as the inventor of American moder-

nity, and this produced the pithy formulations that peppered the polemic: 

“Taylor and Ford are the spiritual heirs of Descartes”; there is an obvious and 

strong “kinship” between Descartes’ method and “Detroit’s standard method”; 

“America . . . is Descartes in the streets.” 15  

 This was, to be sure, a caricature of Descartes’ philosophy, which led Aron 

and Dandieu to draw an improbable link between the great French thinker 

and Henry Ford: “From Descartes to Ford means: from the isolated individual 

passionately forging a rational tool for understanding to regimented individ-

uals in rationalized factories repeating identical mechanical gestures beyond 

their grasp. It means that Descartes lies at the origin of a human epic whose 

gigantic but degraded end point we are now witnessing.” 16  

 In these circumstances, the religious sentiment had almost disappeared in 

the United States. Descartes and his American off spring had indeed launched 

a “process of leaving religion behind” 17  with an atheist dogma, abstract gods 
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devoid of any substance, and especially a civil religion very diff erent from 

religion in the usual sense. A single dogma existed in the United States: the 

primacy of the economy; a single cult: blind reason; a single mystique: pro-

duction. And the object of adoration was not the God of Abraham but a new 

industrial paganism based on the “abstract gods” of credit and production, “ra-

tional, implacable, and inhuman categories.” The new faith in the virtues of 

capitalism was inseparable from fi erce discipline akin to that of a police state. 

Everything was subjected to minute surveillance at all times, following strictly 

applied Cartesian principles. The result was surveillance over the slightest 

words and deeds of workers and employees, countless production controls, 

the imposition of strict business standards, defi ned according to the principles 

of “scientifi c management,” the collection of statistics, and so on. All of this 

was made possible by the institution of a huge apparatus of espionage in which 

managers and employees behaved, without even realizing it, like policemen. 18  

 The same iron discipline was imposed on primary school students, whose 

mental performance was measured by the “monstrous application of the prin-

ciples of Binet and the behaviorists.” The move from education to mass pro-

duction was easily made since intelligence had been reduced to an “activity 

as automatic and controllable as possible, under the aegis of benevolence and 

apparent freedom.” This was how the American school prepared students for 

“the unbearable hardships of high productivity and high wage labor as it had 

been organized by the Taylors and the Fords.” 19  

 If there is a religion in the United States then it is the “religion of suc-

cess” that reduces individuals to identical elements whose creative activities 

amount to a multitude of petty controls, with the deplorable result of creat-

ing disgust at any spiritual eff ort and, implicitly, a rejection of any transcen-

dental value and any reference to the divine. This kind of argument leads 

to the Nietzschean conclusion of the death of God. Then what remains of 

religion? Nothing, because a pseudo-religion—the religion of success—has 

taken the place of true religion. “Confronting it,” Aron and Dandieu write, 

“the other religion, the old one, discreetly and smilingly fades into the back-

ground. Reduced to a kind of fairy tale that one rereads in sad times of life, 

it still seems too emotional, too individual, and in the end too irrational to 

provide adequate support for the myth of production.” 20    

 T h e   E S P R I T   g r o u p,  c e n t e r e d  a r o u n d   the strong personality 

of Emmanuel Mounier, a prominent Catholic intellectual, and his  associates 
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(George Izard, Nikolai Berdyaev, André Déléage, Jean Lacroix), was no lon-

ger concerned with providing scientifi c explanations for the American disease. 

The case was closed; America was being eaten away by a “cancer” already 

observed by numerous French visitors. As Mounier explained in a polemical 

article intended to introduce the ideas of the  Esprit  movement, 21  it was now 

acceptable to demonize American capitalism as pure materialism, a sort of 

“poison that is sterilizing our souls” and is transforming men into living ro-

bots “marching in step, in a technological revolt toward a new inhumanity.” In 

his private correspondence, Mounier denounced the “terrifying rise of money 

and the machine,” 22 —a denunciation repeated even more dramatically in a 

prospectus published that year to announce the launching of the journal  Es-

prit : “Capitalism is reducing a growing mass of people, through poverty or 

well-being, to a state of servitude incompatible with human dignity; it has 

oriented all social classes and the entire personality of individuals toward the 

possession of money; this is the desire that has possessed the modern soul.” 23  

Devoid of a soul, or a soul obsessed with money, the individual in capitalist 

society has ceased being a man; he is totally subjected to the tyranny of mat-

ter, and the only faith remaining to him is “faith in matter.” Capitalism is as 

materialistic as Marxism, “capitalism’s rebel off spring.” 24  God no longer exists 

because he has been replaced by a usurper,  money , which “has made itself into 

a god and imposed its worship.” This new cult has had fearsome eff ects: it has 

dissolved the social bond and transformed men into “interchangeable num-

bers who can therefore be bought.” But money, this deifi ed accounting device, 

is a false god and perhaps even the Antichrist who has succeeded in installing 

in man’s heart “the ancient divine dream of  the beast , the savage, irresistible, 

and unpunished possession of a slavish matter infi nitely expandable by the 

force of desire.” 25  

 The explanation is based on a series of binary oppositions: avarice–the gift 

of the self; matter–spirit; capitalism–materialism; individualism–collectivism; 

Christ–Antichrist; and, implicitly, the United States–the Soviet Union. At 

fi rst sight, these oppositions are based on contrary and equally hateful values. 

In reality, the reader of these founding documents detects a hierarchy of con-

traries, made more explicit in Mounier’s private correspondence. Stripped of 

its excesses, Marxism in its pre-Bolshevik phase embodies a certain idea of 

justice and a “sense of communion” that are not incompatible with the prin-

ciples of primitive Christianity. What is at stake, then, is an attempt to “realize 

in the name of God and Christ the truth that the Communists are realizing in 

the name of an atheist collectivity.” 26  
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 In other words, the secularization of the public and private spheres had 

advanced too far in capitalist countries to serve as a model for France (and 

Europe). There remained the other model, “collectivist materialism.” Once 

purged of its most shocking excesses and of its state-sponsored atheism, the 

communist model did off er the hope of a possible solution: an authentic com-

munitarianism based on the gift of the self to others and the desire to serve 

the collectivity. At this point, like a  deus ex machina,  the thesis of “Personal-

ism,” so cherished by the young adherents to the  Esprit  movement, intervenes. 

In contrast to the atomized individual of capitalist societies, doomed to the 

eternal search for profi t—never satisfi ed because the cycles of the capital-

ist economy generate crisis after crisis (as the stock market crash of 1929 had 

recently reminded everyone)—stood the fi gure of the  Person . What is needed, 

Mounier writes, is “the crushing of the individual” to precipitate the advent 

of a second Renaissance, based on the fl owering of the person. 27  The word 

“crushing” is not innocent, because the one being crushed, in Catholic theol-

ogy, is always Satan, and as Mounier makes clear in an article written for an 

American Catholic magazine, “individualism is at the root of the evil.” 28  

 The description of modern capitalism proposed by Mounier and his 

friends is thus poles apart from Max Weber’s argument. The German sociolo-

gist had claimed to discover behind the capitalist’s frenetic search for profi t 

a genuine Protestant ethic, inseparable from the fulfi llment of a “vocation” 

which bore within itself the sign of a likely salvation. 29  The solution proposed 

by Mounier, the “Personalist revolution,” rejected almost all the values that 

had come out of the Reformation. All that counted were the transcendence 

of the individual, the gift of the self, and the denunciation of every form of 

bourgeois egotism. 

 The Millenarian Temptation 

 Faced with the tragedy of occupied France, at a time when an Allied victory 

over the Axis powers seemed uncertain, Mounier despaired and imagined an 

unexpected return of the religious impulse. What could be called his “mille-

narian temptation” is a frequent phenomenon in the history of religions, but 

is usually associated with Protestant fundamentalism, and rarely observed in 

Catholic countries. 

 In his “Entretiens” of May 1941, Mounier states that he does not wish to “ex-

clude the apocalyptic outcome.” 30  For this purpose, Mounier presents three 

symbolic fi gures already familiar to the reader: the Ancients, the  Moderns, 
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and the Barbarians. 31  Each term in the triad is intertwined with the two others, 

following a complex play of analogies and historical shortcuts. For Mounier, 

the Ancients evoke the inhabitants of the decadent Roman Empire, including 

those Christians who naïvely believed that the Empire would endure. The 

Moderns were his contemporaries, Christians or not, who also imagine that 

the capitalist regime and its parliamentary pseudo-democracy is built to last. 

For both the Ancients and the Moderns, “the Barbarians were absolute evil.” 

Nonetheless, other Ancients and other Moderns, free and adventurous spirits, 

realized that the arrival of the Barbarians might represent an opportunity, the 

sign of a renaissance or a millenarian “Advent.” In Rome, some bold spirits 

understood that the Barbarians were coming to “crush pagan man so that the 

new grace could fi nd its path.” 32  In Paris—as in Berlin—other bold spirits 

were asking themselves whether they were not seeing the accomplishment 

of an earlier prediction: “Weren’t we saying a few years ago that we would 

escape from bourgeois man, from the bourgeois Church, only through fi re 

and the sword? Have those times not come? Could that be the meaning of a 

totalitarian victory?” 33  

 In another interview given a few days later, Mounier goes into more ex-

plicit detail about his eschatological vision, even though he realizes the risk 

of being misunderstood. He thus proceeds to ask the shocking question  par 

excellence : “Why shouldn’t it be fascism that gives birth to the new Europe?” 

The adoption a reasonable historical perspective cannot exclude ambiguities: 

“[History] manifests a perpetual tactic of generating good through evil, mod-

eration through aberration.” 34  While rejecting the very idea of collaboration 

with the invader, Mounier acknowledges that there is in the German victory 

a dynamism, an energy, an “impressive expansive force” that is impossible 

not to admire. This, in turn, leads to an unbearable paradox: the ideals of the 

new Barbarians contain “a deeper kinship” with our ideals than with those of 

“certain allies.” 35  

 The revolution envisaged by Mounier was nonetheless designed to defeat 

Nazism; there can be no doubt about that. The question that tormented the 

founder of  Esprit  concerned the post-Nazi period. Would it be necessary to 

adopt and channel certain values developed on the other side of the Rhine? 

The answer was affi  rmative: “It is beyond question that the Western world 

must undergo a profound revolution and that certain values that are exagger-

ated or distorted in Nazism must play their role in that revolution.” 36  Read-

justing the values advocated by the Nazis? This dangerous idea led Mounier 

to draw a very questionable analogy with the fall of the Roman Empire: it was 
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up to the new rulers of Vichy to mimic the conduct of the new Christians in 

the fi fth century  a.d.  It was up to them to seize, like the Christians, “the intact 

force . . . of Barbarian hearts.” 37  

 The same apocalyptic logic was expressed a year later, after the Battle of 

Stalingrad, by Mounier’s friends. But its meaning had radically changed, ac-

cording to the testimony of a frequent contributor to  Esprit , the poet Pierre 

Emmanuel. At this time, with the Barbarians on the verge of defeat, the So-

viet Union played the role of the angel of the apocalypse, opening the way to 

a pro-Communist reading of European history: 

 [Our] mystical folly went along with the feeling that the old world, un-

able to fi nd any reason for surviving, was doomed to disappear in the 

nihilistic crisis of neo-Nazi Europe. When souls are shaken by the very 

idea of the millennium—that exalting and terrible earthquake that brings 

out the spirit of prophecy—they no longer think according to reasons but 

through visions. That moment came for me—it was I think at the time of 

Stalingrad—when Russia ceased to be an object of reason and became an 

object of vision. With that, I made my exit from history and entered into 

eschatology. 38    

 L i k e  Fr e n c h  e s s ay i st s  a n d  ph i lo s o ph e r s ,   French novelists who 

traveled to the United States in the 1930s repeated the same arguments, with 

more stylistic fl ourishes and a comparable sense of awe regarding the rav-

ages of mechanization. Duhamel’s best seller,  Scènes de la vie future , vividly 

illustrates the theme of a clash of civilizations opposing old Europe to young 

America. European civilization, according to him, was still trying to defi ne an 

ethics capable of making people more human, despite the traumatic experi-

ence of the Great War, whereas American civilization was “predominantly 

mechanical.” 39  America was built on four principal industries: “the mine, the 

iron-works, the paper factory, the abattoir”—four masterpieces of successful 

standardization, carried out according to the principles of Ford and Taylor, 

of which Duhamel presents a nightmarish picture. 40  If there was a God in 

Duhamel’s America, that God was, as Philippe Roger has pointed out, the 

“mechanistic Moloch.” 41  Nothing escaped from its grasp, and all human en-

ergy was devoted to feeding the Moloch in an economy of desire that was 

constantly creating new needs. Far from freeing man from labor, machines, 

even the most useful among them, made him a slave condemned to produce 
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ever more in order to consume ever more in a vicious circle of wants provok-

ing new desires. What place could there be for man and for religion in this 

“industrial dictatorship”? 42  A limited place, to be sure, because men now had 

only a single desire: to succeed at any cost and above all to get rich in order 

to buy useless or superfl uous objects. Everything, in the end, was a question 

of money: 

 The beings who today people the American ant-hills . . . demand pal-

pable, incontestable wealth, recommended, or, preferably,  prescribed by 

the national divinities . They yearn desperately for phonographs, radios, 

illustrated magazines, movies, elevators, electric refrigerators, and auto-

mobiles, automobiles, and, once again, automobiles. They want to own 

at the earliest possible moment all the articles mentioned, which are so 

wonderfully convenient, and of which, by an odd reversal of things, they 

immediately become the anxious slaves. They have not enough money; 

not enough money even now? No matter! The principal thing is to keep 

selling, even on credit, above all on credit! American commerce knows 

how unceasingly to push back the limits of the market, unceasingly to put 

off  till the morrow the threatening saturation-point. 43  

 Who are these “national divinities” with such great infl uence? Another 

chapter of the book gives the answer. They are the huge billboards and other 

“pachyderms of publicity” which, “with the serene persistence of machines,” 

at night, “resume their work of propaganda and intimidation.” 44  One is in the 

presence of a “new religion” imposing on men a “burlesque visual masturba-

tion” whose eff ects approach madness with “these hateful noises, these inso-

lent lights, these shameless proposals, these cynical injunctions, this lack of 

consideration, these intrusions, these obsessions, these lapses from delicacy, 

these importunities, and these insults.” 45  

 And although there are still churches in the United States, they are not 

located where they appear to be. The only true places of worship are either 

those devoted to work or to leisure. In the “cathedral of commerce” harsh 

rites are performed to accomplish “prodigies” inseparable from the “niggardly 

counting of every minute” that makes work on the assembly line so melan-

choly and so repetitive. 46  As for the religion of leisure, it is practiced pri-

marily in the “new temples” scattered throughout the territory of the United 

States: the great football stadiums—the only meeting places enabling crowds 
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to express fervor, to commune in the mass experience, and “taste the mysteri-

ous pleasures of the herd, the hive, and the ant-hill.” 47  

 The mystery of faith in the United States is thus entomological in nature, 

which no doubt explains the countless references to ants, termites, and bees 

in Duhamel’s book. The author’s wild imagination leads him to propose a new 

experiment in natural selection: “Breed . . . the human tool, as you have bred 

the working ox, the milch cow, the laying hen, and the fat hog.” 48  This is in-

deed the direction taken by a the American science of eugenics, and its eff ects 

are already being felt in the Old World. 49  

 The future seemed dark to Duhamel, particularly because he saw no cred-

ible way out of Europe’s crisis. But the nonconformists of the 1930s were even 

more pessimistic. Duhamel, according to Robert Aron and Arnaud Dandieu, 

had not grasped the “deeply morbid” nature of the American malady. Too 

archaic, too attached to the values of rural France—to the wine grower, the 

cheese maker, the craftsman—Dr. Duhamel had misdiagnosed the disease. 

He had not understood that  Americanism  was a serious illness that, through 

excessive mechanization and artifi ciality, had undermined the “vital balance” 

of human societies and heralded the coming catastrophe: the probable death 

of the “vital instinct” in whose absence no human society could survive. But 

the editors of  Ordre nouveau  did not believe the outcome was preordained, 

provided Europeans rejected blind technology and rediscovered, in all its 

splendor, “the aggressive and creative force” of the  Spirit . 50  

 The critic Maurice Blanchot waxed ironic about the good doctor’s tall 

tales that were intended to defend man but forgot to mention him. An enemy 

of the machine, Duhamel had not hesitated to indict it. By exaggerating its 

predominance, he had made it “an idol of unprecedented power,” capable of 

destroying everything, and was unable to imagine how to promote eff ective 

resistance. 51  

 In another review of  Scènes de la vie future,  published the same year, Emman-

uel Mounier was equally harsh. Duhamel had been right to denounce Ameri-

can Barbarism and to christen it as “Americanism.” But he had not drawn the 

necessary conclusions. In the face of the “idolatrous growth of mechaniza-

tion,” it was imperative to rediscover what was specifi cally human: life, initia-

tive, spontaneity. 52  Like the founders of  Ordre nouveau , Mounier sounded the 

alarm against the false gods of mechanization; he called for a return to the 

true God, to real spiritual values, and, as noted earlier, to the  person,  fi nally re-

stored to its fullness. Only an unprecedented act of resistance—a new order, 
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a personalism, a second Renaissance—could fi nally deliver old Europe from 

barbaric American mechanization.   

 W i t h  t h e  d e f e at  o f  t h e  A x i s  p ow e r s,   one might have expected 

French intellectuals to show at least some appreciation for the virtues of 

American mass production and the impressive logistical eff ort deployed by 

Allied troops to liberate Europe from the Nazi yoke. But many of the most re-

spected intellectuals, untainted by collaboration, continued to repeat  ad nau-

seam  their fear of American mechanization, as though nothing had changed 

since the 1930s. The “technological Moloch” was still American, and it threat-

ened the very future of humanity. 53  

 Bernanos, Sartre, and the Robots 

 Georges Bernanos—a supporter of the Resistance from the outset, who con-

ducted a press campaign against Vichy France from Rio de Janeiro where he 

had settled—was inexhaustible on the subject. France, and this was its great 

weakness, was threatened by “the invasion of Machinery.” 54  The origin of this 

system lay in the cotton-weaving machine invented in Manchester, En gland, 

and perfected thereafter in other forms and for other uses in the United 

States. This had produced a new categorical imperative forged in the United 

States: “Technology fi rst! Technology everywhere!” 55  Old French civilization, 

the most refi ned of all, was more than ever confronted by the civilization of 

machines, whose principal and unstoppable eff ect was “the liquidation of all 

values of the spirit.” 56  A close look at machine civilization suggests that it is 

the fi rst materialist civilization in the world. It claims to be civilized, but is in 

fact a form of Barbarism, even more cruel than that of the Savages, because it 

“ignores or rejects the high intellectual disciplines that make a man worthy of 

being called man.” 57  Consequently, it leads man toward nihilism; it drives him 

into the most abject of surrenders, as though he were possessed by another in 

a world devoid of hope and abandoned by God: “Man has made the machine, 

and the machine has become human, through a kind of demonic reversal of 

the mystery of the Incarnation.” 58  

 Written chiefl y between 1944 and 1948, these comments by the Catholic 

writer obviously echo and even surpass the antitechnological fantasies of the 

nonconformists of the 1930s. They foreshadow the most virulent forms of the 

anti-Americanism of the 1970s and 1980s, when the formulation, “Capitalism 
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and totalitarianism are merely two aspects of the primacy of the economic 

sphere” was asserted as an unquestionable equation. 59  And for Bernanos, 

the primacy of the economy and technology is a defi ning characteristic of 

inhumanity: 

 [The world of technology] does not build itself; it gives the illusion of 

self-construction because in it one truncates, mutilates, removes every-

thing that once belonged to free man, everything that had been made 

for his use and that could in the future remind the  totalitarian robot  of 

the dignity he had lost and that he would never recover. With more ma-

chines that demolish, perforate, and excavate, with more advanced ex-

plosives, the disguised demolition men with the name “builder” on their 

helmets are in the process of organizing a world for the use of a man who 

does not exist. 60  

 This world without man and without God is not Hell, in the author’s fer-

tile imagination, but rather nothingness, the cold, the uninhabitable. What 

purpose will be served by the totalitarian robot, the new Leviathan of the 

modern age? To make the coming world as uninhabitable for Christians as the 

great ice ages were for mammoths. 61  

 The best evidence of the ultimate perversion of American civilization—

which is in fact a “counter-civilization”—is the endless production of ever 

more powerful nuclear weapons. And what is the atomic bomb but a super-

machine that might one day destroy all existing machines and all existing 

civilizations? “For in the end,” Bernanos concludes, “there is not one among 

us who has not already had the dream, or the nightmare, of a complete de-

struction of all the continents by an out of control atomic bomb.” 62  

 The only prominent writer who kept a cool head was Jean-Paul Sartre, as 

surprising as that may seem to anyone who remembers the notorious decla-

ration: “America has rabies!” Sartre was still fascinated by America after his 

initial journey there in early 1945. 63  Setting himself apart from the radical pes-

simism of Christian humanists such as Mounier and Bernanos, Sartre thought 

he could detect in America the traces of an authentic freedom where one 

would least expect it, on the assembly line. Beginning with a very Hegelian 

analysis of the master-slave relationship. Sartre focuses on the novelty of the 

relations that have been established between industrialists and workers. Like 

André Siegfried, André Philip, and Arnaud Dandieu before him, Sartre de-

scribes all the failings of modern Taylorism: the worker repeats the same mo-
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tions hundreds of times a day; he feels that he is transformed into an object 

and believes he is losing “inner freedom of thought.” From this painful and 

repetitive experience, Sartre nevertheless extracts an unexpected lesson. Tay-

lorism “provides a foretaste of concrete liberation,” because it detaches the 

worker from his former subordination to the master’s whims. The worker now 

no longer worries about “pleasing the master.” His work is, of course, not cho-

sen, and what he produces does not belong to him. But because he nonethe-

less produces things by transforming matter, he controls the “government of 

things,” which constitutes the prelude to his real emancipation. 64  

 Pushing the paradox further, Sartre claims that the possession of the ul-

timate machine, the nuclear weapon, contrary to appearances, is perfectly 

liberating. The pessimists, Sartre explains, live in a state of perpetual anxiety. 

They fear the improper use of the bomb will bring humanity to the edge of 

destruction; they predict the death of man after the death of God; everything 

can explode from one minute to the next. But, says Sartre, the nuclear age 

has provided the basis for a new hope, based on the most radical freedom: 

the freedom to decide one’s own future: “As this war comes to an end, the 

circle is complete; in each one of us humanity discovers its possible death, as-

sumes its life and its death.” Man is therefore free because he can “now count 

only on himself,” and his survival depends on a new Pascalian wager that 

remains to be taken up: betting on the impossibility of total war and acting in 

consequence. 65    

 I s  t h e r e  st i l l  a  G o d  i n  A m e r i c a ?   God is dead, Sartre tells us, 

since humanity alone is now responsible for its own fate. God is dead in the 

United States, Bernanos claims: he has been replaced by the technological 

Moloch. God is dead for the capitalist as for the communist, Mounier asserts, 

because they are both desperately seeking paradise on earth. The Christian 

God, Aron and Dandieu suggest, has withdrawn, replaced by the abstract 

gods of credit and mass production. Who still pays homage to God in North 

America? The novelist Céline believed he had found the right answer when 

he described, with scathing irony, the journey of his protagonist Bardamu to 

New York, and especially his walk through the Wall Street area of Manhattan. 

First observation: “You can enter it only on foot, like a church.” Second ob-

servation: everything there is miraculous, “it’s a district fi lled with gold,” and, 

most importantly, there one hears the delicate whisper of the wings of the 

Holy Spirit, “the sound of dollars [changing hands] . . . more precious than 

blood.” Bardamu enters the holy of holies and there meets the employees 
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“who guard the cash.” He discovers he is not the only communicant: “When 

the faithful enter their bank, don’t go thinking they can help themselves as 

they please. Far from it. In speaking to Dollar, they mumble words through a 

little grill; that’s their confessional. Not much sound, dim light, a tiny wicket 

between high arches, that’s all. They don’t swallow the Host, they put it on 

their hearts.” 66  

 The dollar, technology, speculation, wealth: these were the variants of the 

name of God in the America of the 1930s as seen by the French intelligentsia. 

If there was a God, if spirituality still had any meaning, if there were still na-

tions of believers protected by Providence, they were to be found in Europe, 

certainly not in North America, the continent of triumphant materialism, the 

fi rst defi nitively disenchanted world. 

 Sex and Puritan Morality 

 The debate of the 1940s about American mass production and its tragic con-

sequence, the death of God, eff ectively prevented serious refl ection about the 

place of religion in the United States. In the absence of analysis, clichés and 

old French stereotypes about American Puritanism continued to circulate 

freely. By the late 1940s, Puritanism had taken a sexual connotation which 

it did not have in the 1920s. The Protestant ethic was out of fashion. A new 

preoccupation with sex and the liberation of women centered the debate on 

the sexual mores of the American people. Were young Americans truly liber-

ated from the old “Puritan” yoke? Distinguished French visitors expressed 

serious doubts. Their inquiries, based on gossip, chance encounters, and fl eet-

ing glimpses, remained fairly impressionistic. They obviously ignored the 

 recently published fi ndings of the Kinsey reports on sexual behavior. 67   Anglo-

Saxon “Puritanism” remained, for French observers, the essential truth of a 

sexuality permanently marked by the morality of the Pilgrim Fathers. The 

myth of American Puritanism remained so strong that it aff ected even for-

eigners recently settled in the United States. Or so at least Sartre claimed 

when in 1945 he met, in the course of a trip to New York, a compatriot who 

timidly tried to initiate an off -color conversation with the philosopher. The 

French exile, whose speech had already been aff ected by numerous Ameri-

canisms and a nasal accent that was more American than French, thought he 

was acting properly by asking Sartre about his American journey: “He felt 

obliged, at moments, to wink suggestively as he said ‘Ah, New Orleans, beau-

tiful women!’ ” 68  But the unfortunate man, Sartre observes, has already been 

ravaged by the surrounding culture: the attempt at a libertine conversation is 
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nothing but a façade, the automatic refl ex of an exile who would still like to 

pass himself off  as a Frenchman. By saying “beautiful women,” he is “rather 

conforming to the American representation of the French than to the desire 

to create a relationship with a compatriot. ‘Beautiful women,’ and he laughs, 

but coldly,  Puritanism is not far off  . I feel chilled.” 69  Puritanism, Sartre thinks he 

knows, also exists in the countless taboos against love outside marriage. 70  

 But Sartre was aware that there may have been a substantial gap between 

the myth of Puritan asceticism and the real practices of libertine sexuality 

outside the bonds of marriage: “And then there are those carpets of used con-

doms in the back yards of coed colleges, those cars parked at night with their 

headlights off . . . .” 71  Had Puritanism really disappeared for all that? Nothing 

was less certain, because the sexual act itself had paradoxically become dis-

embodied, lacking in conscience, and therefore in real pleasure, since, Sartre 

calmly asserts, “so many men and women drink before making love, to sin while 

drunk and with no memory.” 72  In the absence of conscience, love as practiced 

by Americans is nothing but “chaste depravity,” as had been said a century 

earlier with the same self-assurance by the Catholic writer Paul Bourget. 73  

 Continuing the inquiry a year later, on the occasion of a lecture tour, Sim-

one de Beauvoir visited Smith and Wellesley Colleges. She examined the 

sexual mores of the female students and, speaking to an old French lady who 

seemed to her to be particularly open-minded, asked the indiscreet question 

already posed by Sartre: Is it true that the students are “so free and live such 

chaotic lives that, as I’ve heard, there are certain parts of the campus where 

you fi nd piles of condoms?” 74  It’s possible, was the answer. But is the sexual 

act as free and passionate as in France? “Mademoiselle T. tells me that despite 

the number and nature of their experiences, all these American girls remain 

innocent in a certain way; becoming a woman doesn’t change them or mature 

them—it’s as if it were an operation, in which they didn’t participate.” 75  

 The American version of love is thus surprisingly chaste and disembod-

ied. Sexual initiation, Beauvoir explains, is nothing but an illusion, at best 

“an extension of certain ambiguous childhood games,” in short, anything 

but “fulfi llment.” The old French stereotype of the Americans, those eter-

nal children, is reproduced here in all its splendor, as an obvious fact. Sexual 

relations as experienced by American students do not amount to passionate 

relations between real lovers. “I imagine that  the boldest of the girls remain rather 

puritanical  and that in their search for pleasure the boys and the girls, by mu-

tual agreement, make every eff ort to ward off  all the mysterious agitations of 

sensuality.” 76  
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 Simone de Beauvoir, like Sartre and countless other French observers, was 

thus convinced that the Puritan heritage was ingrained in the American soul. 

The point of departure of American morality and sexuality is indeed Puri-

tanism, the “credo to which all of America adheres.” 77  It is so powerful that 

it transforms the private life of individuals and renders them incapable of 

freeing themselves from the tyranny of the past. None of the manifestations 

of American modernity has lightened the burden of the past, not the myster-

ies of capitalist fi nance, not even the “prodigious dangers of the industrial 

age.” “You cannot understand Chicago, Los Angeles, or Houston if you forget 

that they are haunted by the troublesome, propitious, irritated, or complacent 

ghosts of the old Puritans.” 78  

 This kind of essentialism, based on a peculiar reading of the history of 

the United States, has not disappeared. It resurfaces in the vision of a sexual 

relation imagined by another noted visitor who, in 2006, was attempting to 

relive the experience of Tocqueville in his voyage across America. In  American 

Vertigo , Bernard-Henri Lévy describes his visit to a brothel lost in the desert 

of Nevada, the Chicken Ranch, to talk about sex with a prostitute. He admits 

that he causes something of a stir when he tells her that he has “not come for  

that , but for a magazine [ The Atlantic Monthly ], Tocqueville, sex in America, 

and so forth.” 79  Entering a bedroom “hung with makeshift drapes, which she 

proudly tells me is ‘decorated like a harem,’ ” he discovers that the site of de-

bauchery is in reality an austere cell that represents the triumph of a kind of 

sexual asceticism, framed by a set of hygienic standards: 

 Next to the bed is a message board, like the temperature charts in hospital 

rooms, where every other week the results of venereal-disease and AIDS 

tests are written: the brothel is a sanitary place. On the bedside table, con-

spicuously displayed, a choice of condoms, the use of which is required at 

all levels of service, down to and including, she gravely explains, a mere 

striptease: the brothel is a place of safe sex. 80  

 It is impossible on reading these impressions to escape from the old French 

stereotype of chaste love, rooted in a primordial and pervasive Protestant 

ethic: “Protestant ethic and price list for love. . . . Another face of the same  pu-

ritanism  and its obscene nether side.” 81  Lévy thus joins with Sartre, Simone de 

Beauvoir, and especially Tocqueville, each of whom thought they had found 

in the Puritan ethic the very essence of America. 
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 The Rise of the Religious Right 

 I n  t h e  p r e c e d i n g  c h a p t e r ,   we examined the remarkably  similar 

worldviews of a small group of French intellectuals who—despite their 

 diff erences—all proclaimed the death of God in the United States and 

harshly denounced the mechanization and mass production that in their view 

dominated American society. This critique was accompanied by a call for a 

spiritual revolution to combat the world of greed, fi nancial speculation, and 

material comfort and to restore fundamental human values. For these intel-

lectuals, Soviet materialism was identical to American capitalism; it was only 

in Europe, caught between the pincers of the two great powers, that a new 

spiritual age—the age of the spirit—could take root. 

 The Second World War put an end to the dream of a European spiritual 

renaissance. It did not, however, preclude the possibility of economic and 

social recovery. Postwar economic growth [which the French call the thirty 

glorious years— Les Trente Glorieuses ] demonstrated that American technol-

ogy was not as inhumane as had been suggested and that the methods of “sci-

entifi c management,” far from leading to the apocalyptic crises that had once 

been predicted, produced immense economic and social progress over time. 
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The French debate about America changed registers in the early 1950s. For-

eign policy was the central concern and the role of the United States in the 

cold war divided the intelligentsia between procommunists and advocates of 

American-style liberalism. The debate concerned, on the one hand, the real 

or supposed dangers of American imperialism, and on the other, the ravages of 

Soviet totalitarianism. The Korean War, the Suez crisis, and the Vietnam War 

mobilized the anti-imperialist camp, while the publication of Khrushchev’s 

secret speech about the crimes of Stalin, the occupation of Hungary, and then 

of Czechoslovakia provided new arguments for the antitotalitarian side. The 

question of religion in the United States or of the place of God in American 

political discourse did not preoccupy French intellectuals of the time. 

 The Watergate crisis and the resignation of Richard Nixon followed by 

the election of Jimmy Carter marked a turning point in French perceptions 

of America. The American debate on the “immorality” of Nixon’s machina-

tions surprised many French citizens, and the election of Jimmy Carter, a 

“self-made man with a passionate interest in both electronics and the Word of 

God,” was even more startling. Suddenly, morality and religion no longer ap-

peared irrelevant to an understanding of American politics. Carter’s election 

was decisive, because it inaugurated a cycle of unprecedented presidential 

religiosity which culminated in the election of George W. Bush in 2000 and 

continues to intrigue the European intelligentsia. Since Watergate, clichés 

have proliferated in the French press. There has been talk of religious plots, 

the revenge of the Puritans, moral crusades, presidents who thought they 

were inspired by God himself, battles against the Evil Empire. Observations 

of this sort reached a peak with the election of George W. Bush. One French 

journalist from the Catholic weekly  La Vie  described   the White House, the 

mythical locus of world power, as a seedy hotel “taken hostage by a funda-

mentalist cult.” Others ventured to write that a “cult” of evangelicals, led by 

George W. Bush and his advisers, was preparing to “conquer the world.” 1  

 Stereotypes like these obviously exaggerate the infl uence of religion on 

American politics and give too much prominence to fundamentalists during 

the Reagan and George W. Bush administrations. But they contain a kernel of 

truth and implicitly raise major questions. Was the United States still a Puritan 

nation? Were the religious references so prized by American presidents and 

members of Congress truly sincere, self-interested, or hypocritical? Did they 

bear the stamp of a Constitutional patriotism derived from the best sources of 

the Protestant tradition? More generally, was the focus on religion in Ameri-

can politics a distinct American trait, a sign of “American  exceptionalism”? 
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Seen from France, evangelical Protestantism appeared to have successfully 

invaded the American public sphere, at the same time that old Europe, swept 

along by powerful secularizing forces, was every day moving further away 

from its Christian roots. 

 The singular piety exhibited by the presidents elected since Nixon’s fall is 

not in itself new: other presidents in other times also appealed to Scripture. 

But the intensity of that piety, its public character, and its evangelical exuber-

ance seem unprecedented in the political history of the United States. The 

explanation for the emergence of this new form of presidential religiosity 

lies not only in the often colorful character of the individuals converted to 

evangelicalism. It is also and most importantly due to the infl uence of new 

political and cultural factors. Among these factors, the most signifi cant and 

the least known to a French audience is the electoral strategy of American 

political parties, and most particularly the “Southern strategy” of the Repub-

lican Party, developed in the aftermath of the passage of the Johnson adminis-

tration’s civil-rights legislation. The recapture of the South by Lincoln’s party 

came at a price: the rightward shift of Republican ideology and especially the 

leaders’ adoption of the cultural and religious values that the majority of the 

white, Southern, evangelical electorate holds. 

 But it is essential not to lose sight of the fact that the centrality of religion 

in American politics, undeniable for the period under consideration here, has 

not erased another long-term trend: the increasing secularization of Ameri-

can society. That secularization will be the subject of a concluding chapter. 

 Varieties of Presidential Religiosity 

 The election of an American president never goes unnoticed in the French 

press. It provides an opportunity to take stock of American society, to an-

ticipate the future, and to describe the peculiarities of a complex political 

system. 

 In the wake of the Watergate crisis, Jimmy Carter was an intriguing fi g-

ure because he was a self-acknowledged born-again Christian. Evangelicalism 

was little understood by French commentators who chose instead to clothe 

Carter in the garb of a Puritan. For example, Jacques Sallebert, special corre-

spondent for the French radio station Europe n°1 at the 1976 Democratic Party 

Convention, summarized the nominee’s acceptance speech in these terms: 

“America has examined its conscience. It has reacted in a powerfully Puritan 

manner.” 2  Sallebert did not hesitate to play with paradoxes: he discovered in 
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Carter both a new Puritan and a new Joan of Arc, carrying out a divine mis-

sion to restore America’s “moral direction.” Carter’s election would be the 

election of a “missionary” and his program would literally take the form of a 

“crusade.” 3  

 Carter’s notorious  Playboy  interview reinforced the French stereotype of 

the Puritan in action: “Christ set some almost impossible standards for us. 

The Bible says, ‘Thou shalt not commit adultery.’ Christ said, I tell you that 

anyone who looks on a woman with lust in his heart has already committed 

adultery. I’ve looked on a lot of women with lust. I’ve committed adultery in 

my heart many times. . . .” 4  

 Yet Carter, contrary to a very widely shared opinion in France, was not a 

Calvinist. His very personal brand of moralism was that of a Southern Baptist, 

who prayed, according to his own testimony, up to twenty-fi ve times a day 

and manifested his faith by frequently teaching Sunday School classes in a 

Baptist church. His easy victory demonstrated that winning over the white, 

Baptist, conservative Southern electorate was indispensable in order to reach 

the White House—a lesson that his future Republican opponents would not 

forget.   

 W h i l e  Ca rt e r  wa s  a  P u r i ta n  i n   the eyes of the French press,  Clinton, 

another Southern Baptist, was not and could not be, given the frequency of his 

extramarital aff airs, well documented in the American media. He was, rather, 

as the correspondent of  Le Figaro  wrote in the midst of the Lewinsky aff air, 

a “victim of the Puritanism that is still deeply characteristic of America.” 5  

According to  L ’ Événement du Jeudi , Clinton was being subjected to “the sanc-

timonious legacy of the Mayfl ower [that] was still weighing on the American 

soul.” 6  The sacrifi cial victim of a monstrous “libidocracy,” his impeachment 

by the House of Representatives revealed, according to   the weekly  Figaro 

Magazine , an America that was capable of following “its logic to the bitter 

end . . . against a backdrop of Puritanism.” 7  The daily  Libération  portrayed the 

special prosecutor, Kenneth W. Starr, as a Grand Inquisitor who was affl  icted 

with a “sickly, nasty, and nefarious Puritanism.” 8  For those who had paid little 

attention to these peremptory assertions, the weekly  Marianne  dotted the  i  ’s 

with the tantalizing headline: “Warning, Dangerous Puritans!” 9  These stereo-

types greatly oversimplifi ed the history of the United States, which was now 

set in the virtuous circle of an eternal return: a moral order which, despite 

some detours, had never stopped being Puritan since the origin of the country. 
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 This kind of historical determinism, repeated in one article after another, 

obscured the existence of another America—tolerant, liberal, indulgent, re-

fusing to confuse private and public life or to explain one by the other. This 

other vision of a tolerant America emerged when it became clear that Clin-

ton, despite his impeachment by the House of Representatives would not be 

removed from offi  ce by the Senate. 10  French commentators were at a loss to 

explain this outcome. They off ered a radically new explanation that directly 

contradicted their previously held beliefs: It was “the end of the Puritans” 

claimed the correspondent of  Libération  in February 1999. 11   Le Monde  went fur-

ther a few days later: the “crusade” of the neoconservatives had obviously 

failed. If they were no longer entitled to “rule over the morality and sexuality 

of Americans,” this was because there had been a “profound change in Ameri-

can society. . . . A certain America [had] won out over another: humanistic 

common sense over fundamentalist pastors.” 12  The old paradigm of Puritan 

America had lost its explanatory value; another reason had to be found, one 

that better suited the circumstances. It was suggested by  Le Nouvel Observa-

teur  in an investigative article examining the causes of “Monicagate”: The 

new generation of baby boomers, the weekly explained, had demonstrated 

remarkable maturity, a “modern” capacity to separate private conduct from 

public aff airs. Those Americans resembled the French like brothers: they were 

tolerant and “sophisticated,” in short, they had become “Europeanized.” 13  

 And yet, Clinton was less European than one might imagine. His reac-

tions in the wake of the Lewinsky aff air and his public repentance in front 

of hundreds of religious leaders invited to share his suff ering and grant their 

forgiveness were still typically American. Clinton indeed said “I have sinned” 

at the White House prayer breakfast in September 1998: “It is important to me 

that everybody who has been hurt know the sorrow I feel is genuine—fi rst 

and most important my family, also my friends, my staff , my Cabinet, Monica 

Lewinsky and her family, and the American people. I’ve asked all for their 

forgiveness.” 14  A year later, in the same circumstances, Bill Clinton asserted 

that he had “been profoundly moved . . . by the pure power of grace” that had 

fi nally granted him—he felt it inwardly—“an unmerited forgiveness.” 15  

 Was he perhaps overdoing it? That is what 140 religious leaders claimed 

in a petition addressed to the president after the fi rst public acknowledge-

ment of his “sins.” It was time, the signatories wrote, to put an end to these 

repentance sessions, too public to be sincere, that were fi rst and foremost acts 

of political propaganda that “compromise[d] the integrity of religion.” 16  But 

Clinton held fast. He had sinned and that had to be publicized. His redemp-

tion required frequently reiterated public confessions. 
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 Clinton was not the only one expressing exaggerated religious zeal. In an-

other context, his predecessor, the Episcopalian George H. W. Bush, thought 

it appropriate to display old-fashioned piety to satisfy his Southern elector-

ate. His inaugural address contained an interminable prayer using the themes 

of the love of God, shared faith, and the necessity of helping the people and 

all those in need. The younger Bush was more inspired in the same circum-

stances. He simply quoted a letter from John Page to Thomas Jeff erson, writ-

ten at the beginning of the War of Independence: “We know,” Page wrote, 

“the race is not to the swift nor the battle to the strong. Do you not think an 

angel rides in the whirlwind and directs this storm?” And Bush concluded by 

adopting the same terms inspired by a psalm of Nahum: “This story goes on. 

And an angel still rides in the whirlwind and directs this storm.” 17  

 Less enigmatic in his First Inaugural, Clinton had quoted Paul’s Epistle 

to the Ephesians: “we recognize a simple but powerful truth, we need each 

other,” and concluded with a quotation from the Epistle to the Galatians: 

“And let us not be weary in well-doing, for in due season, we shall reap, if 

we faint not.” 18  As for Carter, he had showed a certain preference for the Old 

Testament, quoting the words of the Lord reported by the prophet Micah: 

“He hath showed thee, O man, what is good; and what doth the Lord re-

quire of thee, but to do justly, and to love mercy, and to walk humbly with 

thy God.” 19    

 I t  s h o u l d  b e  u n d e r sto o d  t h at   the advice of apostles and prophets 

quoted so far is not at all unusual in the American political tradition. This old 

religious rhetoric was inaugurated by George Washington and imitated by 

all his successors, including the least openly religious among them. Thomas 

Jeff erson, the most irreligious of American presidents, took pride in his First 

Inaugural in 1801 in the great qualities of a republican people “enlightened 

by a benign religion, professed, indeed, and practiced in various forms, yet 

all of them inculcating honesty, truth, temperance, gratitude, and the love of 

man.” 20  More than a century later, Franklin D. Roosevelt did not hesitate to 

evoke Christ driving the money changers from the temple to bring out the 

grandeur and the radical nature of his political message: “The money chang-

ers,” he proclaimed, three years after the stock market crash, “have fl ed from 

their high seats in the temple of our civilization. We may now restore that 

temple to the ancient truths. The measure of the restoration lies in the extent 

to which we apply social values more noble than mere monetary profi t.” 21  

Roosevelt’s bold declaration pointed to the continued strength of a political 
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tradition imbued with biblical references that had elicited Tocqueville’s ad-

miration in the 1830s. 

 What is the explanation for the persistence of this tradition? It is probably 

connected to the remnants of a system of Protestant education that used the 

Bible as a basic reference. It also has to do with the nature of the American 

Revolution, sustained by the religious fervor of dissenters and a panoply of 

biblical imagery denouncing the misdeeds of English tyranny and calling, of-

ten in millenarian terms, for the advent of a new social order, purifi ed of all 

the excesses of a decadent monarchy. 

 The reader will recall that the huge success of Tom Paine’s republican 

tract,  Common Sense —more than 120,000 copies were printed the year of its 

publication in Philadelphia in 1776—was due to a skillful appeal to the Old 

Testament, tending to demonstrate that a monarchical regime was contrary 

to the will of God. 22  The agnostic Paine had understood, long before Toc-

queville, that the spirit of liberty was fully compatible with the spirit of reli-

gion. The American Revolution created republican institutions with the ac-

tive support of most of the churches founded by the colonists. The absence 

of a religiously inspired counterrevolution, the churches’ acceptance of egali-

tarian and democratic values, and the rejection of any hereditary political 

authority and any religious supremacy could not but strengthen the affi  nities 

between religion and politics. Only the Anglican Church, the offi  cial church 

of the British monarchy, suff ered a degree of ostracism until it was American-

ized by cutting ties with Canterbury and adopting the name of the Episco-

palian Church. Hence, the Anglican system that had been dominant in the 

colonies of the South was quickly replaced by an alternative model based on 

tolerance and religious pluralism. A new national mythology was gradually 

constructed on the basis of the eminently secular notions of a “representa-

tive republic” and “democracy,” at a time when the Hanoverian monarchy 

was consolidating a British identity based on a “homogenising Anglican-

 aristocratic” model. 23  At the very time British society was preserving its tradi-

tions, revolutionary America, as the historian J. C. D. Clark has suggested, was 

striving to create what had never been seen before: a society “at once more 

ethical and more materialistic, more libertarian and more deferential to the 

sovereignty of collective opinion.” 24    

 B ut  i t  wo u l d  b e  m i sta k e n,   on the basis of the evocation of this old 

tradition, to conclude that there has been complete continuity in the politi-

cal and religious history of the United States. The use of a religious rhetoric 
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that all American presidents shared from George Washington on is obvious. 

But behind this use, there are signifi cant variations that separate the more 

religious from the less religious presidents. And the extreme religiosity of 

fi gures like Jimmy Carter and George W. Bush has received no satisfactory 

explanation in France. 

 Consider the exemplary case of George Bush Junior. His openly fl aunted 

piety clearly exceeded that of his predecessors. To a reporter who had asked 

him during the 2000 primaries to identify his favorite philosopher, he had 

replied: “Christ . . . because he changed my heart.” 25  And when he was still 

governor of Texas, he had proclaimed June 10, 2000, as “Jesus Day.” He even 

claimed that his election to the presidency coincided with a new cycle of in-

tense collective piety, “a Third Awakening.” 26  

 The fully documented, tortuous progress of his conversion makes it im-

possible to doubt the sincerity of his faith. Brought up as an Episcopalian by 

his famous Connecticut family, he set his sights on winning the Texas guber-

natorial election. Bush could not have been unaware of the infl uence of the 

Evangelical Baptists and Methodists in the state. After his marriage, he found 

it useful to regularly attend his wife’s evangelical church, the Highland Park 

United Methodist Church in Dallas. Converted at the age of thirty-nine by 

Billy Graham in his parents’ vacation house in Kennebunkport in 1985, George 

W. Bush professed a “renewed faith,” the political advantages of which had 

not escaped his notice: he knew how to communicate with the evangelical 

electorate that was a majority in the Southern states. The fi rst thing he did 

was to put this skill at the service of his father’s presidential ambitions. 

 As the political advisers of the elder Bush noticed during the 1988 presi-

dential campaign, the younger Bush was immediately able to establish warm 

ties to the evangelical fi gures introduced to his father. He was now thoroughly 

versed in evangelical doctrine. 27  In putting his intimate knowledge of the 

world of born-again Christians at the service of his father, Bush Junior helped 

him to ward off  the danger represented by the candidacy of Pat Robertson—

the celebrated charismatic televangelist who, during the 1988 primaries, had 

claimed: “I have a direct call and a leading from God to run for president.” 28  

In the view of the Reverend Doug Wead of the Assemblies of God, the son 

had a certain advantage over the father: “George W. was instantly comfortable 

with all of the evangelical fi gures” he was introduced to. 

 He knows their language, and it was obvious to them all that his conver-

sion experience had been genuine and profound. He certainly understood 

evangelical Christian theology better than his father. . . . With most other 
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presidential candidates, [evangelical voters] hesitated, they tested, and 

tried to fi nd a common denominator so they could say “Well, he’s kind 

of ours, he just doesn’t know it”; or, “He’s ours but he doesn’t understand 

the culture.” And with G. W., they knew it was real. I don’t know how to 

explain that without defi ning the whole subculture itself. 29  

 The Electoral Strategy of the Republican Party 

 A sort of golden legend grew up in the United States about the personal-

ity of President George W. Bush. He was seen as a saint, a prophet, a cru-

sader, the man God had chosen to solve the world’s problems. 30  After he was 

reelected governor of Texas in 1998, Bush himself had declared: “I believe 

that God wants me to be president.” But this oft-quoted statement is almost 

always truncated and taken out of context. When he said it, Bush was not ad-

dressing voters or members of the Republican Party. He was speaking with a 

small group of co-religionists who were always fond of hearing about conver-

sion experiences, and he hastened to add: “But if that doesn’t happen, that’s 

okay. . . . I have seen the presidency up close and personal. I know it’s a sacri-

fi ce, and I don’t need it for personal validation.” 31  Feeling the presence of the 

divine in prayer, at the time of a sudden conversion, in a moment of adversity, 

or on the occasion of a diffi  cult decision is not at all unusual for a born-again 

Christian. It is itself evidence of belonging to an evangelical milieu, the sig-

nature of a particularly exuberant form of Christian religiosity. Carter and 

Clinton had made similar remarks. And a political opponent like Al Gore had 

no hesitation, when he was campaigning against Bush in 2000, in reminding 

his born-again supporters that before any serious decision was made, one fi rst 

had to ask “WWJD?” The acronym, understood by all evangelicals, stood for 

“What would Jesus do?” in the same circumstances. 32  

 The very ordinariness of President Bush’s evangelicalism raises a key ques-

tion: What geopolitical factors are best able to explain the success of Repub-

lican evangelicalism? And by implication: Why is an evangelical candidate 

more likely than a non-evangelical or a non-Protestant to win a presidential 

election? 

 To understand the importance of evangelicalism in the presidential strat-

egy of the Republican Party, it is necessary to go back to the 1960s—a time 

when a Republican had little chance of winning a presidential election. Be-

tween 1932 and 1964, the Republicans had elected only one president, a na-

tional hero who did not fi t under the traditional partisan labels, General 
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Eisenhower. After the election of Kennedy in 1960 and Johnson in 1964, all 

indications seemed to point to the lasting supremacy of the Democratic 

Party. In 1964, in fact, the Republican candidate, Barry Goldwater, won only 

38.5 percent of the vote against 61.1 percent for Johnson. But his defeat masked 

a remarkable success in the states of the Deep South, where most African-

Americans still did not have the right to vote. Goldwater won in fi ve of those 

states with a majority of 55 percent. 33  He thereby demonstrated that a politi-

cal program focused on traditional family values, the defense of states’ rights, 

and marked indiff erence to the new rights won by African-Americans made 

a representative of the party of Lincoln a credible candidate. This was pre-

cisely what Johnson had anticipated the day he signed the Civil Rights Act in 

July 1964: “I think,” he said to his assistant Bill Moyers, “we just delivered the 

South to the Republican Party for a long time to come.” 34  

 The new law prohibited all discrimination in the workplace and in public 

transportation; it applied to private businesses with more than fi fteen em-

ployees as well as to all public services. It also prohibited the use of federal 

funds for hospitals, schools, or colleges and universities that maintained dis-

criminatory practices based on race or skin color. The disaff ection of hitherto 

solidly Democratic Southern voters capitalized on by Goldwater in 1964, by 

George Wallace in 1968, and by Nixon in 1972 made the election of a Republi-

can president increasingly likely. The road to Washington now went through 

the South, as fi gure 7.1 shows. 

 Nixon, Reagan, and the Bushes  each won a majority of Southern white 

votes. The same eff ects, with some delay, aff ected the composition of the 

House of Representatives. After a gradual increase, the Republicans won 

most Southern districts, beginning with the 1994 elections. This success was 

noteworthy in a country in which more than 95 percent of incumbents are 

generally reelected with landslide majorities.   

 The 1976 election of Jimmy Carter  seemed to signal for the  Democrats 

that there was a real possibility of regaining the Southern electorate. Carter 

did win in ten of the eleven states of the former Confederacy. But his 

stinging defeat by Reagan in 1980 pointed to the weakness of an electoral 

 strategy that attempted to satisfy both black and white voters who felt 

threatened by the liberal order inaugurated under the Johnson administra-

tion. In 1972, Nixon had won 80 percent of the Southern white vote. After the 

Carter parenthesis, Reagan obtained 60 percent of the same vote in 1980 and 
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figure 7. 1  Party Identifi cation of White Voters in the Southern United States 

from 1952 to 2004 (in percentages).

Source : Earl Black and Merle Black, Divided America: The Ferocious Power Struggle in American 

Politics (New York: Simon and Schuster, 2007), 37. Reprinted by permission of the authors.

70 percent four years later, thereby consolidating the eff orts of his predeces-

sors for years to come. 35  

 What were the real and symbolic tools that Reagan used to win over vot-

ers who were so quick to change allegiances? Although the former B-movie 

actor was divorced and indiff erent to religion in his private life, Reagan was 

fortunate enough to receive decisive support from the Christian conservatives 

of the Moral Majority, an organization for the defense of traditional family 

values that the fundamentalist preacher Jerry Falwell had established. The 

evangelical right had traditionally not been very politically active. Its princi-

pal purpose was religious: to spread the Good News and promote the conver-

sion of adults. In 1965, Jerry Falwell could still claim: “We have few ties to this 

earth.” A good Christian, of course, had to conduct himself as a good father 

and responsible citizen who paid his taxes and respected his country’s laws. But 

“our only purpose on this earth is to know Christ and to make Him known.” 36  
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 What led Falwell and many other evangelicals to change course in the late 

1970s? First was a series of Supreme Court decisions unfavorable to the promo-

tion of religious ideas and traditional moral values defended by the Christian 

right. In 1962, when one-third of American public schools authorized morning 

prayer, the Supreme Court, in  Engel v. Vitale , declared the recitation of an ecu-

menical prayer that the school board of a local district in New York had com-

posed unconstitutional. 37  In the court’s opinion, the prayer violated the First 

Amendment’s prohibition against the establishment of any offi  cial religion. 38  

Obligatory prayer was unacceptable because it obviously exerted pressure on 

religious minorities by requiring them “to conform to the prevailing offi  cially 

approved religion,” which was not necessarily theirs. And according to the 

principles that the authors of the Constitution and the Bill of Rights upheld, 

as interpreted by Justice Black: “religion is too personal, too sacred, too holy, 

to permit its ‘unhallowed perversion’ by a civil magistrate.” 39  

 This decision scandalized traditionalist circles, Catholic and Protestant. 

According to Billy Graham, it was conclusive evidence of the rapidly increas-

ing “secularization of the United States.” James Pike, the Episcopal bishop of 

San Francisco, claimed that it “deconsecrated the nation.” It even meant, in the 

view of Cardinal James McIntyre of Los Angeles, that the “American heritage 

of philosophy,” based on an ideal of religious liberty, had been abandoned in 

favor of another philosophy incompatible with religion: “Soviet materialism” 

and “Soviet regimented liberty.” 40  Supreme Court decisions prohibiting the 

reading of Bible verses in schools (1963) and barring the required teaching of 

creationism (1968) 41  provoked the anger of traditionalists, soon exacerbated 

by the “immorality” of other decisions concerning the private conduct of 

 individuals. The Supreme Court invalidated state laws criminalizing the use 

of contraception and the practice of abortion in 1968 and 1973 respectively. 42  

 But it was an apparently anodyne decision concerning the tax status of 

Southern evangelical religious schools that provoked the political mobili-

zation of evangelical preachers in the Deep South. The Internal Revenue 

Service had traditionally granted the charitable activities of churches tax-

 exempt status. The exemption assumed that its benefi ciaries respected federal 

law. But the proliferation of denominational schools in the South beginning 

in the 1960s was not simply a response to the progress of evangelical reli-

giosity among students’ parents. Its primary cause was the racist refusal to 

accept the mixture of black and white students in the public schools, in ac-

cordance with the 1964 Civil Rights Law and the decision in  Brown v. Board of 

Education  (1954). As a result, there was a sudden proliferation of thousands of 

private schools, christened for the occasion Christian Academies. Since the 
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new schools  remained segregated, the IRS, following several federal court 

decisions, began to revoke their tax-exempt status. For the same reasons on 

January 19, 1976, the IRS also revoked Bob Jones University’s tax exemption. 

The latter decision, according to Paul Weyrich, “enraged the Christian com-

munity.” 43  Carter was in no way responsible for this decision (he was elected 

in November 1976), but the establishment of a strong Department of Educa-

tion under his administration led his adversaries to suspect the worst: “Evan-

gelicals, in particular, saw it as an agency empowered to control or undermine 

Christian academies by forcing them to comply with federal civil rights and 

curriculum guidelines. The issue was fi nancial as well as theological. If the 

federal government could take away the academies’ tax exempt status, the 

parents would face much higher tuition fees.” 44  

 Reacting to these punitive measures and claiming that the Carter admin-

istration was undermining the religious liberty of children and their parents 

(who were paying for their education), a fundamentalist teacher named Rob-

ert Billings—close to Jerry Falwell and Paul Weyrich, the future strategist of 

the evangelical right—created an organization for the defense of the Chris-

tian Academies. 

 The Emergence of the Moral Majority 

 Very infl uential in the legislative elections of 1978, this new lobby later broad-

ened its sphere of infl uence by taking up other pet causes of evangelical 

conservatives: the fi ght against abortion, the restoration of prayer in pub-

lic schools, and the denunciation of the Equal Rights Amendment and the 

“secularizing” practices of liberal elites. This collective action gave rise to a 

formal organization, created by Paul Weyrich and headed by Jerry Falwell, 

the Moral Majority Incorporated. Its executive director was none other than 

Robert Billings, who had proved himself by defending the Christian Acad-

emies. 45  Racial concerns were thereby skillfully masked by the declaration of 

authentically religious aims, as the jurist Noah Feldman has pointed out. The 

creation of segregationist fortress schools coincided with “a process of court-

ordered secularization in public schools.” 46  By transforming ordinary private 

schools into Christian Academies, the white Southern elites had succeeded 

in changing a momentary racist reaction into a much more acceptable move-

ment for the defense of Christendom. 

 During the 1980 presidential primaries, Ronald Reagan skillfully demon-

strated his mastery of Southern politics. To send a clear signal that he ac-
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cepted all the traditions of the South, even the most unpleasant ones, shortly 

after his nomination at the Republican Convention in 1980, Reagan went to 

Philadelphia, Mississippi—encouraged by ultraconservative Representa-

tive Trent Lott of Mississippi—to deliver a speech supporting states’ rights. 

Philadelphia was the town where, sixteen years earlier, in the summer of 1964, 

three young civil-rights activists had been assassinated while investigating a 

church burning. The symbolic choice of this location signaled to Southern 

elites that the former governor of California was one of them. A few days later, 

Reagan went even further. He managed to appeal to the most conservative 

evangelicals by visiting Jerry Falwell’s Christian college, Liberty Baptist Col-

lege, in Lynchburg, Virginia, where he declared his unshakeable attachment 

to school prayer: “I have always thought that a voluntary non-sectarian prayer 

was perfectly proper, and I don’t think we should have expelled God from the 

classroom.” 47  Reagan had clearly realized that the most dynamic organization 

of the new Christian Right was Jerry Falwell’s Moral Majority, with three 

hundred thousand members (seventy thousand of whom were ministers of 

religion) and fi fty chapters (one for each state), led by evangelicals personally 

appointed by Falwell, half of whom worked for Churches sponsoring Chris-

tian Academies. 48  This organization therefore became the spearhead of the 

Republican party’s Southern strategy. 

 By denouncing the “moral decline of our nation” and the perversion of 

traditional family values fostered by “amoral secular humanists and other lib-

erals,” the Moral Majority’s fundamentalist leaders were especially successful 

in increasing the electoral participation of evangelical voters who had hith-

erto been reluctant to get involved in politics. The results were considerable. 

In the course of two years, more than two million new voters were registered 

and the turnout of Southern evangelical voters increased from 61 percent in 

1976 to 77 percent in 1980. 49  

 The very success of the Moral Majority precipitated its decline after eight 

years of Reaganism: donations were dwindling and its fi nancial base became 

so fragile that Jerry Falwell decided to cease operations in the summer of 1989. 

As he declared in Las Vegas: “Our goal has been achieved. . . . The religious 

right is solidly in place.” Falwell’s Moral Majority was eventually replaced 

by another evangelical organization, the Christian Coalition, launched dur-

ing the 1988 presidential primaries to support the presidential ambitions of 

another famous televangelist, Pat Robertson, a charismatic Southern Baptist. 

Thanks to the organizational genius of its director, Ralph Reed, this new orga-

nization had, by the mid-1990s, a powerful lobby in Washington, representa-
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tives distributed in nine hundred local sections, more than one million active 

members, and a budget of more than $20 million. To extend its infl uence, the 

Christian Coalition trained more than seven thousand activists in specialized 

schools to mobilize potential Republican voters and to support Republican 

candidates most favorable to its cause. In the 1994 elections, Christian Coali-

tion activists managed to distribute thirty million voter guides to churches 

that requested them. These guides analyzed the votes of incumbents and 

measured the degree to which they supported the cause of the evangelical 

right. They had a defi nite impact in states in which Christian Right candi-

dates were running against more moderate or secular candidates, and thereby 

contributed to the victory of the Republican Party, then led by Newt Gin-

grich, in the 1994 congressional elections. 50  

 The Republicans now had a loyal block of voters essential for the consoli-

dation of the party’s gains. Representing between one-quarter and one-third 

of the total electorate, a growing majority of evangelical votes went to Repub-

lican candidates: 63 percent for Reagan in 1980, 78 percent for Reagan in 1984, 

and 81 percent for Bush senior in 1988. The younger Bush did almost as well as 

his father, winning 78 percent of white evangelical votes in 2004. 51  The results 

were spectacular in the South, where Reagan won ten of the eleven states 

of the old Confederacy in 1980 and all of them in 1984, as Bush senior did in 

1988. Running against Bill Clinton, a real Southerner and a born-again Chris-

tian, George H. W. Bush lost the 1992 election, but nonetheless preserved a 

majority in seven Southern states: Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, 

Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, and Texas. Clinton won only his home state of 

Arkansas, along with Tennessee, Louisiana, and Georgia. The Deep South, 

with the exception of Georgia, remained under Republican domination. 

 The Republican Party’s Southern strategy had thus fully succeeded thanks 

to the systematic politicization of issues as diverse as abortion, homosexuality, 

school prayer, the Equal Rights Amendment, the public fi nancing of religious 

schools, and school desegregation. In the process, the evangelical, Baptist, and 

Pentecostal right quietly abandoned its old Democratic roots. 52  

 The conservative evangelicalism of the younger Bush was therefore not at 

all unusual: it was culturally determined by the political environment in which 

he was operating. His conversion, so often heralded in evangelical circles, the 

frequency of his morning prayers, the impression that God had a direct infl u-

ence on him, were all traits in complete conformity with an old evangelical 

tradition, fi rst implanted in the South, and later disseminated in the Midwest 
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and Southwest. Moreover, like Reagan before him, George W. Bush also made 

a “pilgrimage” to the South during the 2000 presidential primaries, in the 

form of a visit to Bob Jones University in South Carolina, at a time when this 

center of Protestant fundamentalism was still racially segregated. The univer-

sity did accept students from ethnic minorities, but it prohibited any form of 

socialization between “students of color” and white students. This prohibition 

was based on a very particular reading of Genesis, according to which God, 

by destroying Babel and scattering the builders of the tower throughout the 

world, had indicated His preference for a “divided world” and not a “one-

world community consisting of one religion, one economy, one government, 

and one race.” 53  This visit, which his rival John McCain sharply criticized, 

helped him win the South Carolina primary and confi rmed for the most con-

servative evangelicals that he was one of them. 54  

 The  modus operandi religione  of George W. Bush, so disconcerting in French 

eyes, was perfectly suited to the circumstances. It also contributed to the suc-

cess of a party whose Southern strategy had, over the long term, made pos-

sible the recapture of the White House after thirty years of Democratic con-

trol, except for the Eisenhower interlude. The defeat the Republican Party 

suff ered in the 2006 midterm elections did not fundamentally challenge that 

success: in the states of the old Confederacy, only 36 percent of white voters 

voted for the Democratic Party, compared to 58 percent in the North and 

Northeast. Bastions of the Deep South such as Georgia, Alabama, and Mis-

sissippi, remained under the complete domination of the Republican Party. 55  

More generally, the vast majority of evangelical voters (72 percent in 2006, 

compared to 75 percent in 2004) remained loyal to the GOP. This was where 

George W. Bush found his most faithful supporters. 56  In the South, where 

conservative Baptists belonging to the Southern Baptist Convention are the 

most numerous, and in certain states on the periphery of the South (Colo-

rado, Kansas, New Mexico, and Arizona, where the Southern Baptist Con-

vention is particularly infl uential), the party of Lincoln, in the disenchanted 

words of a Republican congressman from Connecticut, had “become a party 

of theocracy.” 57  

 The price the Republican Party had paid to make itself into a “South-

ern” party was its propagation of rather obscurantist values and the combi-

nation of religious aims with political considerations to secure the loyalty 

of an electorate of born-again Christians. From then on the national leaders 

of the Republican Party were recruited almost entirely in the South. They 
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unselfconsciously used theocratic language that could not fail to embarrass 

more moderate Republicans. Tom DeLay, the then Republican House major-

ity leader, made so bold as to defi ne his political mission in these terms: “God 

is using me all the time, everywhere, to stand up for a biblical world view in 

everything that I do and everywhere I am. He is training me.” 58  

   D o e s  t h i s  m e a n,  a s  s o m e  h av e  t h o u g h t,   that the Republican Party 

succeeded in turning America into a “baptized nation” ruled by the worship-

ers of the Lord Jesus Christ? 59  Is it right to assert that the ruling regime is a 

veritable “American theocracy”? These claims are obviously excessive, and 

the Bush administration’s defeat in the 2006 midterm elections clearly showed 

that the danger represented by the evangelical right, itself a minority in the 

Republican Party, has been greatly exaggerated. It is true that evangelical vot-

ers were Bush’s most unconditional supporters and the ones most prepared to 

support the war in Iraq. 60  But they were not alone in defi ning the ideology of 

a party that, outside the Southern states, was more successful in persuading 

voters when it showed moderation on issues such as euthanasia, abortion, and 

acceptance of gay rights (marriage excepted). The easy reelection of Arnold 

Schwarzenegger as governor of California was vivid proof of that. The moder-

ates also had a place in the Republican Party and the ideological polarization 

fostered by party leaders was an inaccurate refl ection of a centrist Republican 

majority that remained hostile to the extremes. 61  The evangelical right was 

dominant only in the states of the old Confederacy. That is where it most 

successfully mobilized conservative voters, with an eff ectiveness that recalled 

that of the trade unions when they were “the organizational engine” for the 

Democratic Party in the industrial states of the North and the Northeast. 62  

One of the reasons why McCain lost the 2008 presidential election is that he 

forfeited the chance to recapture the centrist Republican majority when he 

chose Sarah Palin as his running mate. In doing so he appeared to be the cap-

tive of the far right and lost the appeal he initially had among moderate Re-

publican and independent voters. 

 The battle between conservatives and progressives, believers and nonbe-

lievers, evangelicals and moderate Protestants, is not just a political battle, 

it is also a legal one. It was in the federal courts that the “wall of separa-

tion” between church and state was articulated and subsequently subjected to 

countless interpretations and reinterpretations. And it was against this wall, 

fi rst conceived by Thomas Jeff erson in the early nineteenth century, that the 
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conservative leaders of the Republican Party mobilized with the greatest in-

tensity in order to restore religion to its proper place in the political sphere. 

Their relative failure, as the next chapter will show, clearly demonstrates that 

the Christian right has not yet defeated the American secular tradition, de-

spite numerous attempts to breach the wall of separation between church and 

state. 
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 The Wall of Separation Between 

Church and State 

 T h ro u g h o ut  t h i s  b o o k ,   we have seen that religion in the United States 

is both familiar to the French and very hard for them to understand. Familiar 

because it has been the object of numerous investigations, scholarly commen-

taries, and often peremptory assertions. Hard to understand because it is situ-

ated in a complex and contradictory historical world, punctuated by advances 

and retreats, secular periods and religious moments. This world, which is 

stratifi ed like geological sediments, bears many visible traces—songs, mot-

tos, oaths, commemorations—whose use has sometimes disconcerted French 

and indeed American observers. At fi rst sight, religion dominates the social 

and political landscape. It is impossible, for example, to buy anything without 

using a dollar bill bearing the famous motto “In God We Trust.” In school, it 

is hard to avoid the recitation of the Pledge of Allegiance, which places the 

United States under the aegis of a benevolent deity: “one nation under God.” 

It would be inconceivable for the average American, regardless of his or her 

origin, not to partake in the most important family meal of the year, Thanks-

giving, which thanks God for the favor granted once to the Pilgrim Fathers. 

And it is hard to ignore the newly elected offi  ce holders, who swear to defend 
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the Constitution with their hand on the Bible. And who has not heard at the 

end of a political speech the ritual phrases: “So help me God,” “God bless 

you,” or “God bless America”? It is not unusual for a president to refer to the 

Old Testament in his inaugural address or to describe his country as a New 

Jerusalem. War speeches, from Wilson to Bush, have a crusading tone, and 

ministers of religion go to the White House with such frequency that an ill-

informed visitor might think there is no real separation between church and 

state in this country. 

 “In God We Trust” 

 French attempts to explain the multiple references to religion usually involve 

exaggerating the diff erences between the two countries to such an extent that 

American culture becomes unrecognizable. The often rudimentary compari-

sons strengthen old prejudices: France is supposed to be secular and republi-

can; America, in contrast, has remained subject to the moral rule of evangeli-

cal preachers. In France, an infl uential author has written, “we believe in the 

Enlightenment”; in the United States people are constantly affi  rming their 

belief in God. In France, “the churches have to give way before the state”; in 

America, “the state has to give way before the churches.” 1  There are innumer-

able examples of this kind. When French observers draw up an inventory of 

the references to God in American political discourse, they suggest that the 

best formula for grasping the essence of America would indeed be “In God 

We Trust.” 2  This is supposed to be a foundational motto, a semantic shortcut 

explaining everything else, the politics of the Founding Fathers, as well as 

those of the presidents of the twentieth and twenty-fi rst centuries. But an es-

sentialist interpretation of this kind is possible only if one ignores the history 

of this motto. 

 Its origin, relatively late in American history, lies in the darkest hours of 

the Civil War, when the outcome was still uncertain. The unprecedented vio-

lence of the confl ict had particularly moved a group of Protestant preachers 

who favored the abolition of slavery. It was necessary, they believed, to pro-

pitiate an angry God by Christianizing the symbols of a republic that was, 

in its very foundations, too divorced from the truths of revealed religion. 

The worship of a pagan divinity, the goddess Liberty that appeared on coins, 

could not fail to stir God’s wrath. Under the circumstances, would it not be 

a good idea to change the motto on the currency? Petitions were sent to the 

secretary of the Treasury, Salmon Chase. Receptive to the argument, Chase 
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instructed James Pollock, the director of the National Mint, to change the 

motto, because “the trust of our people in God should be declared on our 

national coins.” 3  Pollock was all the more willing to comply because he him-

self defended the idea of Christianizing the Constitution. In 1864, Congress 

authorized the minting of new two-cent coins with the motto “In God We 

Trust.” 4  But the printing of the motto on paper currency was authorized only 

in 1957, one year after the eighty-fourth Congress had made the motto on the 

currency into the national motto. 5  

 It is a widely held opinion in France that other references to the divine, 

such as “one nation under God” in the Pledge of Allegiance, signal the reli-

gious character of American democracy. The idea is not mistaken, but it also 

needs to be placed in historical context. The Pledge of Allegiance, recited 

every morning in most public schools since 1892, was originally impeccably 

secular: “I pledge allegiance to the Flag of the United States of America and 

to the Republic for which it stands, one nation, indivisible, with liberty and 

justice for all (1924 revision).” 6  

 The 1954 revision read: “. . . one nation  under God,  indivisible, with liberty 

and justice for all.” 7  This God was neither the God of the Pilgrims nor the 

God of the Founding Fathers, but a  God, cobbled together in the 1950s to 

point to the true nature of the quasi-eschatological battle between Christian 

America and the communist and atheistic Evil Empire. “From this day for-

ward,” President Eisenhower proudly declared on the day Congress passed 

the law changing the wording of the Pledge, “the millions of our school-

children will daily proclaim in every city and town, every village and rural 

schoolhouse, the dedication of our nation and our people to the Almighty.” 8  

 It is thus possible to date precisely the symbolic intrusions of religion into 

the political sphere: 1776, the “Creator” in the Declaration of Independence; 

1862, the motto “In God We Trust” on coins; 1954, the addition of “under God” 

to the Pledge of Allegiance; 1956, transformation of the motto on coins into a 

national motto. And it was major events—the War of Independence, the Civil 

War, and the Cold War—that precipitated the adoption of these symbolic 

measures, by reviving faith among political elites. The formulas chosen, it 

should be noted, are more deist than Christian in nature. The divinity in-

voked is always an abstract and disembodied God. Jesus Christ, despite the 

dominance of Protestantism in the United States, is never offi  cially referred 

to. And the oath on the Bible, which is so valued by presidents (although 

nothing in the Constitution requires it), is almost always sworn on a closed 

Bible, barring any theological or sectarian interpretation. 
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 It is interesting to note that “God bless America”—one of the most popu-

lar patriotic songs, particularly in the wake of September 11, 2001—has secular 

origins far removed from any evangelical concerns. The song was composed 

in 1918 by a Jewish immigrant, Irving Berlin, the brilliant composer of hun-

dreds of popular songs and Broadway musicals. Now considered quintessen-

tially patriotic, the song had been intended for dancers in an irreverent musi-

cal revue titled  Yip Yip Yaphank .   

 The frequency of references to  God is deceptive in many respects. 

It masks a more ambiguous reality that escapes superfi cial observers of United 

States history. It is not so well known that the American political tradition 

has gone through periods in which the divine was completely absent. For ex-

ample, the Federal Constitution drafted by the delegates to the Philadelphia 

Convention in 1787, and ratifi ed in the following year, omits any reference to 

God, the Creator, or any kind of supreme being. It is literally “godless,” and 

the few references to religion that can be found in it are all negative. 9  This 

omission did not go unnoticed. It was immediately denounced in very vigor-

ous terms, as a disgrace that endangered the very future of American democ-

racy, an impious way of encouraging “deists, Jews, pagans, Mahometans, and 

even the pope himself ” to accede to high federal offi  ce. 10  A godless Constitu-

tion, warned Amos Singletary, not only opened the gates of power to papists 

and infi dels, but would probably lead to the restoration of the monstrous cult 

of the god Baal. 11  Similarly, a delegate to the North Carolina ratifying con-

vention expressed his fear that, in the absence of a religious qualifi cation, “a 

Turk, a Jew, a Roman Catholic, and what is worse than all a Universalist, may 

be president of the United States.” 12  An article in the antifederalist news-

paper, the  New York Daily Advertiser , went so far as to fear the outbreak of a 

civil war if a Jewish president were elected. Once he was sworn in as com-

mander-in-chief of the armed forces, “our dear posterity [might] be ordered 

to rebuild Jerusalem.” 13  

 The response of the advocates of the new Constitution was not at all reas-

suring to the zealots who favored a Christian nation. The author of articles 

published in Connecticut and Massachusetts newspapers over the signature 

of “Elihu” delighted in the abandonment of the old fable that human laws 

are derived from the precepts of divine law. The new Constitution, in his 

view, was well adapted to the new age when “the light of philosophy has 

arisen . . . miracles have ceased, oracles are silenced, monkish darkness is 
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dissipated. . . . Mankind are no longer to be deluded with fable.” 14  Thoroughly 

satisfi ed with Article 6 of the federal Constitution, which prohibits any reli-

gious test, William Van Murray predicted in a 1787 essay that America would 

soon become “the great philosophical theater of the world,” because it was 

open to all religious opinions, “Christian, Mohamentan, Jew, or Gentile.” A 

modern government, he explained, could not fail to conform to the laws of 

nature. The drafters of the Constitution had therefore been right to abolish 

religious tests, the religious oaths formerly required of candidates for high 

offi  ce, because they obviously violated the laws of nature. 15  John Adams, the 

most moderate of the Founders, argued for the same position when he as-

serted, as early as 1786, that the thirteen states provided the fi rst example of 

governments “founded on the natural authority of the people alone, without 

a pretense of miracle or mystery.” 16    

 R e j e c t i n g  t h e  e v i d e n c e ,   many conservative politicians have at 

 diff erent times tried to Christianize the Constitution by adding a clause fa-

vorable to religion. Early in the Civil War, for example, representatives of ten 

Protestant denominations, who saw the omission of the name of God as one 

of the probable causes of the war, presented a petition to Congress propos-

ing to change the wording of the preamble to the Constitution to read: “We, 

the people of the United States, humbly acknowledging almighty God as the 

source of all authority and power in civil government, the Lord Jesus Christ 

as the ruler among nations, his revealed will as the supreme law of the land, 

in order to constitute a Christian government and in order to form a more 

perfect union. . . .” 17  

 The proposed amendment was not adopted, but zealous believers brought 

it up again on many occasions in almost identical terms until the late 1960s. 

They also attempted, with equal lack of success, to change the preamble. 18  

They had no doubt failed to recognize that, though lacking any reference to 

God, the Constitution is a sacred, almost untouchable, document that can be 

amended only on rare occasions and with the support of a supermajority. 19  

 “In God We Trust,” as I have pointed out, was neither the fi rst nor the most 

signifi cant American motto, and certainly not the “innermost” motto of the 

United States. The true founding mottos— E Pluribus Unum ,   Annuit Cœptis , 

 Novus Ordo Seclorum —featured on the Great Seal of the United States, ad-

opted in 1782 and printed on the dollar bill, lie outside the realm of Christian 

symbolism. Taken from Virgil, these cryptic formulas reveal the prevalence 
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of a diff erent political tradition, derived from the Enlightenment and bol-

stered by references to ancient republican Rome. 

    E Pluribus   Unum  (“Out of many, one”) is taken from a poem by Virgil titled 

 Moretum , about making a delicious herb-and-cheese dish. 20   Novus Ordo Seclo-

rum  (“A new order of the ages”) is taken from Virgil’s Fourth Eclogue, where it 

evokes the beginning of a new historical cycle, coming after the “age of iron,” 

in the prophecy delivered by the Cumæan Sibyl:  Magnus ab integro sæcolorum 

nascitur ordo  (“The great order of the ages is born anew”).  Annuit Cœptis  (“[He] 

approves our enterprise”) is taken from Book I of the  Georgics , where Virgil 

describes the long sequence of the gods of antiquity (Pan, Neptune, Ceres, 

Minerva, Sylvaner) and, addressing Caesar, implores him:  Audacibus adnue 

cœptis  (“Bless our bold enterprise”). 21  

 That leaves the “Creator” of the Declaration of Independence, so fre-

quently invoked by the Christian right to bolster the claim of the religious 

origins of American republicanism. But this creator was a pure creature of the 

Enlightenment, a great architect of the universe, quite foreign to the Biblical 

tradition, as Walter Berns demonstrates in his analysis of the cultural sources 

of American patriotism. The Declaration of Independence, whose principal 

author was Thomas Jeff erson, does indeed mention a Creator and a God of 

nature. This has nothing to do, Berns explains, with “the God whom, today, 

43 percent of Americans . . . claim regularly to worship on the Sabbath.” 22  Na-

ture’s God is not in the declaration to blame or punish men, since he has given 

them no orders or commandments. He promises them nothing and remains 

indiff erent to their state of grace or sin. In contrast to the God of the Old Tes-

tament, he is not a jealous God: he grants men fundamental rights—“life, lib-

erty, and the pursuit of happiness.” According to other sources often quoted at 

the time, he also grants them freedom of conscience. This freedom, which Jef-

ferson, Madison, Washington, and others fi ercely defended, means in essence 

a fundamental and unalienable right to worship diff erent gods or to ignore all 

of them. “The legitimate powers of government,” Jeff erson wrote in  Notes on the 

State of Virginia,  “extend to such acts only as are injurious to others. But it does 

me no injury for my neighbour to say there are twenty gods, or no god. It nei-

ther picks my pocket nor breaks my leg.” 23  Men may have a religion—all are 

permitted—but they must obey the law, whatever the nature of their belief.   

 N at u r e ’ s  G o d  i n vo k e d  b y  J e f f e r s o n   is all the less demanding 

 because he has surrendered all his powers to men, as the Declaration of 
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 Independence asserts: it is up to men, who are alone sovereign, to choose the 

form of government best suited to the defense of their unalienable rights. The 

American Revolution had not created a theo-democracy. It haughtily ignored 

the work of the Puritans, considered anachronistic in the eighteenth century, 

and it tolerated only the republican form of government. 24  

 The Founders frequently stated that American democracy was not Chris-

tian. The best evidence of this is one of the fi rst treaties, unanimously ratifi ed 

by the U.S. Senate during the Adams administration, the Treaty of Tripoli, 

signed by the president on June 10, 1797. Article 11 of the treaty provided: 

 As the government of the United States of America  is not in any sense 

founded on the Christian Religion —as it has in itself no character of enmity 

against the laws, religion or tranquility of Musselmen—and as the said 

States never have entered into any war or act of hostility against any Me-

homitan nation, it is declared by the parties that no pretext arising from 

religious opinions shall ever produce an interruption of the harmony ex-

isting between the two countries. 25  

 It would be diffi  cult to be clearer on the subject, regardless of what the 

leaders of the Christian right continue to claim today. Another indication that 

is also little known is  The Life and Morals of Jesus of Nazareth,  which Jeff erson 

composed while holding the offi  ce of president by putting together judiciously 

chosen excerpts of the four Gospels. What became known as the  Jeff erson Bible  

was particularly noteworthy in that it omitted any reference to the divinity 

of Christ, to his miracles, and to the Resurrection. It ended abruptly with this 

truncated quotation from the Gospel of Matthew: “And he [Joseph of Ari-

mathea] rolled a great stone to the door of the sepulchre, and departed.” 26  In 

rewriting the New Testament, Jeff erson explained that he sought to separate 

“diamonds” from the “dung,” that is, what was truly authentic from what was 

not. The latter included the miracles and the Resurrection. 27  

 On this basis, is it legitimate to conclude that America is a secular state 

like France? The question is problematic because the French notion of  laïcité  

has no exact equivalent in English. But there are analogous terms, such as 

“secular,” “secularism,” and “secularization.” Born-again Christians typically 

denounce atheists or agnostics as secular humanists. This pejorative expres-

sion means not only the lack of religion but the adoption of the hedonistic 

values of 1960s culture. For a fundamentalist like Jerry Falwell, “secularizers” 

are the quintessential enemies who must be fought and whom a vengeful God 
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will not fail to punish. From this perspective, all human or natural disasters, 

all important events since the creation of the world, express a divine plan. It 

was therefore not an accident that the most serious attack on September 11, 

2001, was aimed at the city of New York, the metropolitan center of vice, im-

piety, and wealth, in short, the living symbol of a modern Sodom and Gomor-

rah. Falwell thus had an explanation for the tragedy that hardly conformed 

to the standards of secularized patriotism: “I really believe that the pagans, 

and the abortionists, and the feminists, and the gays, and the lesbians who are 

actively trying to make that an alternative lifestyle, the ACLU, People for the 

American Way—all of them who have tried to secularize America—I point 

the fi nger in their face and say ‘you helped this happen.’ ” 28  

 These iconoclastic remarks were obviously ill received by the press and 

the leaders of the Republican Party. But Falwell refused to apologize, explain-

ing that he had been misinterpreted, because what he had said was not politi-

cal but theological in nature. 

 The Emergence of an American Secular Tradition 

 By “secularism,” I do not simply mean the absence of religious belief, which 

is fairly rare in America. 29  I refer to a larger phenomenon, a gradual “disen-

chantment of the world” in Weber’s sense—that is, a gradual rationalization 

of public life, accompanied by a noticeable disentanglement of religious and 

lay matters. In that respect, American secularism preceded the French pro-

cess of laicization and served as a model for it. 

 The fi rst American argument in favor of the principle of the separation of 

church and state was made by the dissident Baptist Roger Williams, founder 

of Rhode Island. 30  Williams, who had settled in the Massachusetts Bay colony 

in 1631, was driven out by the civil authorities in 1636 for having denounced the 

intolerance of the Puritans, and especially for his opposition to the proposal, 

which he considered blasphemous, to create a Christian commonwealth. Ac-

cording to Williams, the civil authorities had no messianic role; a good gov-

ernment might exist “in nations, cities, kingdoms . . . which never heard of the 

true God, nor His holy son.” 31  The civil magistrate had no business concern-

ing himself with the beliefs of his subjects nor imposing any kind of religious 

uniformity. His principal task consisted of guaranteeing civil peace and assur-

ing some degree of prosperity. “The civil magistrate,” Williams asserts, “will 

be satisfi ed with the assurance that men completely lacking in religion may 

possess a civic morality that makes them honest and useful members of the 
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commonwealth.” 32  The freedom of conscience that Williams envisaged was 

complete; it applied to everyone, to atheists as well as the greatest enemies 

and persecutors of the Protestant religion, the Catholics. 

 The separation of church and state, as Williams advocated it in his cele-

brated  Bloudy Tenent of Persecution  of 1644, was inseparable from a fundamental 

theological debate about the relationship between the Old and New Testa-

ments. Proposing the creation of a new Jerusalem or a Christian common-

wealth led to an overinterpretation of the Old Testament contrary to the truth 

of the Gospels. For Williams, in opposition to the more orthodox Puritans, the 

break between the Old and New Testaments was almost total: “The Church 

of the Jews under the Old Testament [was] in the type and the Church of the 

Christians under the New Testament in the Antitype.” 33  The kingdom of Is-

rael in the Old Testament was indeed a privileged regime, chosen and blessed 

by God, which had to operate under Jewish law in order to survive. The kings 

of Israel were therefore required to enforce obedience to divine law. In con-

trast, the ruler of a Christian commonwealth had no religious obligation to 

enforce, not even the Ten Commandments: no passage in the New Testament 

endowed civil magistrates with the slightest religious authority, and the pun-

ishments provided for violations of the old law (blasphemy, for example) were 

now outside the jurisdiction of the civil authorities. 34  

 The doctrine of the “free grace” of God that Williams and the most radi-

cal separatists adopted barred the very possibility of a theocracy or of a state 

church, because no leader could be certain of his salvation. This doctrine, in 

fact, gave a new meaning to Calvinist predestination by stating that a sinner 

could be saved by God despite his imperfection. Since God’s grace was freely 

granted, no political leader had the obligation to punish violators of the di-

vine law for their own good or to serve as an example. In addition, because 

a sinner could be a “Saint,” it was impossible to know a priori who was the 

good leader chosen by God. The doctrine of the “free grace” of God thus 

had strongly democratic implications, as David Wootton has clearly shown: 

political power no longer had a divine origin; it could only be the result of 

human choice, a pure product of natural reason. 35  

 As for the church, whatever its doctrine, it was necessarily dissociated from 

political power. It was, after all, only a “society of worshipers,” comparable to 

a commercial association or a college of doctors whose internal disputes in 

no way aff ected the well-being of the commonwealth. By refusing to separate 

themselves from their still insuffi  ciently reformed churches, by prohibiting all 

religious dissent and all freedom of conscience, the New England Puritans, 
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according to Williams, had committed an irreparable act: they welcomed into 

their communities “the  uncleane  and the  cleane , of the  fl ock  of  Christ  and the 

 Herds  of the  World  together,” creating an unacceptable confusion in which 

“the  Garden  and the  Wildernesse , the  Church  and the  World  are all one.” 36  By 

agreeing to open “a breach in . . . the Wall of separation   between the garden 

of the Church and the wilderness of the world,” they had violated a funda-

mental principle. Their conduct must therefore provoke the divine punish-

ment foretold in Isaiah 5.5-6, namely, “the total destruction of the wall . . . and 

the transformation of the garden into a wilderness.” Williams the separatist 

wished to completely isolate the garden of  his  church from the disorder of 

the world. 37  

 Accused of religious anarchism, denounced for his antinomianism, ban-

ished from his Salem parish, and having sought refuge on the shores of Nar-

ragansett Bay, Williams secured a royal charter in 1644 to establish the colony 

of Rhode Island, of which he was governor from 1654 to 1656. Matching his 

actions to his words, in Rhode Island he created an embryonic secular state, 

with no established church, no Test Act, and no tithes to pay for the clergy or 

the construction of religious buildings. His tolerant regime, open to all faiths, 

was indeed at the opposite pole from a new Jerusalem. 38  Williams remained 

in his own way a convinced Calvinist; the idea of establishing a Christian na-

tion, including indiscriminately the “cleane” and the “uncleane,” according to 

the terms of an alliance with God, was repugnant to him because he thought 

that true Christians would always represent a tiny minority in North Amer-

ica. To claim otherwise was to demonstrate unbearable arrogance contrary to 

the spirit of the New Testament.   

 Historians are still  debating  about the infl uence of Roger Williams. 

While he was indeed the fi rst to apply the metaphor of the “wall of separation” 

to the New World, it is not very likely that his successors, beginning with Jef-

ferson, had any direct knowledge of his writings, all of which were published 

in London and were considered rather archaic in the late eighteenth century. 

The interest his work holds for us is twofold: it is the fi rst American presen-

tation of a systematic defense of a regime based on tolerance of universal 

application; it is also one of the key sources for John Locke’s considerations 

on tolerance, which in turn had a decisive and well-documented infl uence 

on the writings of the Founding Fathers. In his  Letter Concerning Toleration , 

Locke sought to “distinguish exactly the business of civil government from 
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that of religion, and to settle the just bounds that lie between the one and the 

other.” He asserted that the “boundaries” were “fi xed and immoveable,” and 

that any attempt to cross those boundaries would be as absurd as wishing to 

“jumble heaven and earth together.” 39  And like Williams, Locke excluded the 

possibility of an offi  cial church imposed on the subjects of a monarchy, even 

by popular consent. The church could only be a voluntary association, freely 

chosen by autonomous subjects, exempt from any public interference. For 

true religion was a purely individual aff air, the mark of an “inward persuasion 

of the mind.” The state had but one purpose, to protect the temporal goods 

of its citizens, their possessions, their liberty, their life, and their health. Fol-

lowing this logic, “all the power of civil government relates only to men’s civil 

interests; is confi ned to the care of the things of this world, and hath noting to 

do with the world to come.” 40  

 Locke’s theory of the separation between church and state had a defi nite 

infl uence on the British Radical Whigs, who in turn infl uenced the Found-

ers of American democracy. James Burgh, for example, the author of a uto-

pian novel addressed to the English of the twentieth century, attacked the 

monstrous “mixed-mungrel-spiritual-temporal-secular-ecclesiastical estab-

lishment.” Burgh hoped that compensation for clergy and educators would 

fi nally be privatized and placed “in the hands of the people,” according to its 

sovereign will. And above all, he proposed to abolish the Test Acts in any-

thing involving the most sought after public offi  ces that were most likely to 

guarantee upward social mobility—beginning with the military career, which 

had until then been closed to Catholics, Jews, and Dissenters. He concluded 

emphatically: 

 Build an impenetrable wall of  separation  between things  sacred  and  civil . 

Do not send a  graceless  offi  cer, reeking from the arms of his  trull , to the 

performance of a  holy  rite of  religion , as a test for his holding the command 

of a regiment. To  profane , in such a manner, a religion, which you pretend 

to  reverence , is an impiety suffi  cient to bring down upon your heads, the 

roof of the sacred building you thus defi le. 41  

 Plainly stated, the scandalous practices engendered by the Test Act were in 

essence corrupting and contrary to the virtuous aim sought by the establish-

mentarians. 42  It would be better to put an end to such follies by building a  wall 

of separation  between church and state. The formula had been launched and 

Jeff erson later adopted it in a letter to the Baptist community of Danbury. 43    
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 I f  t h e  i n i t i a l  q u e st i o n  w e r e   formulated in terms more familiar 

to the French cast of mind, it would be: “What is  laïcité ?” The best defi nition 

of the word was given by Ferdinand Buisson, a former collaborator of Jules 

Ferry, in his  Nouveau Dictionnaire de pédagogie et d ’ instruction primaire  (1911). It is 

a new word, he says, but necessary to describe the gradual secularization of 

French society, based on a growing diff erentiation between the roles of the 

clergy and the state. This diff erentiation reached its peak with the French 

Revolution, which succeeded in imposing, “with complete clarity the idea of 

the secular state, a state neutral with regard to all forms of worship, indepen-

dent of all clergies, free from any theological views.” But, Buisson, goes on, it 

took another century of political battles before French society could fi nally 

establish a “deep separation between the temporal and the spiritual.” 44  

 Beginning with this defi nition, it is easy to demonstrate once again Amer-

ican precedence with regard to the principle of secularism. This principle 

was probably given its best formulation in “A Bill for Establishing Religious 

Freedom,” drafted by Jeff erson in 1777, presented to the Virginia General As-

sembly in June 1779, and adopted on January 16, 1786, thanks to the decisive 

support of James Madison and his celebrated petition against religious tithes, 

that had gathered more than ten thousand signatures. 45  The law innovated in 

many areas: it upheld freedom of conscience and the neutrality of the state, 

and it abolished the tithes collected by the Anglican clergy. It also opened ac-

cess to public employment, because it prohibited all oaths of allegiance. This 

exceptionally ambitious law off ered a veritable catalogue of the natural rights 

of the human race. It provided: 

 That to compel a man to furnish contributions of money for the propaga-

tion of opinions which he disbelieves and abhors, is . . . tyrannical . . . that 

our civil rights have no dependance on our religious opinions, any more 

than our opinions in physics or geometry; that therefore the proscribing 

of any citizen as unworthy the public confi dence by laying upon him an 

incapacity of being called to offi  ces of trust and emolument, unless he 

profess or renounce this or that religious opinion, is depriving him injuri-

ously of those privileges and advantages to which, in common with his 

fellow citizens, he has a natural right. . . . that no man shall be compelled 

to frequent or support any religious worship, place, or ministry whatso-

ever, nor shall be enforced, restrained, molested, or burthened in his body 

or goods, nor shall otherwise suff er, on account of his religious opinions 

or belief. 46  
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 The bold tone and the universal application of Jeff erson’s bill did not go 

unnoticed in prerevolutionary France. It was almost immediately translated 

and presented in a detailed article in the second volume of Démeunier’s  En-

cyclopédie méthodique.  Rather than waiting—which would have been the logi-

cal thing to do—for the article “Virginie” planned for the last volume of the 

 Encyclopédie  (1788), Démeunier hurried things along and disturbed the orderly 

presentation of material. He inserted the text of the new Virginia law follow-

ing the article “États-Unis,” insuring its immediate publication in 1786. By 

doing so, he was paying homage to Jeff erson who had just been named ambas-

sador of the United States to the Court of Versailles. 

 Madison did not forget Virginia’s experience when, three years later, he 

proposed that Congress complete the federal Constitution by adding an 

amendment prohibiting the establishment of religion while at the same time 

guaranteeing religious freedom. This was at the time a response to critics of 

the Constitution who feared intrusion by the federal government in the re-

ligious realm. To bar the risk of a hypothetical religious tyranny, the First 

Amendment provided: “Congress shall make no law respecting an establish-

ment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof.” 47  But the amend-

ment was silent on the role of the individual state legislatures. It was therefore 

legitimate to think that they would preserve the religious privileges acquired 

by the established Churches. But the growing infl uence of the Evangelical 

Baptist and Methodist churches, along with pressure from the Quaker move-

ment and the Catholic Church, impelled most states to abolish those privi-

leges. The Virginia model gradually spread to all of them. After 1833, there was 

no offi  cial church with exceptional privileges anywhere in the United States.   

 T h e  V i rg i n i a  Ba p t i st s  h a d  wo n   a victory. But when Jeff erson 

entered the White House in 1801, the question had still not been settled in 

Massachusetts and Connecticut. 48  The Baptists were in the vanguard of the 

battle against the privileges that had been acquired by the Congregationalist 

churches. It was therefore quite natural that Jeff erson agreed to correspond 

with the members of the Baptist community of Danbury, Connecticut, to ex-

plain to them the meaning and scope of the First Amendment. The president’s 

opinion had all the more weight because the Supreme Court had at the time 

not yet imposed itself as the fi nal interpreter of the Constitution. Jeff erson 

interpreted the First Amendment to mean that by prohibiting Congress from 

passing laws favorable to the establishment of a religion, the sovereign people 
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had not hesitated to build “a  wall of separation  between church and State.” 49  

The message was clear: the Danbury Baptists were perfectly right to pursue 

their struggle against the Congregationalists in the name of true religious lib-

erty. The secular model, fi rst adopted by Virginia, then brought into the fed-

eral government through the First Amendment, was therefore valid for all. 

 The Secular Credo of Justice Hugo Black 

 The initial debates on the separation of church and state in Virginia and 

Connecticut may now appear outdated. And yet, they had a decisive impact 

on a major Supreme Court decision that fully established the principle of 

secularism. In the  Everson  decision of 1947, the court considered the relation 

between church and state in the context of the school. At issue was the va-

lidity of a New Jersey law authorizing the reimbursement of school trans-

portation costs incurred by the parents of students of private schools, most 

of which were Catholic. Did the law favor one religion to the detriment of 

others, thereby violating the Establishment Clause of the First Amendment? 

Since the clause, theoretically, applied only to laws passed by the U.S. Con-

gress, it was necessary to justify its application to the individual states, which 

the court did by invoking the complicated doctrine of “incorporation.” The 

important point here is to understand how a distant past was called upon by 

a Supreme Court justice to explain a new situation that had arisen after the 

Second World War. 

 The opinion of the court, written by Justice Black, provides an excellent 

example of critical historiography, based on the best sources available at the 

time. Paraphrasing the old canonical text of the bill for establishing religious 

freedom in Virginia, Black declared that no government, state or federal, 

could aid a church or force an individual to profess any particular belief or 

disbelief. No tax could be levied to fi nance religious institutions or activi-

ties, including educational activities. Quoting an earlier Supreme Court deci-

sion, Black gave a central place to the specifi c content of Jeff erson’s letter to 

the Danbury Baptists, and concluded forcefully: “The First Amendment has 

erected a wall between church and state.  That wall must be kept high and impreg-

nable . We could not approve the slightest breach.” 50  

 Justice Black had two good reasons for his interest in the metaphor of 

the wall of separation. First was his Baptist background. Hugo Black was at 

the time the only Southern Baptist on the Court; it was therefore natural that 

he be interested in the religious thought of Roger Williams, the most famous 
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American Baptist, as well as that of Jeff erson and Madison who had taken 

up the defense of the Baptist minority in Virginia, a minority that felt per-

secuted by a ubiquitous Anglican Church. The second reason was jurispru-

dential. Hugo Black, like any self-respecting judge in a country with a com-

mon law tradition, based his decision on the only Supreme Court precedent 

dealing with religious freedom, the  Reynolds  decision of 1879. This decision 

dealt with a crucial question for the future of the Utah Territory that had 

been settled by Mormons: Did the United States Congress have the right to 

pass laws concerning marriage and prohibiting polygamy? From the point of 

view of the representatives of the Church of Jesus Christ of the Latter-Day 

Saints, polygamy was not only a social obligation but also a sacred article 

of dogma. In these circumstances, could the Supreme Court conceive of an 

exemption for the particular case of the Mormons based on the free exercise 

clause of the First Amendment? Chief Justice Waite, who wrote the opinion 

for the Court, answered in the negative. “To permit this would be to make the 

professed doctrines of religious belief superior to the law of the land, and in 

eff ect to permit every citizen to become a law unto himself.” 51  By ending, af-

ter ten years of resistance and civil disobedience, a practice that Justice Waite 

considered “odious,” the Mormons made it possible for their state to join the 

Union. In 1894, Utah was admitted as a state, with the same political rights as 

any other. 

 It is now known that Justice Waite, like his distant successor Justice Black, 

had conducted thorough historiographical research on the circumstances in 

which the First Amendment was adopted. In the  Reynolds  decision, he granted 

an important place to the debates on religious freedom in Virginia and to the 

role played in them by its two champions, Jeff erson and Madison. Nothing 

was left out: the most obscure writings by Jeff erson and Madison were called 

upon to explain the intentions of the drafters of the amendment. Quoting 

Jeff erson’s letter to the Danbury Baptists, Justice Waite asserted that “it may 

be accepted almost as an authoritative declaration of the scope and eff ect of 

the amendment.” 52  What was the source of this interest in a seventy-seven-

year-old document written by a president who had participated neither in the 

Philadelphia Convention nor in the preparatory work for the Bill of Rights? 

The answer has to do with the vagaries of Washington life. Justice Waite’s 

neighbor was the great historian George Bancroft, cited earlier in this book, 

who willingly helped him to understand the political climate of the time with 

the help of documentary sources. These sources included Jeff erson’s bill for 

religious freedom, Madison’s petition against religious assessments, and, most 
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probably, Jeff erson’s letter to the Danbury Baptists. Once the decision had 

been written, moreover, Justice Waite thanked his illustrious neighbor for his 

help and the transmission of historical “facts” that justifi ed his decision. 53  

 In this way, an incidental document, a simple letter to a small religious 

community in Connecticut, became the source of a jurisprudence whose 

meaning and scope are still under debate in the United States. It should be 

noted that Justice Black’s position in  Everson  was in the end a nuanced one, 

because he upheld the New Jersey law authorizing reimbursement of travel 

costs for students in private schools. 

 In his dissent, Justice Jackson expressed surprise that the conclusion was 

“discordant” with the eloquent evocation of the Jeff ersonian principle of 

secularism. The metaphor of the wall of separation, Jackson wrote, masked 

a weak conviction, comparable to that of “Julia who, according to Byron’s 

reports, ‘whispering ‘I will ne’er consent,’—consented.’ ” 54  But Black and the 

court majority were able to answer the objection: The law on school transpor-

tation had universal scope; it applied to all students in every school, public as 

well as private. Because the law was neutral and had no eff ect on the content 

of teaching, it could not be construed as contrary to the establishment clause. 

Black pointed out that the amendment had not been conceived as a means 

of fi ghting against religion: It “requires the state to be neutral in its relations 

with groups of religious believers and nonbelievers; it does not require the 

state to be their adversary. State power is no more to be used so as to handicap 

religions, than it is to favor them.” 55    

 T h e r e  h av e  b e e n  c o u n t l e s s   American criticisms of the metaphor of 

the wall of separation. They refl ect the diversity of currents of thought, some 

of which are Catholic in origin, others close to radical evangelicalism, and 

still others connected to writers and jurists who advocate a “literalist” or an 

“originalist” reading of the Constitution. For some Catholic circles particu-

larly devoted to the support of parochial education, the metaphor is danger-

ous, because, if improperly interpreted, it poses the danger of turning the 

wall into an “iron curtain.” In their view, the survival of Catholicism and of 

religion in general requires a “free circulation” between the political and re-

ligious spheres. 56  A comparable point of view has recently been eloquently 

presented by a well known professor of law. For Stephen Carter, the very idea 

of a separation between church and state is no longer adapted to the needs of 

modern society, just as it was not adapted to the great abolitionist movement 
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of the nineteenth century or the civil rights movement of the 1960s. The po-

litical emancipation of African-Americans was inseparable from the political 

mobilization of the churches. Today as in the past, “the wall has to have a few 

doors in it” if you want, as Carter does, to reintroduce the religious question 

into a public discourse that has been overly secularized. 57  

 The fi ercest criticism of Jeff erson’s metaphor comes from William 

Rehnquist, the former chief justice of the Supreme Court, whose approach 

is based both on a literal interpretation of the Constitution and an exten-

sive consideration of the original intentions of the Founders. If, he writes, 

one considers only the literal language of the First Amendment, nothing in 

it refers directly to the notion of a separation between church and state. The 

prohibition of an established church is one thing; developing ties between 

religious and political spheres is quite another, which is not prohibited even 

though the jurisprudence on the question is still confused. Only a retrospec-

tive reading of Jeff erson’s letter to the Danbury Baptists could induce belief 

in a strict interpretation of the establishment clause. As for the analysis of the 

original intentions of the authors of the Bill of Rights, it reveals, according to 

Rehnquist, a real concern to not separate the religious and political spheres 

within the individual states of the Union. The drafters could not have been 

infl uenced by Jeff erson, because he was then ambassador to France. Rehnquist 

concludes that the standard argument is a historical deception: “The ‘wall of 

separation between church and State’ is a metaphor based on bad history, a 

metaphor which has proved useless as a guide to judging. It should be frankly 

and explicitly abandoned.” 58  

 But Rehnquist was in fact a rather mediocre historian. First, because he 

seems to have been unaware that the debate on the separation of church and 

state is an old one that goes back to the era of the Puritans and their critics. 

Second, because he fails to mention the close ties between Madison and Jef-

ferson in the political battle for religious freedom in Virginia. Madison, the 

principal drafter of the First Amendment, was merely transposing this old 

battle to the federal level. Virginia had opened the path of political innova-

tion: there should be no established church in a federal America. Moreover, 

Jeff erson maintained a regular correspondence with Madison to keep him 

informed of the progress of debates on the Rights of Man in the very fi rst 

weeks of the French Revolution. The French, thanks notably to Jeff erson and 

his agents, were discussing religious freedom in the United States at the very 

moment when the United States Congress was developing a Bill of Rights 

dealing with the same question. 
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 Separatists Versus Antiseparatists  

 Without going into the details of a complex and contradictory jurisprudence, 

what is at stake in the debate on the separation of church and state can be 

summarized very simply. Two camps are in contention: partisans of a strict 

separation between church and state, infl uenced by an old Jeff ersonian tradi-

tion, derived from the philosophy of the Enlightment; and opponents of a 

strict separation, often conservatives, strongly attached to the notion of an 

American Creed based on the preservation of “founding” Anglo-Protestant 

values. For ease of discussion, I will call the former “separatists” and the latter 

“antiseparatists” (often referred to as “separationists” and “accommodation-

ists” by American legal scholars). 

 From the perspective of the separatists, the metaphor of the wall of sepa-

ration is to be understood literally. It is a general principle that implies that 

public authorities, whether federal or local, cannot in any way support, aid, or 

favor one religion in favor of another. The wall must remain high and impreg-

nable: that is the meaning of the Establishment Clause. The Supreme Court 

appeared, for a period of time, to be leaning toward this strict position in pro-

hibiting all forms of organized prayer in public places, schools, and universi-

ties. The court, for example, barred the voluntary recitation of an ecumenical 

prayer in school, the reading of Bible verses, a moment of silence allowing for 

prayer or meditation, the opening of a graduation ceremony with a homily by 

a minister, priest, or rabbi, and so on. 59  All these practices were invalidated 

because they were considered contrary to the Establishment Clause. In the 

same vein, the court barred the public display of a Nativity scene on the stair-

way of a county courthouse 60  as well as the posting of the Ten Command-

ments in public school classrooms and in a courthouse in the Midwest. 61  

 More recent decisions, however, have been more accommodating of reli-

gious interests, and seem to favor the antiseparatist camp, particularly with 

regard to a previously taboo subject: the public fi nancing of parochial schools. 

Rather than demanding the direct fi nancing of religious schools—which 

would violate the Establishment Clause—the advocates of state aid to private 

schools chose an indirect and individualized approach: allowing students’ par-

ents to use school vouchers as they wished, to supplement inadequate teach-

ing in public schools with tutoring, or to cover the cost of private education, 

considered more eff ective. This reasoning was adopted by a recent Supreme 

Court decision holding that state aid is acceptable as long as it is indirect, 

applies to all school systems, public and private, and the fi nal choice is left 
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to private individuals—the students’ parents. This amounts to a new formu-

lation of the principle of neutrality. According to Chief Justice Rehnquist’s 

opinion in  Zelman v. Simmons-Harris , a voucher program is valid if it is “en-

tirely neutral with respect to religion,” if it provides “benefi ts directly to a 

wide spectrum of individuals, defi ned only by fi nancial need and residence in 

a particular school district” without reference to religion, and if “it permits 

such individuals to exercise genuine choice among options public and private, 

secular and religious.” 62  

 The Supreme Court’s jurisprudence is therefore in a certain sense con-

tradictory. On the one hand, it excludes religion from the public arena by 

prohibiting prayer and some public displays of religiosity confi ned to a single 

religion. On the other hand, it authorizes indirect aid to parochial schools. 

Adding a further level of complexity to this apparent contradiction, a few de-

cisions point to a diff erent accommodating logic which favors ethno- religious 

diversity and allows certain religions to violate otherwise valid laws. In this 

case the principle of diversity—by which I mean the respect of certain mi-

nority religious practices—trumps the principle of neutrality. For example, 

the court has agreed that Amish parents could take their children out of 

school at the end of the eighth grade so they could go to work in the fi elds 

or become artisans in clear violation of existing laws on compulsory educa-

tion. 63  In another case, the court authorized the members of an Afro-Cuban 

Santeria Church to conduct animal sacrifi ces that local authorities considered 

cruel and in violation of existing health codes. 64  The court determined that, 

in principle at least, all religions had equal value and that it would be arbi-

trary and unjust to prohibit the sacrifi ces conducted by the worshipers of the 

Church of the Lukumi Babalu Aye, while other religious communities, such as 

the Jewish community, were legally entitled to carry out kosher butchering. 65  

And when the court refused to tolerate “dangerous” traditions requiring, for 

example, that the members of a Native American religion smoke peyote for 

certain meditation rituals, 66  Congress intervened to restore the custom in the 

name of the principle of the equal dignity of religions. 67  

 Of course, not everything is permitted—sexual mutilation or collective 

suicide for religious reasons remain illegal—and it will be recalled that the 

Supreme Court did not invalidate a federal law criminalizing polygamy 

among the Mormons. But the result is nonetheless clear: present-day Ameri-

can secularism is based on the overarching principle of state neutrality. In the 

court’s view, every attempt must be made to prevent the return of intolerance 

and the wars of religion that have been so frequent in the history of Europe 
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and the United States. It is therefore necessary to avoid taking measures fa-

voring any particular religion or imposing a preference for religion over athe-

ism or no religion at all. Any contrary attitude would be deeply unjust: 

 By showing a purpose to favor religion, the government “sends the . . . 

message to . . . nonadherents ‘that they are outsiders, not full members of 

the political community, and an accompanying message to adherents that 

they are insiders, favored members. . . .’ ” 68  

 Looked at historically, and considering the Supreme Court’s jurisprudence 

as a whole, the principle has been fi rmly established that minority religions 

have been placed on the same footing as mainstream religions. The justices 

no longer consider Christianity as the central element in some hypothetical 

American Creed; it is simply one religion among others, gradually stripped of 

the “privileges, advantages, and social customs that it had enjoyed because of 

its status as the majority religion.” 69  

 The best evidence of this equivalence is provided by the evolution of an 

old patriotic ritual, the oath to defend the Constitution required of elected 

offi  cials and high federal offi  ce holders. Traditionally, the president and new 

members of Congress have sworn the oath with their hand on the Bible. 

Nothing in the Constitution requires the presence of the Scriptures, but this 

old practice, a survival of the British parliamentary tradition, persists today. 

 In 2006, for the fi rst time in the history of the United States, a Sunni Mus-

lim of African-American origin was elected as a Democratic representative to 

Congress from a district in Minneapolis. How would this new congressman, 

Keith Ellison, take his oath when he was sworn in on January 4, 2007? Would 

he merely take a civil oath by raising his right hand? Would he use a Bible or 

a Qur’an?  

 He chose to swear on the Qur’an, despite a virulent press campaign de-

nouncing Muslim intolerance around the world and proclaiming the incom-

patibility of Islam with republican institutions. Wishing to attenuate the ef-

fects of an unprecedented event, Ellison was intelligent enough to appeal to 

the history of the founding of the American Republic to foil his critics. To 

take his oath, he borrowed a copy of the Qur’an that had belonged to Thomas 

Jeff erson. With this gesture, he reconciled the two contrary traditions I have 

been analyzing. By insisting on using this version of the Qur’an, he implic-

itly honored a separatist tradition inaugurated by Jeff erson. But did he know 

that Jeff erson’s Qur’an had been translated in 1734 by the English Orientalist 
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George Sale—himself an active member of the Society for Promoting Chris-

tian Knowledge? 70  Jeff erson probably had no more respect for the Qur’an than 

he did for the Bible, as I have noted earlier. But for Keith Ellison the reference 

was respectable enough: Jeff erson was, after all, along with Washington and 

Madison one of the Founding Fathers of the republic.   

 I n  t h e  U n i t e d  S tat e s ,   it is not easy to maintain a balance between 

contradictory positions. Political divergences between separatists and anti-

separatists remain deep, and a foreign observer is not always in a position to 

distinguish between what is permitted and what is forbidden in matters of 

religion. The wall of separation is sometimes unbreachable, sometimes full 

of doors, depending on the circumstances and the requirements of a multi-

ethnic and multireligious culture. Historical narratives of identity formation 

are particularly unstable and contradictory. Some leading historians, legal 

scholars, and political scientists are convinced that the American national 

identity has primarily been shaped by an Enlightenment narrative, based on 

a rational philosophy which excludes religion from the public sphere and 

which would purge the public arena of the most sacred icons of the Christian 

religion. Other leading historians, infl uenced by the romantic rediscovery of 

America’s great ancestors—the Puritans—are convinced that the nation is 

at its core religious and that government should support the free exercise 

of religion as far as possible, to the point of aiding denominational schools 

or faith-based organizations with public funding. These rival traditions are 

diffi  cult to reconcile and the evolution of the Supreme Court jurisprudence 

remains ambiguous. 71  It is possible that in the future a new type of secularism 

will evolve:  a faith-friendly secularism . 
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 Obama’s Faith-Friendly Secularism 

 W h at  i s  t h e  p lac e  Ba r ac k  O ba m a   has accorded to religion in the 

public sphere? Initially it was considerable. From his speech at the Demo-

cratic Convention in 2004, when he was a junior senator from Illinois, to his 

election as president in 2008, he constantly emphasized the importance of re-

ligion in his personal life and in the political life of the country. With the new 

priorities of 2009 and 2010—the economic crisis and the attempt at compre-

hensive reform of the healthcare system—the president’s religious concerns 

faded into the background, and indeed were not even mentioned in his State 

of the Union address of January 2010. 

 Barack Obama fi rst made his religious philosophy explicit in his address at 

the “Call to Renewal” Conference organized in June 2006 by Jim Wallis, the 

founder and editor-in-chief of  Sojourners  magazine. Speaking to an audience 

of about one hundred representatives of Protestant churches, Obama pointed 

out that 

 Americans are a religious people. Ninety percent of us believe in God, 

70 percent affi  liate themselves with an organized religion, 38 percent call 
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themselves committed Christians, and substantially more people believe 

in angels than do those who believe in evolution. . . . Each day . . . thou-

sands of Americans are . . . coming to the realization that something is 

missing. They are deciding that their work, their possessions, their diver-

sions, their sheer busyness, is not enough. They want a sense of purpose, 

a narrative arc to their lives. 1  

 This is why faith is important “to feed the hungry and clothe the naked 

and challenge powers and principalities,” as the leaders of African- American 

churches have consistently asserted. According to Obama, “secularists” are 

therefore wrong when they “ask believers to leave their religion at the door 

before entering the public square. Frederick Douglass, Abraham Lincoln, 

William Jennings Bryan, Dorothy Day, Martin Luther King—indeed the ma-

jority of great reformers in American history—were not only motivated by 

faith but repeatedly used religious language to argue for their cause.” 2  Al-

ways in search of a compromise that would satisfy the most and least reli-

gious of Americans, Obama adopted a middle way, a delicate balancing act: 

“We progressives . . . might recognize the overlapping values that both reli-

gious and secular people share when it comes to the moral and material di-

rection of our country.” 3  The very personal faith adopted by Obama does 

not exclude political considerations, recalling—at another time and in dif-

ferent  circumstances—the religiously infused political rhetoric of Abraham 

Lincoln. 4  By his own admission, Obama did not have the sudden conversion 

experience typical of evangelicals. His faith is more reasoned, a calculated 

decision to share the religious experience of the residents of the South Side 

of Chicago where he was working as a community organizer. His conversion, 

he says, “came about as a choice, and not an epiphany,” and while there is no 

reason to doubt the sincerity of his beliefs, his faith is inseparable from the 

use of religious rhetoric as a technique of political persuasion: “Some of the 

problem here is rhetorical—if we scrub language of all religious content, we 

forfeit the imagery and terminology through which millions of Americans 

understand both their personal morality and social justice. Imagine Lincoln’s 

Second Inaugural Address without reference to ‘the judgment of the Lord,’ or 

King’s ‘I Have a Dream’ speech without reference to ‘all God’s children.’ ” 5  

 The reference to Lincoln is particularly revealing. Lincoln was personally 

not very religious and doubted the divinity of Christ, but like Tom Paine 

earlier, he knew the scriptures intimately and had an unmatched ability to 
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marshal powerful religious images to persuade his listeners of the justice of 

the abolitionist cause. 6  

 And yet Obama’s political language is never purely and simply religious. 

Unlike George W. Bush, Obama is fully aware of the danger of excessively en-

tangling religion and politics in the United States. He is not oblivious to the 

limits a statesman must impose on the sphere of spiritual power. He expressed 

a scrupulous respect for the jurisprudence of the Supreme Court when he as-

serted in his Inaugural Address that the community of citizens is inclusive 

and extends to all, including nonbelievers: “We are a nation of Christians and 

Muslims, Jews and Hindus, and non-believers.” 7  

 Obama was expressing his adherence to a conception of the American 

nation as not strictly speaking Christian, but pluralist, open to all religions, 

whether or not monotheistic. Above all, it is inclusive enough to accept with-

out restriction those who, because of atheism or indiff erence, reject any re-

ligion. Barack Obama is thus the fi rst president in the history of the United 

States to acknowledge in an Inaugural Address that there are Americans who 

do not believe in God. In doing so, he “puts nonbelievers on the same footing 

as religious Americans.” 8  He also paid a remarkable homage to the religious 

indiff erence of his parents: to his father who was born and brought up as a 

Muslim but became an atheist as an adult; and to his mother, “who was skepti-

cal of organized religion, even though she was the most spiritual person [he 

had] ever known.” 9  

 There are many references to the political past of the United Sates in 

Obama’s speeches, but it is a selective past that gives a preeminent place to 

the Founding Fathers and to Lincoln, their great successor. He neglects the 

role of the Puritans and their political and religious utopia, the City on the 

Hill that Ronald Reagan, for one, was so fond of recalling. Between the two ri-

val narratives of American identity discussed in this book, Obama has clearly 

chosen the one that is rooted in the age and the philosophy of the Enlighten-

ment. Despite their defects (most of them were slave-owners), the Found-

ers devised the great principles of American democracy: equality, liberty, the 

sovereignty of the people, the possibility of earthly happiness open to all. And 

it was the Founders who presented the fi rst fully articulated argument for a 

system of separation between church and state. 

 But Obama’s political speeches are also full of references to religion, to the 

charitable work of faith-based organizations, and to his very personal quest 

for religious faith. What is the explanation for this apparent contradiction 
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 between the professor of constitutional law who acknowledges the impor-

tance of the separation of church and state, and the political candidate who so 

readily discusses his religious experience in public? 10  

 The answer lies in the increasing importance given to religious issues in 

presidential election campaigns since the early 1980s. I have already explained 

in chapter 6 the political, geographical, and cultural reasons for the emer-

gence of the religious right and its infl uence in the Republican Party. In 2008, 

both Republican and Democratic candidates shared a retrospective illusion 

based on an erroneous reading of the results of the 2004 presidential elec-

tion. The accepted wisdom on both sides was that to win in 2008, a candidate 

had to avoid Kerry’s mistakes. Kerry had lost in this view because he hadn’t 

paid enough attention to the religious concerns of the average American: he 

had neglected the “values voters.” Too discreet about his own faith, Kerry had 

abandoned the fi eld to George W. Bush, who managed to win over a majority 

of Catholic voters, traditionally inclined to vote Democratic. It is true that 

Bush had taken risks a Catholic candidate never could have taken. Bush was 

the fi rst American presidential candidate to visit the Pope, in the Vatican, 

while the primaries were in progress. It was an unprecedented gesture and 

the rewards were appreciable: 52 percent of Catholics voted for Bush. Even 

more remarkable, 78 percent of white evangelicals voted for the sitting presi-

dent. Bush was thus the preferred candidate of evangelicals, of Catholics, and 

especially of voters who attended religious services frequently (once a week 

or more), regardless of religion. The Republicans were the party of the pious, 

the Democrats the party of the tepid, the indiff erent, and the agnostics. 

 Was this religious gap reversible? Could Democrats hope to recapture 

some religious voters? They thought they could, provided they gave a promi-

nent place to religious questions in the coming elections. In any event, this is 

what party leaders declared in the wake of the 2004 defeat. 11  

 But Obama had two other reasons for giving religion a prominent place. 

First, he had to counter the persistent rumor that he was a Muslim, which 

explains the frequency with which he referred to his quest for “God’s spirit,” 12  

and to the religious experience that led to his baptism in the Trinity United 

Church of Christ in Chicago. Second, he had to react to the excessive and 

apparently antipatriotic remarks made by the pastor of his adopted church, 

Reverend Jeremiah Wright. Among other things, Wright had exclaimed “God 

damn America” in a sermon, clips of which were endlessly recycled on You-

Tube and many television networks by Obama’s political opponents. In his 

celebrated speech in Philadelphia on March 18, 2008, Barack Obama saved his 
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presidential campaign by presenting the best possible response to his critics. 

Reverend Wright’s anger, he explained, was understandable for an African-

American who “came of age in the late fi fties and early sixties, a time when 

segregation was still the law of the land and opportunity was systematically 

constricted.” But it was inexcusable at a time when the United States could 

fi nally demonstrate that it was possible to overcome the racial antagonisms 

and resentments of the past: “The profound mistake of Reverend Wright’s 

sermons is not that he spoke about racism in our society. It’s that he spoke as 

if our society was static . . . still irrevocably bound to a tragic past.” 13  Obama 

turned the page, while soberly and persuasively demonstrating that he was 

indeed a “post-racial candidate,” whose only ambition was to represent all 

Americans, whoever they might be, “white and black, Latino and Asian, rich 

and poor, young and old.” 14  This diverse and inclusive citizenship, explained 

Obama, fulfi lled the promise of a “More Perfect Union,” fi rst evoked by the 

Framers in 1787. 

 Convinced that “values voters” were crucial if his candidacy was to suc-

ceed in 2008, Obama and his political advisers devoted signifi cant resources 

to communicating with the most religious voters of the swing states, particu-

larly white and Latino evangelical Christians. To accomplish this, Obama es-

tablished a sophisticated outreach program aimed at targeting blocs of voters 

who had until then been reluctant to vote for the Democratic Party. He dem-

onstrated thoroughgoing ethnic and religious ecumenicalism in appointing 

the leaders of his faith outreach campaign. It was headed by a young African-

American Pentecostal pastor, Joshua DuBois, seconded by two Latino coordi-

nators, the Catholic Miguel Diaz of St. John’s University, and the Protestant 

Wilfredo De Jesús, senior pastor of New Life Covenant, an Assemblies of God 

Church in Chicago. His outreach campaign included frequent private meet-

ings with religious fi gures of every denomination and every political stripe—

among them the progressive public theologian Jim Wallis; the evangelical 

pastor Franklin Graham (son of Billy Graham); David Neff ,  editor-in-chief 

of  Christianity Today ; Rich Cizik, vice president for governmental aff airs of 

the National Association of Evangelicals; 15  and Rick Warren, the evangelical 

pastor of one of the largest megachurches in southern California, Saddleback 

Church. 16  Obama also frequently visited poor neighborhoods in cities where 

religious organizations were particularly active and spoke before many reli-

gious groups. A good example of this combination of political and religious 

activity was the July 2008 visit organized by Joshua DuBois to Zanesville, in 

the economically distressed Appalachian region of Ohio. Obama met with 
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the local organizers of an antipoverty program led by the Eastside Commu-

nity Ministry. He seized the occasion to propose a renewal of the faith-based 

initiatives initially launched by George W. Bush, with the future creation of 

a Council of Faith-Based and Neighborhood Partnerships. And he specifi ed 

that, if elected, he would devote $500 million annually to philanthropic ac-

tivities organized by local religious communities. To justify this unexpected 

proposal, in a region where the majority of born-again Christians favored 

McCain, Obama stated: “I believe that change comes not from the top down 

but from the bottom up, and few are closer to the people than our churches, 

synagogues, temples, and mosques.” 17  

 Even if it was not decisive in producing his electoral victory in 2008, 

Obama’s religious outreach program did have results. According to the NEP 

2008 national exit polls, Obama’s largest margins over McCain were among 

Catholic voters (54 percent for Obama, 45 percent for McCain). But Mc-

Cain did better than Obama among Protestant voters (53 percent, compared 

to 46 percent for Obama). Comparing 2004 and 2008 exit polls, Obama did 

much better than Kerry among Catholics (7 percentage points higher), as 

well as among Protestants (5 percentage points). Obama’s gains among white 

evangelical and born-again Christians were also signifi cant: 26 percent of the 

white evangelical constituency voted for Obama in 2008, compared to 21 per-

cent for Kerry in 2004. Conversely, McCain did not perform as well as Bush 

among these voters, although he did preserve Republican dominance. He 

won 73 percent of the white born-again vote, compared to 79 percent for Bush 

in 2004. 18  But these small electoral shifts do not alone explain the Demo-

crats’ victory in 2008. Other key factors include the high turnout of African-

 American and Latino voters (respectively 95 and 66 percent of whom voted 

for Obama); an exceptional mobilization of young voters (66 percent of eigh-

teen- to twenty-nine-year-olds voted for Obama); and a plurality of white 

middle-class suburban voters in battleground states (50 percent for Obama). 

All these categories of voters were more concerned about the economy, the 

war in Iraq, and healthcare, education, and immigration reforms than tradi-

tional moral values.   

 L e s s  i d e o lo g i c a l  t h a n   the liberal base of the Democratic Party had 

anticipated, Barack Obama is a pragmatic politician who frequently looks for 

compromise solutions to the problems he confronts to satisfy both the left 

and the right of his party and, with less success, a majority of Democrats and 
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Republicans in Congress. This “middle way” politics is particularly visible in 

the economic and healthcare reform proposals Obama has set forth. It is also 

present in foreign policy (on the one hand, the demand that Guantánamo be 

closed, on the other, an increased military presence in Afghanistan). Even 

more clearly, it characterizes Obama’s approach to religion. The search for 

compromise and the declared ideal of a faith-friendly secularism have met 

opposition from believers and nonbelievers alike. 

 In his “Call to Renewal” Address in June 2006, Obama made a clear distinc-

tion between two opposed camps, “secularists” and “believers.” He admon-

ished the former because they tend to “dismiss religion in the public square 

as inherently irrational or intolerant,” and the latter because they believe 

they alone are able to defi ne the great moral values of the nation. In reality, 

Obama explained, it is time to identify the common values that are essential 

to the nation’s well-being, values on which “religious and secular people” can 

agree. 19  This search for common goals, given concrete form in the proposed 

development of “partnerships between the religious and secular worlds,” 20  is, 

of course, diffi  cult to implement, and the fi rst measures taken by the Obama 

administration have not met with unanimity. 

 To satisfy his party’s secularists, shortly after his election, Obama reversed 

two decisions made by his predecessor in the White House. On March 6, 2009, 

he signed an executive order ending funding restrictions on embryonic stem 

cell research, and he removed the prohibition on federal fi nancing of inter-

national family planning groups providing information on contraception and 

abortion. His pro-choice positions were in step with those of his party. 

 To satisfy the believers, and especially the most conservative among them, 

Obama declared his opposition to same-sex marriage, going so far as to de-

clare in a public forum, organized by Rick Warren in Saddleback Church, in 

answer to a question on his defi nition of marriage: “It’s a union between a man 

and a woman. . . . For me as a Christian, it is a sacred union. You know, God’s 

in the mix.” 21  But to strike a happy medium and not completely alienate the 

vote of California liberal Democrats, Obama declared his opposition to Prop-

osition 8, the ballot measure that sought to amend the California Constitution 

to prohibit same-sex marriage. This measure, according to Obama, was too 

“divisive and discriminatory.” 22  Then, in 2010, he announced the abolition of 

the “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” policy prohibiting openly gay men and lesbians 

from serving in the military. 

 In foreign policy, Obama’s speech in Cairo satisfi ed both the most and the 

least religious of his compatriots. His explicit reference to Article 11 of the 
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Treaty of Tripoli of 1796 was particularly clever. The article declares that the 

United States had not a religious but a purely political foundation, which by 

implication bars any crusading spirit: “The United States has in itself no char-

acter of enmity against the laws, religion or tranquility of Muslims.” 23  Pro-

gressive liberals and secularists could only applaud Obama’s refusal to think 

in terms of a “clash of civilizations” opposing Christian and Islamic nations. 

But to satisfy the more religious among his listeners, Obama was lavish in 

positive references to Islam, the “Holy Qur’an,” and its Prophet, not forgetting 

the other “children of Abraham”—Jews, Copts, Maronites, and other Chris-

tians in the Middle East. Everyone had a place in a world of tolerance where 

“freedom of religion is central to the ability of peoples to live together.” 24  

Islam was now placed on an equal footing with Judaism and Christianity, and 

the image of the United States was distinctly improved, as suggested by this 

spontaneous comment by the Syrian political scientist Marwan Kabalan: “It 

was the most tolerant speech I have ever heard by an American President 

concerning Islam and Muslims.” 25  For secularists, this peaceful view of Islam 

and religion in general was excessive. It minimized the existence of religious 

confl icts, although they are real and particularly violent in the Middle East, 

including within Islam. It was also too reductionist in terms of identity, as 

though Islam were “the sole reference point for the populations of the re-

gion,” whereas other elements—economic, ethnic, social, and  political—are 

just as fundamental. 26  

 The key element of the ideal of a faith-friendly secularism, and the one 

that is probably most questionable, is Obama’s decision to adopt the faith-

based initiatives of George W. Bush by establishing, as promised, a White 

House Offi  ce of Faith-Based and Neighborhood Partnerships and appointing 

at its head a new “faith czar,” the former director of his religious outreach 

campaign, Reverend Joshua DuBois. The social eff ects of these initiatives are 

theoretically perfectly neutral. No particular religion is favored and public 

funds are distributed equally between secular and faith-based organizations. 

But in reality, if one considers the practices developed by the Bush adminis-

tration, faith-based organizations, most of them evangelical, are more numer-

ous than their secular counterparts in benefi ting from federal largesse, and 

the recipients of social service programs are often encouraged to participate 

in “social” activities that have more to do with religious proselytizing than 

with simple humanitarian action. 27  

 As recently observed by prominent legal scholars, faith-based initiatives 

or voucher programs do blur the wall of separation between church and state 
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and too often discriminate against minority religions or purely secular ac-

tivities. 28  But there is no reason why religion should not have a place in the 

public realm, particularly if it respects the diversity of religious faiths and 

denominations. What is the harm in celebrating Christmas in a country which 

is still predominantly Christian or in displaying a crèche with other religious 

symbols like a Star of David or nonreligious elements like a reindeer or a 

snow-covered pine tree? But non-Christian minority religions should also be 

acknowledged and provided with their own public space. This could be done 

with special holidays, recognizing the symbolic importance of the Muslim 

Eid, for instance. The key point is religious inclusiveness. 29  An atheist could 

feel uncomfortable when asked to recite the Pledge of Allegiance, but should 

everyone else be obliged to omit the words “one nation under God” to sat-

isfy a minority viewpoint? As Obama himself admitted, “Not every mention 

of God in public is a breach of the wall of separation— context matters. It 

is doubtful that children reciting the Pledge of Allegiance feel oppressed or 

brainwashed as a consequence of muttering the phrase ‘Under God’; I cer-

tainly didn’t.” 30  Public manifestations of the religious spirit do not violate the 

Establishment Clause if they celebrate a settled American tradition or express 

strong communitarian values that can only strengthen the search for national 

unity and cohesion. But once the question of using public funds for religious 

or parareligious activities arises, the answer of a “faith-friendly” government 

should be negative, because the risk of not being able to maintain neutrality 

is too great. Perhaps the best way to envision the wall of separation between 

church and state today is to see it as a porous partition that allows old customs 

or symbolic manifestations of religiosity to seep through, but—in the fi nest 

tradition of Jeff erson and Madison—acts as an unbreachable wall to prevent 

the improper or biased use of public funds for religious purposes. 
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